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Cannabis grows on all inhabited landmasses to about 60 degrees
latitude, a distribution broader than any other crop. This
book is my attempt at understanding how Cannabis gained its

cosmopolitan status. 
Cannabis has been a fellow traveller of human migrations from

Palaeolithic Central Asia to the present. The human–Cannabis
relationship is complicated, and challenging to present in a historical
narrative. To outline this relationship I have employed a geograph -
ically broad-scale analysis of a multidisciplinary range of sources. This
book, like any world history of Cannabis, must omit many aspects of
the plant’s past. One notable focus is the important, but generally
overlooked, roles Africans and African-descent peoples have had in
Cannabis his tory. Additionally, I find the United States significant for
understanding current events, because it is a global centre of efforts
to sustain Cannabis prohibition, and efforts to end it. Beyond these
justifications is the reality that I live in the u.s., and my profession-
al experience is in the field of African Studies. All Cannabis histories
bear particular perspectives. 

There are many world histories of Cannabis. In this book I am
regularly critical of these works, which I believe are too generally
founded on opinions, explicit or implicit, about whether the plant is
good or bad. Instead, my starting point is that Cannabis has shared
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pleasant to unpleasant interactions with very many people, and that
we must recognize the diversity of these interactions before judging it
(if such judgement is necessary). My hope is that this book will move
beyond the good–bad polarity, and enable more informed management
of the world’s most widespread crop.
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The title of this chapter is a deceptively simple question. At
first glance, perhaps, the book’s cover provides the answer –
it shows a plant leaf that many people immediately identify

as marijuana, a widely used drug. Few plants have such an iconic leaf.
The Cannabis leaf is effective visual shorthand, whether scrawled as
graffiti or illustrating the cover of the Wall Street Journal (as on 20 April
2012). Many who see the leaf in this book will know they are reading
about marijuana. 

Yet Cannabis is not just marijuana. It is a plant that furnishes
numerous products, not just drugs. The variety of its uses has for
centuries fascinated many people, who have generated a massive
literature on the plant. The book you are reading holds few of the
millions of pages, paper and digital, published on Cannabis. Yet the
immensity of this literature is misleading. As others have recognized,
the literature has been unsatisfying for decades, littered with errors,
received wisdom and narrow-minded judgements. It is vital to ask
‘What is Cannabis?’ to make sense of the jumbled portrayal of the
plant in current global society. 

To understand Cannabis means working through layers of compli-
cation, beginning with language. Cannabis terminology is confused and
confusing. In English, ‘cannabis’, ‘Cannabis’, ‘hemp’ and ‘marijuana’ are
sometimes synonyms, but at other times differentiate botanical species,
legal and illegal substances, good and bad uses of the plant, or even
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specific parts of the plant. These four terms also intermingle with
esoteric vocabulary, whether English slang, standard and slang terms
from other languages, formal scientific binomials or antiquated forms
of any of these. Furthermore, meanings of Cannabis terms have varied
over time and space. Equivalent terms in other languages are similarly
confusing. Poor translations have compounded miscommunication
for millennia. 

The terms ‘Cannabis’ and ‘cannabis’ are fairly easy to define.
When capitalized and italicized, Cannabis refers to a plant genus in
the formal language of scientific taxonomy. In this scientific sense,
the term has a history that predates the current, standard system
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of botanical nomenclature.1 The Swedish botanist Carolus Linnaeus
formally described Cannabis in 1753.2 Subsequent taxonomists saw
affinity between Cannabis and the genus Humulus, which includes
the common hop (Humulus lupulus). There are obvious differences
between Cannabis and Humulus – the former has compound leaves
and an upright habit, while the hop is a straggling vine with simple
leaves – but the genera share many anatomical characteristics. Indeed,
in 1772 an Italian botanist considered the common hop a type of
Cannabis, renaming it ‘Cannabis lupulus’.3 Later taxonomists rejected
the idea. Cannabis and Humulus share basic floral structure, and both
have achenes (a distinct type of fruit) and laticifers (structures that
exude resin).4 Cannabis achenes are famous as hempseeds, which can
provide food, oil, medicine and feed. Cannabis laticifers produce sticky
resin that famously transports psychoactive phytochemicals. 

Cannabis is now considered prototypical of a distinct botanical
family, the Cannabaceae. This family was first proposed in 1820 by
a Russian botanist,5 but Cannabis (and Humulus) has been assigned
periodically to other botanical groups. During the nineteenth century,
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botanists usually placed Cannabis in the nettle family (Urticaceae),
although by 1900 some assigned it to the mulberry family (Moraceae).
Neither arrangement satisfied everyone. In 1925 a British taxonomist,
ignorant of the earlier Russian proposal, placed Cannabis and Humulus
together in a new family, ‘Cannabinaceae’.6 Most botanists ultimately
accepted this arrangement, but the prior name Cannabaceae was
adopted in 1969.7 Nonetheless, older taxonomies persist. The State
of Oregon still legally defines Cannabis as belonging to the mulberry
family.8

Cannabis is more closely related to hackberries (Celtis species) than
mulberries.9 Hackberries are the largest component of Cannabaceae,
with hundreds of species compared to three species of Humulus and one
(or two or three) species of Cannabis. Many Celtis species are valuable,
multi-use plants. Hackberries were important food in the prehistoric
Old World. The North African hackberry Celtis australis possibly
provided the apathy-inducing ‘lotus fruit’ that Ulysses encountered in
Homer’s Odyssey.10 Hops have been preservatives in European beer
for more than a millennium.11

Tiny anatomical characteristics are important in scientific taxon-
omy, but for most people chemistry distinguishes Cannabis. All indi-
viduals in this genus produce phytochemicals called cannabinoids. The
most famous is the psychoactive compound ∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(thc), but there are at least 60 others, many of which have known,
non-psychoactive pharmacological effects.12 Cannabinoid production
varies between plants, owing partly to environmental conditions but
primarily to genetic differences between Cannabis lineages.13

How does ‘Cannabis’ differ from ‘cannabis’? When uncapitalized
and unitalicized, ‘cannabis’ refers to a plant genus understood inform -
ally outside scientific taxonomy. All cultures classify and name plants
according to subjective naming rules and concepts of what makes
different plants different, and base decisions about plant use on
these so-called folk taxonomies.14 When ‘culture’ is mentioned, people
often think of linguistically distinct human groups, whether ‘the Xhosa’
or ‘the Han Chinese’. This is one form of culture, which means any set
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of socially transmitted ideas and behaviours. Academic disciplines
are ‘knowledge cultures’ that transmit ideas about specific conceptual
domains such as biological systematics, the purview of scientific
taxonomy. Other knowledge cultures include the know-how of non-
scientists – farmers, midwives, herbalists, cooks and others – which
is often as accurate and experiment-based as formal sciences.15 Scientific
taxonomy is important because global society has broadly agreed that
laws and policies regulating plants should reflect formal taxonomic
concepts. This is certainly the case for Cannabis, whose controlling laws
are embedded in the current, formal taxonomy of the genus.16

Nonetheless, scientific taxonomy is one of many knowledge cul-
tures relevant for understanding human–Cannabis relationships. Cannabis
has been mostly prohibited worldwide since the 1930s, which has
stunted formal, scholarly research on the plant, including scientific
taxonomy.17 European scholars started paying attention to drug Cannabis
only about a century before prohibition, and stopped paying much
attention afterwards. Although there are a few formally trained Cannabis
experts, in current global society most experts are informally trained,
whether marijuana aficionados, hemp activists or anti-drug crusaders.
Outsiders might find the expertise of another group insightful or
nonsensical, because knowledge has relevance only within specific
sociocultural contexts. 
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Historically, many knowledge cultures have maintained bodies of
Cannabis expertise, and nearly all have understood cannabis as a distinct
folk genus. Formal Cannabis must be distinguished from informal
cannabis concepts because each circumscription reflects culturally specific
ways of interacting with the plant. For instance, the cannabis concept
of marijuana aficionados may entirely overlook non-psycho active
Cannabis bred for fibre.18 Recognizing cultural differences is necessary
in order to understand human–Cannabis interactions. 

The words we use for Cannabis encapsulate the plant’s historical
geography. Begin with ‘marijuana’, the most important use in current
global society. For etymologists, ‘marijuana’ has been mysterious,
appearing seemingly from nowhere. The word was first published in
Mexico in the 1840s, but before this the word’s origin is considered
unknown.19 People from western Central Africa were by far the most
numerous group to bring knowledge of drug Cannabis to the New
World, yet etymologists have barely considered possible African
etymologies. Drug Cannabis came initially to the New World from
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Africa, and its primary New World names reflect this geography. The
italicized word marihuana is Central American Spanish, but originally
a mispronun ciation of mariamba, which is the plural of riamba, meaning
‘cannabis’ in several Central African languages.20 Riamba derives, first-
ly, from Old Arabic bang, meaning ‘psychoactive cannabis’; secondly,
from Hindi bhang, one of three primary terms for ‘cannabis’ in that
language; and, ultimately, from Sanskrit bhan·gā, meaning ‘psycho -
active cannabis’. Riamba comes from truncation of the Arabic term
and addition of a euphonic prefix.21

In the late Neolithic, people from temperate Central Asia who
knew Cannabis as a food and fibre plant discovered another Cannabis
species that additionally provided a psychoactive drug. The two plants
gained two different names. The provider of hempseed and fibre was
called śān·a in Proto-Indo-European languages, while bhan·gā signified
various psychoactive plants, including Cannabis indica. Each of these
basal terms changed over time; śān·a eventually became a word like
kannab.22 Languages westward from Mongolia adopted forms of kannab
to name Cannabis sativa, which is indigenous to temperate Eurasia. In
northern Europe, kannab became something like hannap, which evolved
into the hemp-type terms of northern Europe, including German
Hanf and Dutch hennep. 

The English word ‘cannabis’ encapsulates a series of historically
situated experiences that people have had with the plant. The English
word is a Latin form of the Greek kánnabis, first documented in the
Histories of Herodotus (fifth century bce). Classical Greek knowledge
of kánnabis originated across the Black Sea, through interaction with
people who used non-psychoactive Cannabis for hempseeds and fibre.
Ancient Greeks knew little about psychoactive Cannabis. They did know
of psychoactive plants, and possibly called drug Cannabis something
other than kánnabis. 

To Greek physicians like Dioscorides and Galen (both first century
ce), kánnabis for human consumption was a minor seed crop used as
food and medicine.23 Importantly, Cannabis seeds are not psychoactive,
and its green parts become psychoactive only after heating (optimally
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to 104°c/220°f).24 In documented Greek preparations, the plant
material was hempseeds, oil, or green parts processed without explicit
heating.25 The sole Greek mention of psychoactive kánnabis came from
Galen. Somewhere in the Levant he encountered psychoactive sweet-
meats similar to hash-based ones known historically. His description,
though, projects Greek knowledge, because he presumed the sweetmeats
must be concocted of hempseeds, which he considered ‘unwholesome’
food. For Galen, the unfamiliar observed use made the unobserved
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parent plants undoubtedly different. He began his section on ‘cannabis
seed’ with the disclaimer ‘Not like our cannabis plant’. In a sixteenth-
century Latin translation, Galen’s Other cannabis could ‘strike the head’,
which amusingly suggests the atavistic meaning of ‘stoned’.26 Greek
medicine remained current in Europe for fifteen centuries or more.
However, Galen’s Other cannabis faded from memory. Instead, the
non-psychoactive Greek prescriptions defined the pharmacological
potential of Cannabis in European thought. 

Ancient Greek scholarship was also fundamental to medicine of
the Islamic Golden Age (800s–1200s ce). Arabic-speaking scholars
rarely wrote of psychoactive Cannabis, partly because they repeated
the Greeks. Islamic physicians prescribed the plant they called qinnab
in manners that mostly would not have been psychoactive, and only
vaguely suggest that they might have been referring to the psychoac-
tive Cannabis species.27 In the tenth-century Canon of Medicine, for instance,
Avicenna prescribed hempseeds and oil, and poultices of green ma -
terial; perhaps he suggests drug Cannabis – which can affect sensations
of hunger – by recommending macerated green material for stomach
ailments.28 Frustratingly, though, few of the original Arabic texts are
easily available, and translations are often suspect. For example, a trans-
lation of 1966 of the ninth-century Book of Poisons glosses an unknown
Arabic term as ‘Indian hemp’, which the translator defined as ‘hashish’
although the text describes a plant, not a preparation.29 ‘Indian hemp’
was coined in 1689 in London.30

When the Arabic-writing physicians wrote qinnab, they referred
primarily to Cannabis used for medicinal seeds. People in Islamic Golden
Age societies used drug Cannabis, but this use was unfamiliar to upper-
class scholars, who showed little knowledge of psychoactive Cannabis
until the twelfth century. In Old Arabic, psychoactive Cannabis was some -
times called bang, something separate and distinct from qinnab.31 The
recipes including bang yielded poisons as often as medicines, because
bang referred generically to psychoactive plants, including Cannabis indica
and the more toxic datura (Datura metel), belladonna (Atropa belladonna)
and henbane (Hyoscyamus niger). In modern Arabic beng simply means
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‘intoxicant’. In the 1100s some Arabic-speaking scholars began to
mention qinnab hindi (‘Hindi cannabis’) to name a different folk species,
the psychoactive one they associated with India.32 Another psycho -
active folk species was called ‘Anatolian cannabis’ in the fifteenth
century.33 European languages did not adopt these terms, even though
Islamic medicine became fundamental to Western medicine during the
Renaissance. 

In many European languages, ‘cannabis’ became a generic name
because European scholars transferred the linguistic privilege of qinnab
and kánnabis to Latin cannabis. These Mediterranean words were socially
more appropriate for European scholars than northerly terms like
hampa, from Linnaeus’s Swedish. Outside formal botany, early uses of
‘cannabis’ required explanation, including the earliest English use,
from 1548 (‘Canabis [sic] is called in Englishe hemp’).34 As scientific
botany began in the 1500s, a new, scholarly term entered European
languages, although a new folk species did not. Cannabis and hemp
became synonyms. 

In European languages, terminological confusion about ‘hemp’
arose after 1492 when travellers encountered many non-European
fibre plants. Cannabis provided outstanding cordage and textile fibre but
its processing was labour-intensive, which made the best products quite
expensive. The economic importance of ropes and sailcloth during the
Age of Sail made substitutes for Cannabis fibre a high priority. Cannabis
was the gold standard, though, and ‘hemp’ became a generic term for
any plant fibre. There are, for instance, ‘African hemp’ (either Sansevieria
guineensis, a monocot, or Sparrmannia africana, a dicot), ‘Manila hemp’
(a type of banana, Musa textilis), ‘New Zealand hemp’ (monocot Phormium
tenax), ‘Sisal hemp’ (monocot Agave rigida) and ‘Sunn hemp’ (the Corchorus
species now known as jute).35 There was also ‘Indian hemp’ (Cannabis
indica), which the British in India tried for cordage decades before
exploring its pharmacological applications.36 Yet in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century North America, ‘Indian hemp’ meant dogbane
(Apocynum cannabinum), because Native Americans used it for fibre. ‘India
hemp’ also referred sometimes to jute. Rope-makers decried ‘careless’
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use of the term ‘hemp’ and tried to clarify things by calling Cannabis
sativa ‘true hemp’,37 but the adjective didn’t resolve the semantics. ‘Hemp’
designates plant uses, and not Cannabis itself.38

Comprehending the genus is easier than sorting through con -
fusion about Cannabis species, which has persisted from antiquity to
the present. What is a botanical species? Fundamentally, species
represent ideas about what types exist in a general category, and about
how these types are different. All knowledge cultures that have inter-
acted significantly with Cannabis have recognized it as a distinct folk
genus having one or more folk species. Millennia-old semantic confu -
sion about the plant exists because there is no objective, visible marker
of difference between Cannabis species. Cannabis comprises a pair of
cryptic species, which are physically indistinguishable but chemically
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unmistakable. Illustrations that represent Cannabis species as physically
distinct represent idealized types, not portraits. ‘Variation within the
genus Cannabis is continuous for all [physical] characters . . . that have
been investigated in any detail’, wrote the botanists who published the
current one-species taxonomy. The plant is ‘a single highly vari able
species’ whose plasticity distracts people from seeing the overarching
sameness of all Cannabis individuals.39 This represents one way of think-
ing about Cannabis. Scholars who adopt multi-species concepts might
agree that physical characteristics do not reliably differentiate Cannabis
species, but instead focus on invisible chemical characters, whether
cannabinoids or dna.40

In this book, I adopt the geneticist Karl Hillig’s two-species con-
cept of Cannabis.41 When italicized, the terms sativa and indica refer to
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genetic species. Hillig’s concept reflects formal genetic analysis, and
differs from the current, formal taxonomy of Cannabis as well as from
folk taxonomies. Formally, all Cannabis individuals represent the single
species Cannabis sativa L.42 Many scholars, however, have supported two-
or three-species concepts.43 Hillig’s research shows that there was
more than one genetic type before humans domesticated two differ-
ent Cannabis species, and it seems likely that the formal taxonomy will
change in coming years. Or at least it would seem likely for other plants
– genetic analyses have transformed taxonomy in recent decades – but
Cannabis taxonomy has important legal ramifications. 

Humans have always relied on subjective criteria to differentiate
species. For Cannabis, human use has been an important criterion across
cultures. It is easier to see what people are doing with Cannabis than to
see differences between plants. Until the discovery of thc in 1964, drug
use was the sole means of certainly distinguishing sativa and indica. In
1968 the first modern biomedical study of drug Cannabis evaluated
drug strength in part by asking ‘chronic users [to] sample and rate mari -
juana’ before it was given to test subjects.44 Chemical assays were
costly and widely unavailable into the 1980s. In many societies, the
plant’s mysterious psychoactive potential has contrasted with its
provision of mundane products like cordage and cloth. A good-versus-
bad characterization of Cannabis uses is old, even if re-emphasized under
prohibition. Value judgements imprint Cannabis nomenclature in many
ways, some subtle and others obvious. It is clear, for instance, that the
current one-species concept arose from moralistic and legalistic debates
about Cannabis uses, couched in scientific taxonomy.45

This book is in the tradition of Western scholarship, in which the
knowledge culture of scientific taxonomy has strongly shaped species
concepts. Yet many other influences persist too. For one, Western ideas
about Cannabis predate scientific taxonomy and reflect ancient, cross-
cultural pollinations that have been generally forgotten. Renaissance
European botanists inherited from ancient scholars a two-species
concept for cannabis, distinguishing a wild type and a cultivated type.
This concept extends at least to Herodotus, who wrote that ‘[kánnabis]
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grows both wild and cultivated’.46 Botanists adopted the Latin cannabis
as generic, and needed additional names to differentiate the types. The
descriptive name ‘sativa’ – meaning ‘cultivated’ in Latin – was first used
in a 1516 translation of Dioscorides’ ancient pharmacopoeia.47 The term
persists, of course, in the binomial Cannabis sativa. In the current, offi-
cial taxonomy, ‘sativa’ also designates the subspecies and domesticated
variety bred for fibre and seed production.48

In Latin, ‘sativa’ contrasts with ‘sylvestris’ (which means ‘living in the
forest’), an early name for the putative, vaguely known wild Cannabis.
The question remains if any truly wild populations survive, or if wild
types simply escaped long ago from cultivation. ‘Cannabis sylvestris’
first appeared in print in the tenth century, but may have referred
then or subsequently to a mallow (Althaea cannabina).49 By the mid-
1500s, botanists had mostly abandoned the idea of wild-type Cannabis,
at least in European environments. The idea that wild Cannabis exists
has come and gone, leaving behind putative species like ‘erratica’, ‘vulgaris’
and ‘spontanea’.50 The idea gained greater acceptance in the 1960s once
Soviet botanists began publishing in English their studies of Cannabis
in Central Asia.51 Few scholars have seen these populations. In 1924 a
Soviet botanist designated the wild type ‘ruderalis’, which connotes ‘weedy’
in botanical Latin. There is insufficient genetic data to accept this
possible species.52

European scholars began to conceptualize a third kind of Cannabis
during the 1700s. The Latin name indica has been associated with
psycho active Cannabis since 1747, although the British polymath Robert
Hooke earlier proposed ‘Indian hemp’.53 The locative term indica links
this plant with India, which European scholars considered its ‘natural’
habitat. The name persists because in 1783 a French naturalist chose
‘indica’ to name a new species, which he considered ‘very distinct’ from
European hemp. The ‘principal virtue’ of Cannabis indica was ‘to derange
the brain . . . and give a sort of gaiety’.54 ‘Cannabis indica’ became a
pharmacological term in the nineteenth century, and current taxonomy
preserves ‘indica’ as the formal name of the psychoactive subspecies
and domesticated variety.55
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In this book, ‘hemp’ means Cannabis, regardless of species, used for
fibre, food, feed or oilseed. In East Asia, Cannabis cultivars bred for fibre
and hempseed represent the species indica. In South Asia, indica has also
been grown for these uses. I contrast hemp with ‘drug Cannabis’, mean-
ing Cannabis, regardless of species, used for its psychoactive potential,
even if this is low. Usually, drug Cannabis is indica, but sativa has supplied
potentially mind-altering but generally unsatisfying drugs.56 In North
America, for instance, ‘ditchweed’ comes from feral plants originally
bred for fibre, not drugs.57 Ditchweed gives headaches, not highs. 

The names ‘indica’ and ‘sativa’ also persist in the language of
marijuana aficionados, who adopted Latin names from early 1970s
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Cannabis foemina, from Blackwell, Herbarium Blackwellianum.



scientific taxonomy. When printed without italics, ‘sativa’ and ‘indica’
refer to the folk species of marijuana aficionados, which differ from the
formally defined species. Physically, the ideal types of these folk species
correspond with the ‘wide-leaflet’ and ‘narrow-leaflet’ drug varieties
recognized by botanists.58 However, aficionados identify the folk
species based on subjective effects, not physical form.59 The folk species
indica has sedative-like effects, while sativa is stimulant-like.60 The folk
species sativa and indica differ chemically and genetically,61 although
their contrasts are different from those between the scientific species
sativa and indica. 

Does semantic muddiness matter? According to one botanist, for
whom Cannabis is one single species, debating the precise meanings
of Cannabis nomenclature comes from ‘lawyers [seeking] to deceive
laymen’, who should instead use ‘common sense and regard for con-
text’ to know what is meant when Cannabis is discussed.62 This advice
may suffice in jurisprudence, but glossing over semantics overlooks
millennia of confusion. Furthermore, confusion seems inescapable when
dealing with cryptic species whose differences we can directly sense only
by testing a plant’s psychoactive potential. Taxonomists have privileged
the name sativa because it was Linnaeus’s name for the single-species
Cannabis concept he developed, based on his histor ically situated experi -
ence in northern Europe. Taxonomists have always privileged visible
characters, even though this visuality has been unsatisfactory to Cannabis
observers who find invisible differences more meaningful. 

Paying attention to semantics is crucial because what people
mean by any Cannabis term is conditioned by their experience with the
plant. Linnaeus knew almost nothing about psychoactive Cannabis, while
non-psychoactive Cannabis was prominent in eighteenth-century north -
ern Europe. It made sense for Linnaeus to conceptualize Cannabis as a
singular, cultivated species, with perhaps some variation at the distant
edges of its distribution. The one-species concept made sense for taxon -
omists of the 1970s, who mostly focused on visible characters. One
reasonable interpretation of the limited data of the 1970s was to
con sider Cannabis a highly variable species distorted through millennia
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of farming, even if some disagreed with this interpretation. Now that
robust genetic studies are available it makes sense to view Cannabis as
two cryptic species, because global society increasingly accepts that
in visible chemistry differentiates related organisms more meaningfully than
visible characters. A u.s. court concluded as much in 2004, ruling that
non-psychoactive ‘industrial hemp’ is not a controlled substance, despite
the one-species Cannabis concept embedded in drug laws.63

The semantic shades of the Cannabis vocabulary reflect the diversity
of experiences people have had with the plant. To ignore these shades
of meaning is to ignore many facets of the human–Cannabis relationship,
which has unfolded through vast sweeps of space and time. 
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C annabis history began long before humans. The most closely
related family, nettles (Urticaceae), originated about 55 million
years ago.1 The Cannabis cousin Humulus (hops) was genetically

distinct 6.5 million years ago.2 Cannabis originated some time in the
intervening aeons. 

Spatial patterns of genetic diversity suggest that Cannabis indica
originated in the southwestern Himalayas, while sativa was from temp -
erate Central Asia.3 Knowledge of Asian landscape evolution suggests
how Cannabis became two genetically distinct species. During the
Eocene geological epoch (56–34 million years ago) Cannabis ancestors
probably occupied the highlands of south-central Laurasia, the ancient
continent that existed before the Indian tectonic plate converged with
Asian plates. Climate in these mid-elevation highlands was moist and
temperate. The aboriginal Cannabis population probably varied from
south to north in tolerance for the climate and day-length conditions
of different latitudes. Change in day-length is the primary stimulus for
flowering in Cannabis.4

The collision of India into Asia 50 million years ago caused
geological uplift that produced the Himalayas and connecting moun-
tain ranges. Uplift and latitude together produced variation in thc
production. thc serves as sunscreen for the plant to prevent cellular
damage from ultraviolet-b radiation.5 Exposure to solar radiation
increases at lower latitudes and higher elevations. Geological uplift
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was greatest at low latitudes in the aboriginal Cannabis area, creating
natural selection for plants that could provide themselves with sun-
screen, perhaps most importantly to protect female inflorescences.
Although thc also deters herbivorous insects and prevents plant
infections,6 its ecological role does not explain how sativa and indica
became different. 

India and Asia converged completely eleven million years ago,
which initiated regional climate changes during the remaining Miocene
epoch (which ended two million years ago). Tectonic plate convergence
produced mountains and the most landlocked region on earth, interior
Central Asia. As this area became isolated from maritime influences its
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summertime climate became hotter and drier, which helped to initiate
the South Asian monsoon. Increased aridity in Central Asia divided the
Cannabis area in two. The proto-sativa population survived in temperate,
moist areas along the mountains extending northeast of the Tien
Shan range into Siberia. The earliest physical evidence of Cannabis is
fossil pollen from 130,000-year-old sediments from Lake Baikal.7

(Technically, scientists identify ‘Cannabis-type’ pollen, because Cannabis
and Humulus produce nearly identical grains.) South of the dry zone,
proto-indica plants survived in mid-elevation forests in the Hindu Kush
range, between alpine highlands and drier lowlands. 

The northern and southern Cannabis sub-populations experienced
different natural selection pressures. Geological uplift remained
strong in the south, where plants encountered increasing exposure
to ultraviolet radiation. The Hindu Kush rose 2,700 m (8,800 ft)
during the Pleistocene epoch (the last two million years).8 The north-
ern population did not experience the same conditions; Central Asian
ranges rose less and later than mountains further south. The northern
population also occupied lower elevations, because alpine conditions
extend further downslope in mid-latitude zones. 

During the Pleistocene, earth experienced cyclical change between
glacial and interglacial climate, which impacted ecosystems worldwide.
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Cannabis indica and sativa experienced these changes differently because
the shape of the land surface affects how ecosystems interact with
climate. For sativa, during cold periods the plant’s preferred climate zone
shifted significant distances into the rolling plains of Central Asia.
During interglacial periods the plains were drier, and forests gave
way to grassy steppes. Cannabis sativa found suitable conditions near
streams in the steppes, and moved mainly westwards, probably follow-
ing hoofed animals. By 16,000 years ago, Cannabis-type pollen entered
sediments in the Black Sea; by 10,000 years ago, pollen was present in
Bulgaria and Italy.9

For indica, rapid uplift in the Hindu Kush produced steep slopes,
so that ecological zones moved slightly uphill or downhill as climate
warmed or cooled. The mid-elevation zone hosted a stable ecosystem
relatively unaffected by cyclical changes.10 Cannabis indica probably fav -
oured sunny patches in mountain valleys. Apparently wild Cannabis
remains common in northern Pakistan’s mid-elevation forests.11

About 30,000 years ago, modern humans first shared landscapes
with Cannabis indica. The generally eastward human migration from
Africa to East Asia followed the mid-elevation forest band along
the southern Himalayas and extending into China’s Pacific shore-
line. A broad cultural region developed in lakeside, riparian and
coastal envir onments within this band.12 These people were mobile
hunter-gatherers who interacted with indica sufficiently for it to reach
temperate East Asia by the start of the Holocene period (12,000 years
ago). The earliest evidence of Cannabis in East Asia is 11,000-year-
old pollen from central China, and 10,000-year-old hempseeds from
central Japan.13

Palaeolithic Cannabis cultures are unknown. Most likely, Cannabis
seeds provided food. Humans must consume food containing essential
fatty acids, which are available in fish, shellfish and grass-fed antelopes,14

but relatively few plants. Hempseed is a noteworthy source that also
supplies proteins.15 Ancient people probably used stems to fasten
objects, too, although direct evidence of Cannabis cordage is relatively
recent at just several thousand years old. Earlier evidence, such as twine
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impressions preserved in potsherds, cannot be certainly identified even
though Cannabis became a primary cordage-fibre source across Eurasia.16

If Cannabis attracted humans, humans also attracted the plant.
Cannabis thrives in recently disturbed, fertile soil, and the plant was
probably first ‘farmed’ as volunteer plants around settlements.17 Into
the 1920s, sativa remained primarily a weed at seasonal livestock
camps in central Siberia. Cannabis can colonize distant sites without
human assistance, because birds disperse hempseeds and wind carries
pollen. The plant’s dispersal capabilities mean that Moroccan mari-
juana production can be monitored from pollen in Spanish air,18

and Cannabis remains a common weed in North America despite
decades of eradica tion efforts. It is impossible to specify how Cannabis
colonized locations from Japan to Italy during the Pleistocene, but its
dispersal capabilities meant that ancient humans encountered it
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widely. Ultimately, human–Cannabis interaction produced three
domestication episodes, in East Asia, South Asia and Central Asia. 

East Asian Domestication 

Cannabis entered agriculture earliest in East Asia, probably in the
Chinese Plain. Cannabis grew in open vegetation there by 4000 bce,
associated with mobile hunter-gatherers who were beginning  to domes-
ticate several plants.19 This cultural ecology extended into the Korean
Peninsula. The earliest evidence of Cannabis-based industry is South
Korean fabric from 3000 bce.20 The earliest unequivocal Chinese
evidence is 1,000 years younger.21 Earlier, suggestive evidence of cul -
ti vated Cannabis – preserved cordage made of unidentified fibres,
cord and textile impressions in pottery, and spindles – is known from
both countries as well as Japan. The Jōmon culture of sedentary
hunter-gatherers in Japan initiated Cannabis domestication in the early
Holocene.22 The Jōmon declined when rice agriculture arrived, in about
300 bce, part of a cultural package with roots in China. The Japanese
word taima (‘cannabis’) is from the Chinese plant name ta mà. 

In northern East Asia, Cannabis was the earliest known textile fibre,
for which the first weaving and spinning technologies were invented.23

Worldwide, spinning and weaving transformed cultures that had
previously lacked textiles and rope.24 Cannabis hemp cloth retains
honoured status in Korea and Japan, but hemp has had lower status
in China. In southern China, ramie (Boehmeria nivea) provided fibre
as early as Cannabis, and people preferred ramie textiles across China
in ancient times.25 Hemp cloth was coarser, but má (‘cannabis’) pro-
vided good ropes and food too. During the Shang Dynasty (1600–1100
bce), má was considered one of six staple crops.26 Hempseed provided
food in ancient Korea and Japan too.27 East Asian Cannabis represents
indica, although psychoactive use in the region has always been limited.
Chinese documents suggest psychoactivity as early as 1500 bce, but
clear and consistent evidence dates from the Han Dynasty (200 bce–
200 ce).28
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Chinese Cannabis culture is the best known in ancient East Asia.
Farmers developed intensive and sustainable Cannabis agricultures to
produce hempseed and fibre.29 Male plants were harvested for fine
fibre soon after releasing pollen. Female plants were harvested in autumn
for hempseeds and rough fibre. Fibre processing entailed many steps
over several months: sorting the stalks, followed by boiling, drying, soak-
ing in water, drying again, peeling the fibre from the stalks, cleaning the
fibre, smoothing it, then spinning it into threads before manufacturing
finished products. Fibre industries also probably provided fodder, in
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the form of leaves trimmed from stems.30 People ate hempseed and
produced hempseed oil, although the seeds were most important as next
year’s fibre crop. 

The peak importance of hempseed food came during the early
Chou Dynasty (1100–200 bce). Although ancient Chinese writers
called hempseed a staple, it was never prominent. Hempseed declined
as rice (Oryza sativa), foxtail millet (Setaria italica), broomcorn millet
(Panicum miliaceum) and other cereals gained favour.31 By the Han
period, hempseed was a secondary food, increasingly important dur-
ing famine. People collected seeds from feral stands that survived when
crops succumbed to drought.32

Thousands of years after Cannabis first came to East Asia, it again
travelled east from the South Asian centre of domestication. Before
the Silk Road trade network arose, people brought indica over the west-
ern Himalayas into historic East Turkistan, now western China’s Xinjiang
region.33 The Chinese anciently called this region Xiyu, or ‘western
lands’, where Indo-European groups farmed and kept livestock in the
arid Tarim Basin.34

We know the Tarim Basin culture from grave goods, exquisitely
preserved in the region’s dry, alkaline soil. In the 1990s archaeologists
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recovered nearly a kilogram of female Cannabis inflorescences in a
2,500-year-old tomb, alongside other remains of a Cannabis culture
centred on drug use in spiritual contexts.35 The ancient stash was both
psychoactive and genetically different from eastern Chinese plants.36

The Tarim Basin people wore clothing made from wool and flax
(Linum usitatissimum), not Cannabis, and had shoes, ropes and baskets
made of leather.37 The official history of the Han Dynasty (written in
the 440s ce) indicates that ‘hemp’ grew in the Xiyu region alongside
grapes by 150 bce, when Han China sustained contact with Indo-
European Central Asians via Silk Road trade.38 The Tarim Basin Cannabis
remains pre-date by several centuries the earliest unequivocal accounts
of psychoactive use in eastern China, a dissemination pattern shared
with other western Eurasian crops during the Han period, including
grape (Vitis vinifera).39 Cannabis histories often cite the herbal Pên-ts’ao Ching
as the earliest record of psychoactive use. This compilation dates from
about 100 ce, despite its attribution to a legendary emperor who died
2,000 years before.40

Psychoactive use became a minor but persistent element of Chinese
Cannabis culture. This use began in the subculture of wu shamanism,
which arose from indigenous and imported ideas about spirituality,
magic and medicine.41 Practitioners were expert herbalists. This historic
subculture is known incompletely because it was secretive and syn-
cretic, bearing influences from Mongolia, Siberia and the Tarim Basin.42

Wu shamanism declined as Taoism became dominant in the Han
period. Drug Cannabis gradually entered Chinese medicine, appearing
among thousands of other plants in herbals written between 500 and
1500 ce.43 Drug Cannabis was important conceptually in Chinese
pharmacognosy; written characters for ‘narcotic’ and several specific
drugs derive from the character má. 

Linguistic evidence also suggests ancient Western influence. Psycho -
active Cannabis has recently been called húo má, or ‘fire cannabis’.44 This
name is probably a corruption of hu má, which provides biogeographic
information.45 In the Han Period, hu má would have meant ‘cannabis
of the western foreigners’. During the first millennium ce, Chinese
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writers named multiple types of má, many of which were not Cannabis.
About 500 ce, a history of the Han period (which ended 300 years
earlier) attributed the introduction of hu má to a Han ambassador to
Dàyuān – the Ferghana Valley, over the mountains west of the Tarim
Basin. A later history, from 1100 ce, distinguished hu má from ta má
(‘great cannabis’), which was described as ‘the Chinese species’. However,
common names are imprecise. In modern Chinese, hu má means ‘for-
eign cannabis’, and refers usually to sesame (Sesamum indicum), which is
sometimes called yu má (‘oil cannabis’). Both names have also referred
to flax, another introduction from western Eurasia.46

In any case, East Asian Cannabis culture has always centred on fibre
uses. By 1500 bce, Cannabis cordage was fashioned into ropes, shoes and
other items, practices that have been maintained with modifications
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to the present. In China, Cannabis hemp fabric was less expensive than
silk, ramie and cotton (Gossypium arboreum), which arrived from South
Asia after 100 bce.47 Paper was first made about 100 bce from waste
fibre – rags and old rope – from several plants including Cannabis. Paper-
makers relied on Cannabis because it made good paper and was readily
available. Military officers kept maps and received orders on paper
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just after its invention. Commercial and governmental accounting
was paper-based soon afterwards. By 1000 ce paper had become money,
books, toilet tissue, hats, slippers, screens, tents and raincoats. Hemp
papermaking declined and effectively disappeared during the Tang
Dynasty (600–900 ce) as other fibres – particularly bamboo – gained
favour.48 Paper-making spread to Korea around 300 ce and to Japan
about 300 years later.49 Hemp paper was also used in Tibet,50 although
the plant probably did not grow on the dry, high-elevation plateau.
Chinese Cannabis culture arrived in Southeast Asia some time during
the first millennium ce.51

Chinese Cannabis culture did not spread to western Eurasia, where
other plants already satisfactorily provided the same products. For
instance, paper-making slowly travelled west along the Silk Road,
arriving in Central Asia by 400 ce and in Baghdad by 800 ce. From
this cultural centre, paper-making spread through the Islamic world
to Spain by 1100 ce. Cannabis indica did not also disperse westward
because other suitable plant fibres were already available along paper’s
pathway, including flax, cotton, Cannabis sativa and various tree barks.
Early European travellers to China, including Marco Polo, reported
aspects of Chinese hemp culture, but Cannabis had long before been
domesticated for similar uses in Central and South Asia. This human–
plant geography discouraged biological and cultural dissemination
of East Asian indica. 

South Asian Domestication 

Cannabis indica diffused eastwards with early human migrations from
the southwestern Himalayas. As East Asian Cannabis culture developed,
so did a different set of human–Cannabis interactions in South Asia. The
early history of South Asian Cannabis is vaguely known, encapsulated
in cryptic legends of plant use recorded in extinct languages. 

In South Asia, four different Cannabis cultures developed at u n -
certain dates. The first cultural divergence happened by perhaps 3000
bce, suggested faintly in linguistic patterns. Simplistically, this division
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distinguished Cannabis as either a multi-use plant, or primarily a drug. After
1000 bce, the drug-orientated culture split into three traditions. The
four South Asian cultures have distinct histories, although these over-
lap with one another, and with Cannabis sativa and East Asian indica. 

The earliest South Asian texts – written in Sanskrit, an early Indo-
European language – give two different plant names translated as
‘cannabis’. First,  ́sān· a named a plant used to make cordage, textiles and
food.52 Second, bhaṅgā named a plant drug, most famously described
in the sacred Atharva Veda hymn of Hinduism as one of the ‘five king-
doms of plants having Soma as their chief ’.53 Understanding these
words in ancient texts is anything but straightforward,54 and Cannabis
histories include many erroneous quotations supposedly from early
Sanskrit sources. 

Of these terms, śān· a was probably the one that initially meant
‘cannabis’. In early texts, ´sān· a is a plant that has identified parts with
different uses.55 Śān·a fibre was used for textiles, ´sān· a seeds were food,
and the Mahābhārata epic (perhaps 400 bce) counsels that people
seeking prosperity should avoid eating śān·a leaves,56 a suggestion of
psycho activity. By the first centuries ce, derived forms of śān·a became
generic for ‘plant fibre’ in South Asian languages. In contrast, the orig-
inal meaning of bhaṅgā was probably something like ‘psychoactive drug
plant’. Ancient uses of bhaṅgā mainly suggest a use, not necessarily any
specific plant.57

The ´sān·a–bhaṅgā distinction probably arose in the southwestern
Himalayas. Neolithic farmers first entered the mid-elevation Hindu
Kush 5,000 years ago.58 These farmers probably spoke Proto-Indo-
European, the precursor to modern languages from western Europe
to Bangladesh. Proto-Indo-European originated in the steppes
northwest of the Caspian Sea, and śān·a probably originated there
to name Cannabis sativa. When Proto-Indo-European speakers moved
into the southwestern Himalayas, the people recognized indica and
found that it could be used in the same ways as sativa – hempseeds
collected for food and stems for fibre. The name śān·a was transferred
to indica. 
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These farmers also encountered previously unknown drug plants,
including datura, belladonna, henbane and Cannabis indica. The farmers
eventually came to value indica uniquely, but initially numerous drug
plants were called bhaṅgā.59

Around 3000 bce, a pioneering trade network encompassed
much of southern Asia, from the Indus Valley to Mesopotamia and
north into the Caspian Sea basin.60 Ideas, goods and peoples travelled
widely. Cannabis went as far west as Egypt. Slim physical evidence –
sparse pollen in scattered sites, a few fibres from one tomb – suggests
that the plant had a minimal presence in Pharaonic Egypt at 3000
bce.61 Ancient Egyptian Cannabis culture did not persist, except pos-
sibly as faint echoes in Greek and Arabic medicine.62 By 2000 bce,
trading extended north of the Hindu Kush to central Siberia, along the
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western front of the Tibetan Plateau.63 Its weediness enabled Cannabis
to disperse with trade in this vast commercial network, even if people
did not carry it on purpose. 

Like many sets of related plants, sativa and indica can interbreed.
Farmers at oases in Central Asia likely acquired both indica, from the
south, and sativa, from the north, probably producing genetically mixed
Cannabis populations in the Caspian basin. However, research collections
lack genetic samples from this area.64 Cannabis sativa may have anciently
entered China, but there is no genetic evidence.65

Around the Hindu Kush, people began to consume heated indica
green material orally. Heating is necessary to activate its psychoac tive
potential, because very little thc occurs in a pharmacologically active
form within plants. We don’t know how Neolithic farmers used
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drug Cannabis. Psychoactive use seems to have been uncommon, occult,
compartmentalized within societies, or all three, contibuting to the vague
meaning of bhaṅgā in early sources.66

Bhaṅgā can be linked to the earliest Indo-Iranian cultures that
arose around the Hindu Kush, and which remain poorly understood.67

The Harappan civilization flourished in the Indus Valley from 2600
to 1900 bce. The ancient civilization northwest of the Hindu Kush
– modern Turkmenistan – has received the inelegant name Bactria-
Margiana Archaeological Complex (bmac). The bmac civilization
existed between about 2300 and 1700 bce. The Hindu Kush was
peripheral to both civilizations. By 2000 bce, Harappans had estab-
lished a trade outpost north of the mountains, where they interacted
with bmac farmers who had arrived earlier from the west. Finally, an
Indo-European civilization flourished in the Tarim Basin between
2500 and 500 bce, leaving vast, well-preserved graveyards. The origins
of this culture are uncertain, but seemingly somewhere around the
Hindu Kush.68

Circumstantial evidence suggests that indica was an ingredient
in sacramental beverages in these civilizations, which broadly shared
a drinking culture. Harappan sites have yielded hempseeds from 2000
bce, which archaeologists have interpreted as crop introduction from
China.69 More parsimoniously, they indicate adoption of indica from
the Hindu Kush. Ritualized drinking was important in Harappan
cities, al though we do not know what was drunk. Many disposable
clay cups have been unearthed, and an important icon is the so-called
sacred filter that shows liquid flowing from a sieve into a bowl.70

Harappan ruins have yielded many clay sieves, sometimes within large
pots, and similar artefacts come from bmac sites.71 The sieves and pots
were apparently for brewing a non-alcoholic beverage.72 Putative
Cannabis remains – perhaps hempseeds, but possibly just millet –
were found in 4,000-year-old bmac pots, alongside putative remains
of opium poppy (Papaver somnifera) and Ephedra, whose species con -
tain the stimulant ephedrine.73 The sieve-and-pot set is comparable
to the cylindrical leather basket and perforated wooden bowl that
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accompanied drug Cannabis buried in the Tarim Basin, where people
did not make pottery because suitable clay was not available locally.74

The beverage suggested by these remains was probably the
legendary sacrament called soma in Hinduism (centred in India) or haoma
in Zoroastrianism (centred in Iran). The soma/haoma beverage was named
after a plant, probably Ephedra. Nonetheless, other plants were also
ingredients.75 As we have seen, the Atharva Veda (perhaps 1000 bce) lists
bhaṅgā as one of five ‘kingdoms of plants’ under chief soma. Tarim Basin
grave goods include Ephedra, drug Cannabis and capers (Capparis spinosa).76

Cannabis entered Tibet probably in religious contexts before Buddhism
arrived about 700 ce. In the Tibetan language, drug Cannabis is called
so-ma-ra-tsa.77 In the Rig Veda (perhaps 1500 bce), soma-rasa referred
specifically to the prepared beverage rather than to any plant. Tibet’s
pre-Buddhist religion seems related to Zoroastrianism; its origin story
tells of a land west of Tibet.78 The Zoroastrian text Dēnkard (perhaps
1000 ce), described magical–medicinal drinks mixed from various
plants, including Cannabis.79

South Asian ephedras remain confined to dry highlands from
Bhutan to Iran, and north into China. Cannabis, however, adapted to
the subtropical lowlands of India, where it grew by 1600 bce.80 It was
thus available when Hinduism and Buddhism arose in the lowlands
around 500 bce.81 In Old Hindu, drug Cannabis was called bhaṅgā, which
later became the name of a milk-based sacramental beverage distinct
from the legendary soma. 

The primary division in South Asian Cannabis culture – śān· a versus
bhaṅgā – lost significance as drug uses became dominant and as other
plants gained preference as sources of fibre and oilseeds. Eventually, three
different cultures of drug Cannabis developed in South Asia. The basal
drug culture is bhang; the other two cultures, ganja and charas, represent
concentrated drugs. 

Bhang developed differently in the Indian subcontinent versus the
Iranian Plateau and areas westward, where drug Cannabis anciently gained
no obvious importance. Midwifery was possibly where the plant found
greatest use. The Zoroastrian text Zend Avesta (perhaps 700 bce),
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written in the ancient Avestan language, listed banghem among four
abortifacients, all prohibited.82 (In modern Morocco, Cannabis is mixed
with datura, henbane and other plants to induce abortion.83) Near
Jerusalem about 350 bce, drug Cannabis was burnt in the burial of
a fourteen-year-old girl who died giving birth.84 In Old Arabic
works from the Islamic Golden Age (800s–1200s ce), banj referred
generically to any psychoactive plant and was associated in stories
with crime, dark magic and poisoning.85
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In contrast, bhang became prominent in the Indo-Gangetic tradition
of northern India, which extended southward along the subcontinent’s
coasts. Its use seems to have been relatively common, although written
accounts of bhang do not certainly refer to Cannabis until about 1200 ce.
Bhang sometimes meant other plants, and other common names could
mean Cannabis or various unrelated species. Documents before 1500
ce describe bhang as a recreational drug, as a medicinal plant with num -
erous applications and as a sacrament, especially among devotees of
Shiva.86 Bhang was mostly prepared as a beverage, although sometimes
made into topical medicines or included in incense. Maritime trade
carried the plant from western India to the Arabian Peninsula and East
Africa, arriving in Kenya by 700 ce.87 In Yemeni Arabic, marijuana is
bango; in Swahili, bangi. 

In sub-Saharan Africa, the bhang culture was significantly trans-
formed. The plant came into contact with pipe-smoking. The indepen -
dent, pre-Columbian invention of smoking in Africa is unequivocal.
The oldest smoking pipes are from Central Africa from 400 ce,88

centuries before indica arrived in East Africa. Before Cannabis, Datura
metel was smoked. Resurgence in pipe use in eastern African sites after
1000 ce tenuously suggests Cannabis diffusion. Cannabis residue has
been found in Ethiopian pipe bowls from 1350 ce.89 Smoking pro-
foundly changes Cannabis as a drug because its pharmacological effects
are felt almost immediately upon inhalation (thc is slowly and ineffi-
ciently absorbed through the digestive tract). African smoking-pipe
technology allowed precise control of dosage, but pipes did not diffuse
beyond the continent until the fifteenth century. 

Layered over these iterations of bhang were the two other drug
cultures. thc is most abundant in female inflorescences, and specifi-
cally in resin from glandular hairs that are densest on the flowers.
People learned anciently to concentrate the drug, by collecting either
only female flowers or only resin. The standard terms in the Cannabis
literature for these forms are ganja (the Hindi term for female flowers)
and charas (the Persian name for masses of Cannabis resin). In English,
Cannabis resin is called hashish, an Arabic loanword. 
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Plant genetics provides the best evidence of the antiquity of charas
and ganja. The two drug-production techniques entailed different
approaches to agricultural selection. Ganja farmers selected seeds
based on the psychoactive characteristics of individual plants. Charas
farmers saved seeds from particular fields based on the phytochem-
istry of the entire crop.90 The ancient application of these selection
practices produced two genetically distinct varieties of indica,91 the folk
species indica and sativa of marijuana aficionados. Hashish cultivars
– initially only the indica folk species – were bred to be short, so that
people could collect resin by rubbing bodies against plants. In con-
trast, ganja and bhang cultivars – the sativa folk species – generally grow
tall. Height was unimportant for farmers who harvested plants at
ground level, yet for plants tallness enables an individual to surpass its
neighbours and catch more sunlight. Importantly, the arrival of hashish
production in the Levant by 1200 ce did not bring with it the indica
folk species, which remained endemic to the Hindu Kush area into the
twentieth century.92 Instead, farmers in the Levant selected bhang and
ganja cultivars to make charas. 

The histories of ganja and charas are vaguely known before 1500
ce. The Tarim Basin Cannabis from 500 bce consisted of only female
flowers,93 but the next-oldest suggestion of ganja is 1,700 years younger.
During the 1300s and 1400s ce, books from the eastern and western
Ganges Valley listed ‘gañjá’ as a synonym for bhang.94 Some of these
works also called the drug Indrasana – Indra’s śān·a or, more idiomat -
ically, ‘Indra’s food’ – referring to a Hindu deity. Ganja was primarily
roasted, then chewed before the introduction of smoking, but both
bhang and ganja were occasionally administered via smoke inhalation
before 1500.95 The association with Indra suggests tenuously that ganja
appeared in the Atharva Veda as ‘jañgi·da’, an ‘all-healing’ tree to which
‘the formid able Indra imparted . . . formidableness’.96 Ganja strains are
adapted to hot subtropical and tropical growing conditions, as in the
Ganges Valley.97 Ganja voyaged towards Southeast Asia via maritime
trade, but seemingly after 1500. By that year bhang was probably known
as far east as modern Myanmar, where Burmese speakers say bhén.98
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In contrast, the original charas strain – the indica folk species –
prefers cool, moist conditions, such as are found in the mid-elevation
Hindu Kush and neighbouring ranges.99 Charas probably arose as a by-
product of harvesting Cannabis for other uses. Cannabis is a sticky, resinous
plant, and the most basic technique of hashish production is to collect
resin accumulated on the skin. A more developed technique is to dry
harvested plants, sift the resinous hairs from the other material and press
the sifted dust into lumps of hashish.100 A Sanskrit grammar from
about 600 bce uses a term glossed as ‘bhaṅgā dust’, possibly meaning
charas.101 In the Levant around 100 bce, Galen encountered psycho -
active sweetmeats similar to hash-based ones known historically, but
Galen’s may have been made of bhang or ganja instead. 

The charas culture experienced its greatest development from
Central Asia to the Levant.102 Hashish distinctly appeared in Old Arabic
literature beginning in the 1200s, when the term ·hashı̄sh was used from
modern Iran to Egypt.103

·Hashı̄sh initially meant, generically, ‘grass’,
‘weed’ or ‘medicinal herb’, but became an endearing nickname for drug
Cannabis – ‘the herb’ – and, eventually, the name of the preparation now
called hashish. Islamic societies debated the morality of drug Cannabis,
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which the Qu’ran does not mention, and efforts to suppress its use
began in the thirteenth century.104 These efforts were unsuccessful. 

Domestication of Cannabis sativa

During the Pleistocene epoch, Cannabis sativa dispersed from its centre
of origin. From its initial habitat in the temperate, mid-latitude forests
of southern Siberia, the plant adapted to steppe environments, prob-
ably accompanying native hoofed animals like the horse. Palaeolithic
mammoth-hunters occupied western Siberia during the Pleistocene,
and Cannabis possibly interacted with them, but we do not know. 

The plant was mobile during prehistory well before it was farmed.
Based on fossil pollen, Cannabis grew from Bulgaria to Sweden by
5000 bce,105 and in many other northern European locations from
subsequent millennia. Hempseeds dating from about 5500 bce have
been excavated in Germany and Ukraine, and slightly younger, puta-
tive Cannabis fibres have been found in southern France.106 The plant
spread with Neolithic agriculture including bread wheat (Triticum
aestivum), but for millennia sativa was not clearly farmed, even if humans
practised selection on self-seeded plants. 

In ancient western Eurasia, sativa was not particularly prominent,
even if useful. Earlier, the most widely important fibre plants were
flax and nettle (Urtica dioica), while rushes (Juncus spp.), weaver’s broom
(Spartium junceum), esparto (Stipa tenacissima) and various tree barks were
locally important.107 Despite this diversity, fantastic stories have been
told about ancient Cannabis. For instance, an archaeologist concluded
that a German Neolithic culture made psychoactive Cannabis drinks,
solely because they decorated their drinking cups with cord impres-
sions.108 Inferring psychoactive Cannabis is bio-geographically incorrect
and unnecessary. Alcoholic drinks, sometimes mixed with opium poppy,
transformed prehistoric European cultures; poppy entered central
Europe from the Mediterranean by 4000 bce.109 Furthermore, the
invention of netting, cordage and textiles supplied motifs that carried
meaning without drug enhancement. 
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Later immigrants overwhelmed Europe’s earliest Cannabis users.
Following the domestication of the horse (about 4000 bce), Proto-
Indo-European speakers rode east, west and south from the Central
Asian steppes. Linguistic patterns suggest that Cannabis was salient to
these people. They probably called sativa something like śān·a, a term
that transformed into the widespread root words kannab and hannap
across temperate Eurasia. Speakers of Indo-European languages entered
Europe from about 2000 bce, and carried derived forms of śān·a as far
as the plant travelled. Nonetheless, Cannabis was not particularly im -
portant to these people, and Cannabis farming did not become clearly
evident until just before the Current Era.

The European documentary record of Cannabis begins with Herodotus
(400s bce), who described Cannabis cloth from Thrace (west of the
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Black Sea), and ceremonial burning of hempseeds in Scythia (north of
the sea).110 The Scythian example is prominent in Cannabis histories.
Herodotus described a chieftain’s funeral, where some attendees showed
emotion after visiting a tent fumigated with smoke from kánnabis seeds.
Archaeologists have found braziers with charred hempseeds at roughly
contemporaneous burial sites in central Siberia and modern Romania,111

but no green material, the only psychoactive parts of any Cannabis plant. 
Scythian funerals, broadly characteristic of steppe cultures, were

un doubtedly emotional events that included ritualized waste of
valuables. Elite tombs were filled with grave goods, sacrificed horses
and sometimes sacrificed humans. With few exceptions,112 Cannabis
histories have read Herodotus’ Scythian story as early drug Cannabis
in western Eurasia. Again, inferring psychoactivity is incorrect and
unnecessary, and an example of the historian’s fallacy of presentism,
or anachronistically applying modern ideas to past events. The pres -
um ption is that any smoking kánnabis must be psychoactive, because
marijuana smoking is nowadays common. This presumption traces
to 1870,113 and permeates Cannabis literature. A 1938 book concluded
that Herodotus ‘strongly suggest[s . . .] the use of hemp narcotics, since
no other drug fits [his] description’. A key archaeological report stated,
‘without a doubt . . . hashish was used as a narcotic’ by the Scythians;
a 2005 history averred, ‘it is believed the Scythians were actually
[burn] ing cannabis flowers.’114 Scythians burned hempseeds for
unknown reasons.115 Hempseeds carry no psychoactive compounds,
although smoke from the chemically complex hempseed may carry
unrecognized effects. 

Herodotus embellished his histories,116 and his purpose in the
Scythian passage was to portray non-Greek foreigners as barbarian
Others. He luridly attributed behaviour – ‘the skulls [of their enemies
they fashion into] drinking-cup[s]’ – and emphasized their alterity –
the ‘Scythians . . . avoid foreign customs at all costs, especially those
of the Hellenes [Greeks]’.117 Herodotus did not fabricate Central
Asian hempseed burning, but his ethnocentric portrayal unfortunately
resonates with recent discourse of drug-induced delirium and violence.
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Furthermore, a comparison of modern editions of his writing shows
that translators have often amplified this resonance. 

Herodotus’ Thracian story is more important.118 During Herodotus’
century, Athens depended upon grain imported from the Black Sea.119

Trade enriched the Scythians and Thracians, and exposed the Greeks
to new ideas, technology and practices. Thracian use of Cannabis to
make cloth was noteworthy to Herodotus because this practice was
previously unknown in the Mediterranean.120

Thracian Cannabis fabric represented a sophisticated industry that
originated in association with flax. In Central Asia, ancient fabrics were
primarily felted wool or high-status imports like Chinese silks. Woven
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woollens were important from modern Iran to Britain. Mediterranean
weavers relied on flax. Technically sophisticated flax processing was
developed in Neolithic Switzerland by 1600 bce. These practices
diffused in all directions. Eventually, in the lower Danube Valley –
modern Bulgaria, Romania and Moldova – someone discovered that
the flax methods also work with Cannabis.121 Herodotus credited Thrace,
and sativa hemp production emerged widely across the Mediterranean
after 400 bce, including present-day Turkey, France, Greece and
Italy.122 In Greece, state monopolies controlled hemp production from
259 bce.123 Cannabis was clearly agricultural in this diffusion, which was
led ultimately by Rome. Spanish cañamo, Portuguese cânhamo and French
chanvre derive from Old Latin cannabis. 

Roman expansion transformed European agriculture. No longer
just a weed, Cannabis demanded attention from farmers for whom the
plant became preferred for cordage and valued for cloth. Roman farm
writers described agriculture in the Roman Empire (27 bce–476 ce).
‘Do not buy anything . . . which can be grown on the farm’, counselled
Varro in the first century bce, including ‘articles made of hemp’. ‘Have
a place where you can sow hemp, flax, rush [or esparto-grass], from
which to weave shoes for the oxen, twine, cord and rope.’124

Cannabis demanded fertile soil, and considerable labour to process
into finished goods. Flax and wool widely remained the preferred
clothing fibres, but Cannabis gained favour for heavy fabrics and strong
ropes; other plants, and leather, supplied cordage too.125 Hempen
ropes became important to maritime, military, agricultural and indus-
trial endeavours. Regional variation in Cannabis culture developed under
the Romans. Several important industries within the empire pre-dated
the Romans – rope manufacturing in Britannia (modern Britain), tex-
tiles in Gaul (modern France) – but Cannabis industries in northern
Europe mostly arose after Roman expansion.126 Roman Cannabis did
not flourish in the Iberian Peninsula and failed in North Africa, if it was
tried there. 

Cannabis continued its expansion during the medieval period, after
the fall of Rome. The English word ‘canvas’ is first documented from
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1260; it came ultimately from Old Latin cannabaceus (‘hempen’).127

Hempen sailcloth began replacing woollen sails in Norway by 1000.128

The Norse brought sativa to Iceland by 1240.129 The plant advanced
slowly into the Iberian Peninsula; the Spanish word cañamo is first
documented from 1202, Portuguese cânhamo from 1441.130 In this
region, esparto ropes had been preferred for maritime applications
since Roman times, while hempen ropes were favoured ashore.131 Phys -
ical evidence of hemp processing in Spain dates from about 1300.132

Medieval Spanish Cannabis made household fabrics and various minor
products; sailcloth was made from flax or cotton, following Mediterran -
ean traditions established by Roman times.133 There is no evidence of
significant hemp production in Portugal. 

Cannabis contributed to the dramatic transformation of the land-
scape of Iron Age Europe, when land cover shifted from forests to
fields. Cannabis brought several landscape changes via farming and
processing. The processing step called retting particularly had environ -
mental impact. Retting is a living process: harvested stalks are wetted
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and allowed to moulder for a week or two, so that bacteria rot away
tissues around the stem fibres, making them easier to process further.
Retting ceases upon drying; over-retting discolours or damages the
fibres. Initially, farmers relied on dew retting, leaving harvested stalks
in fields to collect morning moisture. Over time, pond retting became
dominant; stalks were thrown into ponds or streams, allowed to decay,
then removed and dried. Massive increases in Cannabis pollen in
underwater sediment indicate the diffusion of pond retting in the
first millennium ce. Pond retting could be noxious, as described in
an English rhyme of 1580:

Now pluck up thy hemp, and go beat out the seed, 
And afterward water it, as ye see need; 
But not in the river, where cattle should drink, 
For poisoning them, and the people with stink.134
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In some areas, putrid, microorganism-filled water was preferred,
because the process was faster.135 If large quantities of hemp are
treated in a water body, retting causes eutrophication, a smelly die-off
in aquatic ecosystems polluted with too many nutrients. Lake sedi-
ments across Europe preserve evidence of eutrophication caused by
medieval retting.136

Cannabis sativa had several minor uses, but mostly documented only
after 1500. Hempseed foods have been at best insignificant in west-
ern Eurasia. Hempseed soup was eaten to remember the dead on
Christmas Eve in Poland and Lithuania, one of several faint echoes
suggesting Scythian funereal use of hempseeds.137 In the early 1500s,
Polish works described this soup as nearly inedible; more palatable
hempseed foods later had minimal use.138 Numerous folk medicines were
concocted from sativa, although before the 1700s medicinal uses of
Cannabis in Europe were mostly centuries-old repetitions of the recom-
mendations of Greek and Islamic physicians. Dioscorides’ prescription
of hempseed oil as an analgesic eardrop was particularly repeated in
European herbals. Modern research has found that hempseed oil is
useful in treating ear, nose and throat injuries.139

Fibre has always been the dominant aspect of western Eurasian
Cannabis culture. Hemp rope and fabric became important com-
mercial products in medieval Europe. Hemp-breaking mills in
France were powered by animals before 1000 ce, and by water 200
years later; irrigated fields were sown in Italy by 1295.140 Ponds were
ceded to Cannabis retting to ensure fibre supplies. Increasing demand
stimulated new political and economic configurations, such as the
Hanseatic League. This trade confederation, centred in modern Germany
and Poland, encompassed the Baltic Sea and flourished from the
1300s to the 1600s. Hemp had flourished for millennia in the east-
ern Baltic, and the Hanseatic League sold hemp fibre to countries
where production did not meet demand – most notably Britain,
Spain and Portugal. For, despite the plant’s colonization of Europe,
human societies were widely unable to produce as much hemp as they
needed.
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The economic importance of Cannabis sativa made it a plant of power.
European elites increasingly sought to control hemp to accumulate
wealth. Merchant networks for hemp developed across France by the
tenth century.141 In the thirteenth century, Parisian chanevaciers (‘cannabis
cloth merchants’) enriched themselves by controlling the trade in
finished products (which were lightly taxed) to the exclusion of out-
siders, who could sell only in bulk (more heavily taxed). The system
was an early example of separate wholesale and retail trades.142 In 1303
the city-state of Venice began closely controlling hemp production
to ensure supplies for its maritime empire.143

As Europe entered the Age of Sail with an advantageous location
beside the Atlantic, sativa became crucial to the global expansion of
European mercantile and colonial empires. 
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Hemp was classified as a ‘naval store’ across Europe, a category 
of raw materials considered vital for national defence.
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C annabis sativa began the post-Columbian era primed for
globalization. Hempen products became vital for Euro -
pean authorities during the Age of Sail, enabling industrial

development and colonial expansion. Although people used hemp
across temperate Eurasia, its global dispersion resulted from European
political and economic expansion. 

The historic importance of hemp to European authorities has
strongly flavoured Cannabis histories, especially those promoting hemp.
These histories posit that the past importance of sativa indicates its
inherent excellence, and argue that hemp was unfairly suppressed to
allow the prohibition of drug Cannabis. Conspiracy theories abound,
of conniving industrialists and politicians who defeated hemp in
the 1930s to favour competing industries, particularly petroleum
and logging. 

Such tales neglect much economic history. Hemp Cannabis was
indubitably important, but its historical success generally arose from
the imposition of political and economic authority within highly
stratified societies. Ancient adoption of hemp across Europe reflected
the plant’s excellence as a fibre source with secondary uses. After 1500,
farmers willingly produced enough sativa to meet household needs.
However, as European authorities became increasingly reliant on hemp,
farmers found Cannabis unprofitable at the levels of production needed
to supply maritime empires. 
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Patriotic discourse has often encouraged hemp production, although
the words more clearly motivated poets and politicians than producers.
Hemp work is gruelling and heavy, but also requires considerable
technical skill to make high-quality finished goods. This combin -
ation of capabilities – physical strength and technical knowledge –
is poorly suited to most labour systems, from free to slave.1 European
authorities struggled for centuries to find sustainable labour for
hemp production. A long-term problem was that governments and
manufacturers constantly worked to push prices down for naval stores
– including ropes and sailcloth – which decreased income for workers.
Authorities widely encouraged, coerced and required hemp produc -
tion, although usually with little success because labourers avoided
the poorly paid, onerous work. 

Hemp history comprises two interwoven perspectives. The needs
and desires of European imperial authorities determined where,
when and why sativa was transported worldwide. Nonetheless, farm-
ers and processors directly decided whether or not to produce hemp.
Cannabis was often difficult to place within agricultural systems because
it demanded soil fertility, did not provide desirable food and required
considerable labour for processing.2 The powerful and the poor
together steered the global diffusion of sativa. 

The plant was not passive. Humans might decide where to sow
hempseeds, but Cannabis determines where and how it will grow.
Sun light is a key variable. Cannabis sativa is a successful fibre crop only
between about 30 and 60 degrees latitude; at higher latitudes the
growing season is too short, and at lower latitudes day-length condi-
tions prevent the plant from producing usable fibre.3 At mid-latitudes,
sativa grows tall during the long days of early summer, and begins
flowering as day-length decreases after the summer solstice. In trop-
ical latitudes, days are always about twelve hours long, which causes
sativa to flower too quickly to grow tall, fibrous stems. In contrast, East
Asian indica hemp cultivars can succeed at tropical latitudes.4 Stunted,
individual sativa plants survive at low latitudes, but provide insuffi-
cient fibre to justify further farming. Cannabis sativa was introduced to
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European colonies globally, but failed everywhere except in some
mid-latitude areas. 

Cannabis sativa is a good example of the Columbian Exchange,
the European-led transfer of plants, animals and diseases across the
Atlantic after 1492.5 Europeans have been central to the global dis -
semination of sativa and many other plants. However, sativa is distinct
from indica, whose globalization was led by people from southern Asia
and sub-Saharan Africa. 

The global experience of Cannabis sativa was foreshadowed in
the medieval rise of Venice. The Italian city-state created a merchant
empire across the Mediterranean that persisted from the 1200s to
1797. The powerful Venetian navy enabled mercantile trade and
political expansion, primarily in the eastern Mediterranean. Patriotic
hemp discourse is earliest known from Venice, where senators in the
early 1400s pinned the ‘security of our galleys and ships and . . .
our sailors and capital’ on hemp. In northeastern Italy, robust hemp
industries developed to supply Venice. The Venetian state assured its
supply of naval stores by directly controlling the manufacture of cordage
and fibre, and indirectly controlling Cannabis cultivation and marketing.
Beginning in 1303, Venetian authorities assigned a monopoly to the
state-owned textile and cordage factory, where managers developed
commodity grading of unfinished hemp to standardize product qual-
ity. Over subsequent centuries, the skilled labourers who made rope
and textiles were subject to increasing controls imposed by the state
to assure quality. Workers resisted control through slowdowns and by
cheating the factory financially.6

Despite its manufacturing capabilities, Venice depended upon
imports of unfinished hemp. Initially, Bologna (to the south) was its
main source, but by the mid-1400s Venice began looking elsewhere.
Soon after 1500, Venetian envoys, aided by a Bolognese defector, helped
to establish the industrial cultivation of hemp in another city-state to
the west. Venice demanded lower prices from Bologna once the new
supply was established. Throughout the sixteenth century, Venice self-
servingly manipulated regional prices to influence hemp production.
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Price-fixing did not benefit farmers, who increasingly planted wheat
as hemp became unprofitable. Small-scale, local production persisted,
but northern Italian hemp industries did not recover until the mid-
1700s.7

Venice’s main rival, the Ottoman Empire, found hemp all around
the Black Sea, but especially in Asia Minor (present-day Turkey),
where farmers have grown sativa for more than 2,000 years.8 However,
Turkey’s hemp cultivars are absent from research collections.9 By
1340, the Italian city-state of Genoa imported Turkish hemp.10 As
the Ottoman navy gained strength after 1400, the need for rigging
grew and exports declined. The Ottoman state increasingly con-
trolled the hemp industry to assure its own supplies,11 with unantici -
pated consequences. In the 1700s, the state imposed heavy, in-kind taxes
on hemp producers and traders to prevent profiteering and to keep
prices low. The policy instead stunted Turkish industrial development
during the 1800s and made the empire dependent upon imports from
Greece, northern Italy and probably Russia.12

Imperial desire for naval stores shaped Cannabis history from
the top, but labourers exerted influence from the bottom. Hemp
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processing across Eurasia comprised a series of tedious, heavy tasks, and
eventually represented suffering in Italy and China.13 Harvesting
entailed either uprooting individual plants or cutting them near the
ground – both back-breaking tasks. Harvesting was often done twice,
for male and female plants. In western Eurasia, harvested hemp was
dried, stored to age and then retted. Fine fabrics and maritime-quality
rope require water retting, while dew retting produces inexpensive
cordage and coarse cloth. After retting, the stalks were dried and aged
again. Next, the stalks were broken to separate fibres (‘lint’) from the
pith (‘hurd’). Breaking relied on a simple hand-operated vice – a hemp
break – to crush the stalks. In some areas people manually peeled
fibres from stalks instead of breaking. The fibres were then scutched
(scraped with a dull knife or pounded with a mallet) to remove the
remaining hurd, then heckled (passed through a comb) to straighten
them and remove impurities. The fibres were further straightened
and cleaned to make unfinished ‘tow’, which was spun into either
threads for weaving, or yarns for rope-making. Each type and grade of
finished product entailed different manufacturing tasks. Few steps
were mechanized until the mid-1800s, although mechanical process-
ing remained uncommon into the 1900s. Processing hempseeds and
extracting oil were different endeavours. 

The Western technique of fibre processing originated with flax,
the doppelgänger of hemp. However, flax is small and slender. Taller,
thicker Cannabis stems made hemp processing more difficult. In Venice,
Cannabis was euphemistically ‘[the plant] of a hundred operations
[processing steps]’.14 The poem Il Canapajo (‘the hemp field’), anno tated
with agricultural instructions in 1741, records Bolognese ambivalence.
Cannabis was ‘so noble a sapling’, but hemp work was not necessarily
ennobling:

[Go] Far [away, he] who has dainty nostrils, 
Far from here: this is [the] Song [of retting.] 
Stench and filth turn the stomach, and severe[ly] . . .
But here, . . . here in this stench, 
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[There is the] Transformation of nature . . .
The bark begins to be thread . . .
[As you toil] You will see the results of your hard work: 
Here [your labour should] behove the sailor who is seeking port.15

Contemporaneous French farmers considered retting-water poison-
ous.16 Hemp-fibre processing is also risky; dust inhalation caused high
rates of lung disease among labourers.17 Fieldworkers also complained
of light-headedness while harvesting.18 Cannabis pollen is a chemically
complex allergen that carries flavonoid glycosides, a class of chemical
that includes central nervous system depressants.19 Hemp labour was
often unpleasant. 

Venetian dominance increased the importance of hemp beyond
Italy. Commercial production in the Balkans began in the 1400s, and
Venetian authorities required Croatians to grow hemp or flax in the
early 1700s.20 However, northern Italian canapa cultivars and agri -
cultural practices did not travel far until the 1900s. Venetians and
Ottomans alike probably traded only fibre, with hempseeds removed,
and neither empire embarked colonies whose members might have
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planted hemp. Italian Cannabis culture travelled across the Adriatic sea
in the 1700s, to Serbia, when the Austro-Hungarian Empire imported
Italian settlers and hempseeds to improve local production.21 Hemp
remained important in Serbia into the 1900s. 

Venice and the Ottoman Empire exhibited hemp’s importance to
European maritime empires. European global expansion began with
Portugal and Spain, where sativa was initially little used in shipping.
Esparto was anciently preferred for maritime rope, while Iberian sail-
cloth was cotton or flax, as elsewhere around the Mediterranean. In
France, for instance, in the sixteenth century Mediterranean ports
supplied cotton sails but Atlantic ports used hemp.22 Hemp rope and
fabric production increased in The Netherlands, France, Britain and
Italy before 1500, but not in Spain or Portugal. The lack of domestic
production forced these countries to import hempen sailcloth and
rope from northern France and Belgium by 1500.23 The Iberian nations
relied on imports throughout the Age of Sail. 

Large-scale Cannabis farming began in southern Spain about 1515.24

A southern town was renamed Santa Cruz de los Cañamos in the
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1600s.25 Hemp had strategic value, and the Spanish tried hempseeds
in soils claimed throughout the Americas. In 1530 a conquistador
from southern Spain gained royal licence to farm cañamo in New Spain
(modern Mexico).26 This introduction failed. The Spanish king ordered
viceroys to plant fibre crops in all the colonies in 1545, but the order
had little effect on Cannabis because colonists lacked seeds, expertise and
interest. Throughout the 1600s, Spain constantly struggled to supply
maritime rope and sailcloth, and became reliant on Russian hemp.27

Spanish efforts redoubled in the 1700s, when import reliance became
a liability. Domestic production increased.28 Political authorities repeat-
edly tried to encourage hemp in the American colonies, but hempseeds
were unavailable locally and not normally trafficked from Europe.29

In the 1700s, Spanish colonial farming trials likely also failed
because locally produced hempseed came from indica cultivars bred
for drugs, not fibre. Cannabis indica separately crossed the Atlantic as
early as the 1500s. The first documents suggesting the psychoactive
species are from mid-eighteenth-century Brazil and Mexico. Cannabis
indica arrived in Mexico overland from the south, but the authorities
did not connect marijuana with Cannabis until the mid-1800s. Mexican
farmers were capable agriculturalists, and in the mid-1700s one suc-
cessfully bred Cannabis to produce fibre in the central highlands. (This
cultivar did not survive the farmer’s death in the 1770s, however.30)
Others kept trying, with modest success. In 1787 Mexican unfinished
hemp exports to Spain reached 2,000 kg (4,400 lb), when a large ship
required 100 tons of rope.31 The colonial government spent heavily to
develop hemp industries, but by the 1790s decided that the project was
an expensive failure.32

Colombia and Peru were other important areas of early Spanish
activity, and sativa failed in these low-latitude countries. Into the 1950s
Colombian authorities lamented the absence of hemp, while bemoan-
ing the presence of marijuana.33

The Portuguese had even less success. Colonial authorities in Brazil
tried cânhamo without luck by the 1620s.34 Plant-introduction efforts
increased during the 1700s, when the Portuguese sought new sources
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of profit.35 Cannabis sativa was seemingly grown in Portugal by 1710,
when hempseeds were listed in a Portuguese herbal.36 Official corres -
pondence from northeastern Brazil in 1784 suggests Cannabis. The
botanically uncertain letter-writer described a plant similar to that ‘which
the nations of the north . . . use for cordage’. The plant was probably
indica, because there was enough of it to ‘fill a ship’.37 The Portuguese
established a flax and hemp plantation in southern Brazil in 1783
that persisted for four decades, despite little success.38 ‘Hemp’ was
tried several other times before 1800; these trials failed, although in
1812 hempseeds (from indica?) remained locally available.39 Brazilian
Cannabis farmers exported a minuscule 255 kg (560 lb) of unfinished
hemp in 1812.40 The Portuguese did not successfully produce hemp
even at home. In 1875 a scholar reported that ‘hemp farming is unknown
in Portugal’.41 Portuguese enterprises relied on Russian hemp.42

Spanish and Portuguese settlers found other plants to meet local
needs, although these did not satisfy imperial authorities. Mexican fibre
mostly came from three Agave species: sisal, henequen and pita. The
Spanish fleet along the Pacific coast relied on pita in the late 1700s,
despite the fact that it deteriorated much more quickly than hemp.43

Imported hemp was expensive, but its durability made it a long-term
bargain – if one could pay for it initially. 

Cannabis sativa did succeed along the temperate edges of Spanish
America, in present-day Chile, Argentina and the u.s. In mid-latitude
South America, the plant took root as early as 1545.44 Cannabis hemp
industries developed and have persisted into the present, mostly sup-
plying regional markets for rope, sackcloth and hempseed. The moist
climate of Chile suited sativa better than the drier climate of Argentina.
In Spanish California, hemp farming began in 1795.45 Production
increased after 1805 when the Crown started subsidizing production
to supply the Pacific-coast fleet.46 Subsistence farmers valued the guar-
anteed market. In 1810, Californios produced 110 tons of hemp,47 50
times more than Mexico in 1787. 

Farmers dropped the crop when subsidy ended with the Mexican
War of Independence (1810–21), although some hemp farming
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continued into the twentieth century. There is no evidence of hemp
in Spanish New Mexico, where colonists met plant-fibre needs
mainly with Native American fibre plants. 

Russian hemp exports were hugely important globally from the
1700s, but this commerce weakly affected the distribution of Cannabis
because hempseed was a minor commodity. Cannabis sativa farming
was concentrated in Russia’s western plains, extending into the Baltic
Republics, Poland and Belarus.48 Exports from the eastern Baltic
began in the 1200s, when Livonian hemp (modern Estonia and Latvia)
circulated in the Hanseatic League commercial confederation.49 Early
eighteenth-century social reforms enabled Russia to expand its inter-
national trade, and ship more hemp into the Baltic. International
demand expanded opportunities for Russian hemp producers, who
benefited from millennia of Cannabis expertise and a social structure
that assured cheap labour.50 Additionally, most of the Russian crop
could be exported without affecting its relatively small navy. Russia
undersold most exporting countries, and out-produced all. 

Russian colonists did not farm Cannabis in imperial outposts along
the Pacific coast of North America, which they occupied from the late
1700s to 1867. Many Eurasian crops were tried in Russian Alaska,
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including flax in 1796, but agriculture failed because hunting, trapping
and fishing proved more profitable. Farming did better in Russian
California (1812–41), although farmers focused on food. They made
woollen clothing, and probably imported cordage from Russia.51

Despite its low cost, Russian hemp was of a high quality. Producers
could afford the two years’ labour required to produce the best fibre, and
market overseers reduced fraudulent sales of low-quality hemp.52 Russian
hemp was mostly sold unfinished, which made imports even cheaper
and enabled rope-making industries throughout the Atlantic. Hempseed
and oil were minor exports.53 The Russians also passed transport costs
on to other countries by relying on foreign merchant fleets, first from
the Hanseatic League, then Sweden and The Netherlands, then Britain
and its American colonies in the eighteenth century. 

Russian success can hardly be overemphasized. The British spent
£10,000 per year on Russian hemp at the end of the 1500s, and
£2,000,000 annually by the end of the 1700s.54 During the Seven
Years War (1756–63), Russia supplied 73,000 tons of hemp to
Great Britain, whose colonies supplied just 2 tons.55 Indeed, American
manufacturers relied on Russian hemp trafficked through London.56

In 1696 a politician complained that ‘England is at Russia’s mercy’
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because of hemp imports,57 which would only increase. One of
Napoleon’s motivations for disastrously invading Russia in 1812 was
to force Russia to boycott British trade. The low cost of Russian raw
material aided manufacturers, but discouraged farmers worldwide.
In Spain, for example, first-quality Russian hemp cost 9 pesos per
hundredweight in 1792, while comparable Spanish hemp cost 14–18
pesos.58 Despite decades trying to develop Cannabis farming, Spain –
and many other countries – could not afford to avoid imports. Further -
more, shipbuilders and rope-makers objected to import tariffs meant
to favour domestic farmers, because tariffs raised their costs and
substitutes for Russian hemp were considered inferior. 

France and Great Britain had the largest roles in sativa dispersal,
because for centuries these countries attempted to establish hemp
in mid-latitude settler colonies. Cannabis was vital in both countries
by the 1500s, its importance registered in place names. In France,
place names referenced hemp farming, retting and breaking.59 In
Britain, many place names, including ‘Hemphill’, refer to Cannabis, but
other names are misleading. ‘Hempstead’ is from an early form of
‘homestead’.60 In the Americas, hemp place names date from the
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1600s, because the plant was among the colonies’ initial crops. Cannabis
widely took root from these early introductions, but hemp industries
developed very slowly. 

The main difference between British and French hemp efforts
was that French domestic supply more closely equalled domestic
demand. Certainly, British growers and manufacturers developed
robust hempen textile and cordage industries. Yet Britain continu ously
struggled to produce enough unfinished hemp, and the authorities
constantly tried to induce production. In 1533 Henry viii required
farmers to plant a quarter-acre of hemp or flax per 60 acres of
farmland; Elizabeth i renewed this requirement in 1563.61 Henry also
sought to recruit farmers by allowing clergymen to sell hemp or flax.62

Land was too dear, however, for farmers to grow much hemp, which
was effectively inedible, paid poorly and required much labour in
processing. Beginning in 1576, poor laws reduced labour costs by
requiring ‘governors of the poor’ to make their charges process hemp
or go to jail.63 This practice did not stimulate industry outside the
poorhouses. 

British trade policies proved disastrous for domestic and colonial
hemp producers. Early in the 1600s, policies meant to favour British
shipping required that imports arrive on British ships, or on ships
from the same country as the goods on board. Manufacturers relied on
Russian hemp, but Swedish and Dutch vessels dominated the seven-
teenth-century Baltic. Simultaneously, trade laws allowed the import
of Dutch finished goods on Dutch ships. Dutch manufacturers enjoyed
lower costs and a reliable supply of raw material, and dominated the
British market. Other countries similarly took advantage of British
trade laws, even France (via smuggling). In 1653, free-trade policies
attempted to rectify the situation, allowing ‘all persons in any ship
and from any port’ to bring hemp into Britain.64 The revision came too
late; trade networks did not change. Free trade further drove down
prices for unfinished hemp, creating a thin, precarious profit margin
for British farmers. British workers lost jobs to imports and protested,
but to no avail.65
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The British became irreversibly dependent on imported hemp
by 1700, but authorities would not abandon Cannabis inducements.
The government offered guaranteed prices for hemp beginning in
1705, but dropped the bounty by 1740 because it had had no effect
on production, in Britain or the colonies.66 Other attempts were
made to encourage British and colonial hemp in the 1700s, but by
the 1810s British manufacturers had closed or shifted to fibres other
than Cannabis.67

The British hoped colonial hemp would alleviate supply problems.
Settlers planted Cannabis in Virginia in 1616 with satisfactory results,68

and by the 1630s sativa had been planted throughout the North American
colonies. These introductions failed to germinate commercial indus-
tries. Although the empire had an acute hunger for naval stores, the
colonists had to feed themselves. In Virginia in 1649, labour limited
the production of hemp: ‘Hands are wanting to this and other workes’.69

Cannabis grew best in the colonies from Pennsylvania to Virginia, but
few farmers planted it. Hempseeds were not considered food, and
hemp could not guarantee income enough to buy food.70 Edible crops
were less risky, and other crops paid better. In Virginia in 1621, the
best hemp prices were about two pence per pound, while tobacco
averaged 3 shillings.71

Colonial Cannabis inducements began by 1619, when Virginia’s
authorities made hemp or flax cultivation compulsory and desig nated
plant fibre as legal currency. Ten of the thirteen colonies that became
the United States tried to induce Cannabis farming by 1700,72 with
little success. Many treatises promoting hemp were printed in North
America and Europe during the 1700s and 1800s, but trade con -
ditions still discouraged farming. American colonies could export
only un finished hemp and only to British manufacturers, who could
buy Russian raw material more cheaply. Shipping bulky, unfinished
hemp across the Atlantic was not economical, although more valu-
able Russian hemp was economically shipped to North America.
Commercial rope-makers and weavers used Baltic hemp, and enabled
North American shipbuilders to rig ships fully. Trade policies favoured
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colonial manufacturers of naval stores over colonial suppliers of
unfinished hemp. 

Colonial hemp agriculture reflected European practices. In Britain,
sativa was anciently the main plant-fibre crop, but declined after flax
arrived from continental Europe in the 1400s.73 British farmers inte-
grated Cannabis into sustainable agriculture. In new or newly manured
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fields, farmers planted Cannabis to decrease soil fertility, to prevent the
following grain crop from growing too rapidly and becoming top-
heavy (grain is damaged if stems bend to the ground). Cannabis was
often not a field crop but grew in ‘hemp yards’ next to cottages, where
farmers planted turnips (Brassica rapa) after the autumn hemp harvest.74

Cannabis supplied homespun linen, sackcloth and rope, or income if
processed then sold to manufacturers. 

In North America, Cannabis poorly suited settler agriculture. The
weedy annual competed with another fertility-demanding annual, the
food staple maize (Zea mays). ‘Hemp requires such very strong Land to
produce it, that it would consume all our Dung to raise it in any great
Quantities[,] so that we should not be able to raise Bread Corn’, wrote
a farmer in Massachusetts in 1760.75 Hemp promoters argued that
Cannabis did not deplete soil fertility, but few farmers were convinced.
In 1769 the Canadian colonies supplied Britain with about 23 tons
of hemp, when annual consumption was 20,000 tons. When British
authorities in Ontario made Russian hempseed freely available in
1790, farmers claimed 29 of 2,000 bushels – probably because Cannabis
supplied only birdseed to Canadian settlers.76

Sometimes the plant did not cooperate. Hempseeds shatter easily
and lose viability quickly, and were regularly in short supply in the
Americas. Overland and transoceanic shipping did not improve
germination rates. As Massachusetts planter in 1760 discovered, ‘Old
Hemp Seed will not grow, not so much as one Seed of it.’77

In Brazil, a trial in 1779 failed because birds ate the freshly sown
seeds.78 The prevalence of feral Cannabis across Eurasia and North
America is largely because of seed-eating birds, which can carry viable
hempseeds long distances in their guts.79 Hempseed was important
poultry feed by 1600, and probably earlier.80 Canary lovers provisioned
hempseed in France by the 1600s; later, British hempseeds fattened
wild-caught blackbirds for the table.81 In North America, songbird-
keeping wives of u.s. army officers introduced hemp to Minnesota in
the mid-1800s.82 Hempseeds collected from feral plants were initially
the main source of birdseed,83 but in the early 1900s small quantities
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of hemp were grown for birdseed in Britain, the u.s. and Canada.
China, France and Italy exported large quantities.84

Hemp also failed commercially in British colonies in South Africa,
Australia and New Zealand. European settlers in South Africa wide-
ly grew ‘hemp’ during the 1800s,85 but it is uncertain if sativa was ever
actually introduced. Cannabis indica was present by 1713, and settlers
may have tried producing fibre from drug cultivars. The earliest hemp
in Australia was certainly indica, sent as seed from British India in
1802.86 This introduction failed as hemp (but succeeded as marijuana
160 years later). Australians may have tried sativa later, but commer-
cial hemp remained nascent in 1876,87 when global demand had nearly
evaporated. New Zealand did not need Cannabis, because the indigenous
fibre plant harakeke, or ‘New Zealand hemp’, achieved commercial
success in the 1800s. 

France had marginally more success in its colonies. Cannabis sativa
grew in Québec and Nova Scotia in the late 1600s, but proved unprofit -
able for subsistence-orientated settlers.88 In French Louisiana, hemp
Cannabis thrived, but domestic producers feared competition.89 In
1721 colonial authorities prohibited Cannabis to favour metropolitan
industries. Nonetheless, Louisianans still produced hemp for house-
hold use. The French re-legalized Cannabis in 1730. Spain acquired
Louisiana in 1762, and dispatched experienced workers to develop
the colony’s hemp industry.90 By the 1790s, ships visiting New Orleans
could buy high-quality cordage,91 but the industry declined rapidly.
When Louisiana joined the u.s. in 1803, its plant-fibre industry centred
on cotton, which was more profitable and had lower labour costs. 

The relative success of Cannabis in Louisiana reflects the vitality
of France’s domestic industries. By 1500 France had the largest popu -
lation in Europe, and remained primarily rural into the 1900s. Cannabis
was integrated into smallholder agriculture,92 similar to other European
countries. Farmers sowed fallow fields with hemp to shade out weed
populations before planting food crops, and sometimes intercropped
hemp with food crops to maintain soil fertility. Sufficient labour and
cooperative processing enabled hemp industries. Hemp-processing
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machinery also helped to reduce costs in some areas, especially after
1800. The integration of hemp (and flax) products into many aspects
of French social life helped to sustain the industry, too. Cordage and
textiles were always most important, and waste fibre – rags and old
rope – had supplied papermakers since the 1200s. Neither Cannabis
nor flax was grown specifically for paper, because new fibre was too
expensive; wood pulp was not used until the late 1800s.93 Hempseeds
were used mainly for feeding poultry, although by 1818 French anglers
used hempseed meal for fish bait.94 Hempseed oil had various indus-
trial uses. French practices became globally important via emigration.
In particular, the exodus of Huguenots – religious minorities – from
France in the 1600s and 1700s improved the hemp (and flax) industries
in Britain, Ireland, North America and other adopted countries.95

French trade policies sometimes benefited and sometimes harmed
domestic hemp. In contrast to Great Britain, France’s trade policies
usually impacted farmers and manufacturers equally. By the mid-
1500s, spun hemp and flax were mostly exempted from domestic
taxes,96 encouraging trade between farms (where women spun thread)
and fabric manufacturers. (Many other hemp processing tasks were
also women’s work across Europe.) Restrictions on exports, which
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‘Ropemaking: Woman Eating Hemp’, advertisement for a French 
string-maker, c. 1910, ostensibly based on a drawing from 1750.



strengthened in the 1500s and 1600s, negatively impacted both
farmers and manufacturers, and production declined; by the 1620s,
France imported hemp from The Netherlands.97 All French indus-
tries declined in the 1600s and 1700s as public debt and taxes con-
stantly rose. Domestic hemp persisted, and experienced growth again
beginning in the 1730s. Still, imports continued into the 1840s, when
Russian and Italian hemp supplemented domestic supply.98 French
colonists in Algeria had planted hemp by 1875, but no commercial
industry developed there.99

Despite its poor commercial performance outside Europe, small,
semi-managed patches of Cannabis sativa supplied homespun industries
in North America beginning in the 1600s. Farmers clothed themselves
with rough fabric made from wool, flax, hemp and cotton (which was
mostly imported before 1800).100 Cordage, textile and paper making
industries arose mainly after 1700, with the immigration of skilled
workers and the increasing availability of Russian hemp. Cannabis
followed European settlers across North America, because it was
weedy rather than crucial. Researchers have dated European entry
into Iowa by collecting Cannabis-type pollen from sediment.101 The
plant grew feral in Louisiana by 1758,102 and across eastern North
America by the 1850s. Summertime aridity limits its distribution in
parts of the western u.s., and short growing seasons limit its northward
diffusion in Canada. 

Wild plant fibres were important in the North American colonies,
comparable to nettle in Europe. Colonists learned indigenous fibre
plants from Native Americans. A significant example is ‘Indian hemp’:
dogbane. A British observer celebrated this plant’s fibre in 1775, though
it was never cultivated.103 Wild harvesting could meet household needs,
but could not sustain commerce. 

Imported hemp was commercially vital, but represented a geo -
political vulnerability. Colonial plant exploration enabled the Global
North to begin replacing Cannabis hemp in the 1700s. The first sig-
nificant alternative was ‘East India hemp’ – often just ‘India hemp’
– meaning jute. Cannabis histories have understandably confused
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the common names for dogbane and jute with ‘Indian hemp’, a name
for Cannabis indica coined in London in 1689. Common-name con-
fusion has sustained the myth that George Washington grew (and
used) marijuana. Washington acquired ‘East India hemp’ seeds for
trial in 1794, and repeatedly wrote to confirm that his gardener was
tending the crop. Washington understandably ordered the gardener
to ‘make the most’ of the ‘India hemp’ seed,104 because jute was a prom-
ising new fibre source. American ships carried cargoes of ‘India hemp’
by 1796, and in 1807 the British East India Company agreed to supply
the imperial fleet with ‘India hemp’.105 At that time, a British writer
hoped that ‘we shall be independent of the Russian and Polish . . .
supplies of hemp’ (although a critic complained: ‘To be dependent
upon India would be worse than [being] dependent upon Russia’).106

Washington hoped ‘India hemp’ might replace sativa hemp; however,
he was equally excited about the European forage crop sainfoin (Onobrychis
viciifolia).107 His gardener succeeded with jute, maintaining a plot into
1796.108 Nonetheless, ‘India hemp’ was never adopted in the States.109

Jute did not ultimately supply maritime-quality products, but it replaced
Cannabis in cheap ropes, carpets and sackcloth. 

During the American Revolutionary War (1775–81), British
control of the Baltic made imported hemp more expensive, and
thus encouraged domestic production.110 Cannabis sativa was intro-
duced to Kentucky in 1775.111 Kentucky would become the centre of
the American hemp industry, but American hemp never supplanted
Russian hemp. After the Revolutionary War, u.s. merchants re-entered
the Baltic trade independently and developed global commercial
networks to supply goods (and specie) that Russian merchants would
exchange for hemp.112

When hemp finally achieved commercial success in the u.s., it
supplied the cotton industry. The invention of the cotton gin in
1793 reduced labour costs, and helped cotton to become the South’s
dominant crop. Kentucky grew little cotton, but its antebellum econ-
omy depended on sales of hempen baling twine, sacks and ropes to
cotton growers. Domestic sailcloth was normally made from flax, but
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the Napoleonic Wars (1803–15) raised hemp prices to the benefit of
Kentucky producers. Cannabis was an economic staple for the state by
1810, although the industry stagnated once European hemp imports
recovered after 1815.113

u.s. commercial hemp industries grew slowly. Labour posed a
constant problem: hemp work was unpopular, and free labourers
avoided it. ‘Without hemp, slavery might not have flourished in
Kentucky, since other agricultural products . . . were not conducive to
the extensive use of bondsmen.’114 American producers never widely
adopted water retting, because of the labour costs. Farmers considered
retting a hazardous task, owing to ‘the infectious nature of the air
generated from th[e] putrifying [stalks]’.115 Slave owners refused to
send slaves into retting ponds, and free workers refused themselves.
Producers supplied small quantities of pond-retted fibre into the
1850s, but the fibres were poorly processed and unusable. ‘American
hemp’ became synonymous with low-strength, dew-retted fibre; no one
considered it a safe substitute for Russian hemp.116

Entrepreneurs and government boosters repeatedly tried to
improve u.s. hemp production, with little success. Hundreds of patents
failed to produce an economically successful hemp-breaking machine;
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retting with chemical solvents instead of water failed too.117 The
u.s. Navy built a rope factory in Tennessee, hoping to make maritime
cordage and encourage water-retting, but the investment failed. In 1858,
the finest Russian hemp cost $215 per ton in Boston, while inferior
American hemp cost $445 per ton.118 Farmers complained that foreign
hemp glutted the market, but shipbuilders and rope-makers had
more political clout. Imported hemp remained tariff-free. Although
u.s. production persisted until 1958 and rose when wars temporarily
increased demand, the American hemp economy peaked before 1860.119

Kentucky’s success with dew-retted hemp encouraged commer-
cial farming in other states, especially Missouri, whose production
was poised to surpass Kentucky’s in 1860.120 However, the u.s. Civil
War (1861–5) decimated the hemp industry in several ways.121 First,
Kentucky did not secede from the u.s., but its principal markets did.
Hemp growers could not sell their produce to the rebel South; Missouri
was similarly affected. Even before the war, cotton growers complained
of their reliance on Kentucky, and invented cotton, wood and metal ties
to replace Cannabis twine. The post-war cotton boom enabled a wide-
spread shift to metal ties. Second, the u.s. government quit subsidizing
domestic hemp in 1862. Growers could no longer economically trans-
port a bulky raw material to eastern cities. Although war stimulated
demand, this withered with peace. Third, after emancipation, freed
slaves generally refused to return to hemp. Post-war hemp farmers
sought labour-saving techniques to replace slave labour, but large
farmers shifted to other crops (often tobacco) and hemp devolved to
sharecroppers and poor independent farmers.122

In 1855 the u.s. Cannabis sativa hemp crop failed owing to the
weather. The Kentucky state government dispatched an envoy to France
to buy hempseed, but he could acquire only a fraction of the quantity
needed. Planters tried Russian hempseed, but the crop was disap-
pointing.123 Then, in 1857, Kentucky newspapers began advertising
‘cultivated Chinese Hemp Seed’.124 Chinese hemp cultivars represent
indica. European plant explorers encountered Chinese má in the early
1800s, and ‘Cannabis chinensis’ was grown in botanical gardens in Austria
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(1827) and France (1846). Chinese hempseeds were widely distributed
to French farmers from 1850.125 In France, the taller Chinese cultivars
outperformed sativa varieties, and hempseed producers provided a
reliable supply for continued planting. In Western Europe, indica
hemp became dominant across landscapes, so that farmers who still
planted sativa saw the crop lose its valued characters after just one or
two seasons through genetic outcrossing.126 In North America, the
abundance of feral sativa similarly encouraged outcrossing, and seed
remained scarce for the preferred East Asian varieties.127 Even in 1902
u.s. farmers required regular inputs of indica hempseed, including
packets sent from American missionaries in China.128 ‘Kentucky
hemp’ was not a genetically stable cultivar, but a name indicating the
conceptual centrality of the state in u.s. hemp history. 

Kentucky hemp spread widely during the 1880s, when a last, minor
boom forestalled the North American hemp collapse. Expansion of
grain farming in the Great Plains states and Canadian provinces
stimulated local hemp production to supply twine, burlap and rope for
harvesting and shipping grain crops. Early producing states were
Missouri (production lasted from 1835 until 1890) and Illinois (1842–
1902).129 Twine demand increased after 1879, when a key invention
enabled agricultural machinery to tie cords and thereby encouraged
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indica hemp farming in Midwestern states.130 California also received
indica hempseeds by 1912.131 As hemp spread, demand declined in
Kentucky, where many farmers stopped growing Cannabis. Manufac -
turers everywhere shifted to imports. Even in 1843, Kentucky bought
1,600 tons of unfinished hemp from Missouri.132

u.s. hemp crashed in the 1890s, because Mexico-grown henequen
replaced Cannabis in twine.133 Henequen made smoother cords that were
less likely to tangle in farm machinery. In 1905 a Kentucky historian wrote,
‘Manufacturing of hemp has nearly disappeared.’134 Wisconsin was
the main producer in the moribund twentieth-century market, which
focused on commercial twine (used to tie parcels) rather than more
valuable agricultural twine.135 By 1923 an American twine expert regret-
ted his country’s reliance on Mexican henequen,136 but overall sisal,
harakeke and abacá were more important. In 1927 Cannabis provided
0.47 per cent of cordage sold in the u.s.137 Cannabis prohibition began
ten years later. 

Most societies worldwide shifted away from Cannabis hemp during
the 1800s, replacing it with new technology. The decline of hemp in
western Europe is apparent in lake sediments. In most landscapes,
Cannabis pollen was most abundant in the early 1800s and disappeared
almost completely by 1900.138 By the 1830s, steel manufacturers made
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wires and chains that could replace most types of hempen cordage.
Cannabis retained value longest for specific nautical rigging. Ropes
remained better than wires in fixed rigging as long as sails remained
in use.139 Cables were the last bit of rigging for which Cannabis retained
value, but hempen cables were nearly obsolete by the 1890s, replaced
with steel or abacá.140 The last big sailing ships – the metal-hulled,
five-masted windjammers introduced in the 1870s – used tiny
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quantities of plant fibre, whether Cannabis or not, compared with
earlier, smaller ships. Coal-burning steam engines supplanted sails
from the early 1800s onwards. Before the First World War, European
Navies had mostly abandoned sailing in favour of fossil-fuel energy.
Ocean-going steamships carried masts and sails for security into the
1900s, but the transition away from hemp was, like a sunset, gradual
and irreversible. Technological change disfavoured hemp globally,
even in Russia (where many producers had switched to flax by 1872)
and France (where hempen cloth was a ‘textile of yesterday’ in 1896).141

The Industrial Revolution disfavoured hemp because Cannabis
resisted mechanization. Machines replaced people in flax, cotton and
other plant-fibre industries, driving down costs all around Cannabis.
Although hemp had been a subsistence staple for centuries, pur-
chased substitutes became more affordable and more desirable. In
China, indica hemp had clothed the poor for millennia; silk, cotton
and ramie signified greater wealth and status. In the 1890s cotton
thread imported from India shifted Chinese textile industries away
from hemp, but only for those with money to buy thread. By the 1920s,
Chinese factories began selling cotton cloth less expensively than
homespun fabric, but the poorest still had no cash. Hempen clothes
became objects of ridicule, signifying backwardness as well as the
onerous labour of hemp processing, which many people were pleased
to abandon. By the 1950s, hemp clothing persisted only in the most
marginal areas. Elsewhere hempen cloth was just for sacks. The com-
munist state allowed people to exchange hempen garments for cotton
in the 1950s, as a symbol of modernization.142 Hemp had seemed
outdated much earlier, too.  Chinese officials had begun inducing
people to replace hemp with cotton centuries earlier, by 1300 ce.143

Russian hemp disappeared from global markets with the Russian
Civil War (1917–22). Hemp remained important domestically in the
Soviet Union, where imported substitutes were often too expensive.
Yet even Soviet authorities needed to coerce production. The state
set quotas for collective farms, and awarded medals to farmers with
particularly high production. Notably, Soviet statisticians tracked
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‘southern hemp’, meaning indica hempseed and fibre cultivars in
Turkmenistan, as well as ‘northern hemp’, meaning Russian sativa.
‘Southern hemp’ remained miniscule within the Soviet Union. It failed
in mid-latitude locations, while ‘northern hemp’ failed in the south.144

Vicissitudes in the supply of other plant fibres represented throes
in the global decline of hemp. The case of abacá – grown almost exclu-
sively in the Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia – is a key example.
u.s. merchant ships began using abacá in the 1840s. In 1869 American
manufacturers made more rope from abacá than from any other plant,
and in 1871 the u.s. Navy exclusively bought abacá,145 although it again
bought Russian hemp later that century. Abacá proved nearly equal to
hemp, but was much less expensive. The u.s. became dependent on abacá
as the colonial power in the Philippines during the early 1900s. In
1927 some 79 per cent of u.s. cordage came from abacá.146 When Japan
seized the Philippines during the Second World War (1939–45), abacá
imports ceased and the u.s. temporarily encouraged domestic hemp
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again. Despite Cannabis prohibition, which began in 1937, farmers could
still grow hemp by registering with the government and paying a
nominal fee of $1.147 The government’s wartime ‘Hemp for Victory’
programme offered farmers guaranteed prices, and proved an expen-
sive failure. In 1943 a u.s. business magazine called the programme
a ‘$25,000,000 hemp headache’.148 ‘Hemp for Victory’ was probably
unnecessary, because plant-fibre imports from Central America and
India increased to meet wartime demand. After the war, the u.s.
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Monoecious hemp held promise for European farmers beginning in the 1930s, 
as reported in this French magazine, Life in the Country, of 1957.



government sold its hemp investments at a loss.149 Cannabis production
sputtered along in Wisconsin until 1958.150

Cannabis prohibition was increasingly enforced worldwide after
the Second World War. In the u.s., fears that hemp production
contributed to marijuana trades were influential,151 and the idea was
exported through American political-economic dominance. By the
1960s, international hemp commerce had effectively disappeared,
but domestic industries persisted in the Soviet Union, Italy, France,
Yugoslavia, Romania, Hungary, Poland, Turkey, China, Korea and
Japan.152 When synthetics like rayon and polypropylene began re -
placing plant fibres in the 1970s, hemp Cannabis declined further.
Ironically, European producers gained a profitable minor market from
drug Cannabis beginning in the 1960s, when hempen rolling papers
became fashionable in the Global North.153 Among the countries
where commercial hemp survived after 1950, cultivation had mostly
ended or become illegal by 1990. 

In the 1990s industrial hemp regained attention in the Global
North as concerns about environmental sustainability caused people
to seek renewable, plant-based resources. The so-called hemp renais-
sance has meant modest success for the plant. Cheap oil and the
politics of prohibition continue to discourage industrial hemp. Small
industries in several European and East Asian countries (and Canada)
produce edible hempseeds, seed oil and fibre, which are used to manu -
facture foods, plastics, wood substitutes, cordage, fabric and animal feed.
In a bow to prohibition, marketed hempseeds are commonly heat-
sterilized to prevent germination. Current hemp industries mostly
rely on highly selected Cannabis varieties from professional plant
breeders. For instance, monoecious varieties (which were developed
in the 1930s and have male and female flowers on each plant) offer
greater uniformity among individuals, reducing processing costs.154

Hemp Cannabis experienced a long, steady rise in political-
economic importance over the centuries before 1850, followed by a
remarkably swift decline. In contrast, drug Cannabis has experienced
nearly the opposite historical trajectory. 
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In contrast to hemp Cannabis, which dispersed as a commodity
valued by political and economic authorities, drug Cannabis spread
primarily with social underclasses. 

The global diffusion of indica was an outcome of the way the
drug affects users. Marijuana pharmacology is well established.1 thc
and other cannabinoids substitute for neurotransmitters produced
within mammalian bodies that affect specific nerve receptors. The
neurotransmitters and receptors together comprise the endocannabin -
oid system, which contributes to perceptions of pain, anxiety and
hunger, and to memory processes, metabolism and thermoregulation.
As a drug, Cannabis is particularly effective as an antispasmodic, an
appetite stimulant and an analgesic. Importantly, at low doses, mari -
juana might stimulate appetite, but at high doses it can suppress hunger.
Lethal overdoses are impossible owing to marijuana’s low toxicity,
although extremely high doses are unpleasant for anyone. In nineteenth-
century Central Africa and Madagascar, traditional authorities meted
out massive doses of indica as punishments.2

Drug Cannabis is psychoactive and mildly hallucinogenic. The folk
species sativa – mostly associated with the bhang and ganja cultures – is
generally a pseudo-stimulant, generating racing, expansive thought and
manic action sometimes in accompaniment. The other folk species,
indica, is a pseudo-depressant associated originally with charas. Indica
commonly produces mellow, sensual thought, often accompanying
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Half a gram of ganja, two strains, in a sealable plastic bag, uk, 2014.



lethargy and heightened sensitivity to physical sensations,3 which might
be pleasant or unpleasant. Indeed, either folk species can produce para-
noid, violent and other unsavoury thoughts, possibly alongside un -
comfortable physiological effects – elevated pulse and blood pressure,
nausea and dizziness. Bad trips happen, even if marijuana is relatively safe.4

Genetic variation among people and plants makes subjective
effects potentially individualistic. People experience drug Cannabis
differently depending on personal health and genetics,5 as well as
environmental conditions. For instance, some people suffer chronic
endocannabinoid deficiency, but others may benefit from exogenous
cannabinoids only when malnutrition or stress impairs normal functions.6

The plant’s genetic variability expands the range of possible experiences.
Farmers and plant scientists have developed many cultivars that each
produce distinctive subjective effects. 

People have always had diverse experiences on drug Cannabis. For
instance, in the 1670s ‘eight or tenne’ British sailors tried bhang tea in
eastern India. Two sailors experienced no effects (common among
first-timers), one ‘wept bitterly all the Afternoon’, one was ‘terrified
with fear’, one was ‘quarrelsome’, two ‘Sat sweatinge . . . in Exceeding
Measure’ and four or five ‘lay upon the Carpets[,] highly Comple -
mentinge each Other in high termes’. The sailor who described this
party decided bhang was of ‘Such a bewitchinge Sottish nature, that
whoever Use it but one month or two cannot forsake it without much
difficultie’.7 In current societies, about 10 per cent of regular users
develop behavioural addiction.8

The subjective effects of drug Cannabis are still more complicated
because they depend on the setting of drug use and the mindset of the
user, conditions that vary within and between societies in historically
traceable ways.9 Beliefs about marijuana’s effects establish expecta-
tions for both users and observers; pharmacology remains important,
yet social discourse is deeply part of a user’s experience. Of course,
no two individuals share identical attitudes and behaviour. 

Since 1500, drug Cannabis has dispersed alongside labour under-
classes because the drug enhances the ability of workers to endure
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lives of physically demanding but mentally dulling tasks, constant
occupational hazards, poor nutrition and exposure to infectious dis-
eases. At least, the idea that marijuana can be good for hard labourers
has sustained the plant’s migrations. A Dutch account in 1598 of India
coarsely described bhang-using social groups as ‘whores, . . . soldiers
[and] . . . slaves’.10 The centrality of sex workers, low-ranking war-
makers and exploited labourers extends through Cannabis history. These
underclasses were mostly silent in the historical record, although
others wrote about the drug among the lowly as well as occasional
middle-class experimentations. Since the 1960s, middle-class people in
the Global North have adopted marijuana, but socially high-ranking
users have always been uncommon. The global diffusion of indica illus-
trates that reality-altering drugs attract people whose lives are unhappy.11

The globalization of drug Cannabis began when Portuguese sailors
travelled around the coast of Africa to India and encountered bhang in
the western Indian Ocean. The Portuguese in India, like Galen centuries
before, struggled to make sense of the familiar-looking plant with an
unfamiliar use. In 1578, a Portuguese naturalist wrote: ‘Bangue is a plant
similar to cáñamo, . . .  [and] the Canabis [sic] of the Latins, as Dioscorides
described.’ Faithful to precedent and knowing Dioscorides only in
Latin translation, the writer attributed ancient Greek hempseed uses
to sixteenth-century South Asians, but also described indigenous
psychoactive use. He ultimately concluded: ‘One should not confuse
[bangue] with cáñamo, although [bangue] really looks like it.’12

By 1563 Europeans had certainly tried drug Cannabis in India, and
adopted specific ideas about the drug. ‘Many Portuguese . . . have taken
it, and . . . experienced the same [effects]’ as Indian servants, who used
bhang ‘so as not to feel work, to be happy, and to have a craving for
food’.13 By 1600 bhang was ‘verie much used by the Indians, and like-
wise by some Portingales, but most by the slaves thereby to forget
their labour’.14 Drug Cannabis ‘gives them strength and vigour’, wrote
a European traveller who was astonished at the loads borne by low-caste
Indian porters in the 1670s despite paltry rations.15 European sailors
adopted and initially transported this labour–drug relationship. 
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Portuguese sailors also encountered indica in eastern Africa, where
the bhang culture had arrived centuries earlier. Cannabis spread most
rapidly in East Africa’s semi-arid woodland biome, which is ecologically
similar to northwestern India. In 1500 Cannabis had not yet arrived in
the southwestern woodland biome of Africa – which stretches from
modern South Africa to Angola – and probably not west of South
Sudan. Drug Cannabis slowly entered the humid forest at the centre of
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the continent, its distribution limit in 1500 perhaps the upper
Congo basin. In the late 1800s European travellers considered it
recently arrived in the lower Congo.16 Drug Cannabis was first docu-
mented in East Africa about 1585; in Southern Africa in 1713; and in
western Africa in 1803, although it certainly predated these European
observations.17

Africans transformed bhang. Swahili-speaking traders drank bhang
tea in the 1580s in Tanzania, but more widely Cannabis was taken into
pre-existing drug ethnobotanies.18 Smoking pipes were unequivocally
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invented in sub-Saharan Africa, independently of the Native American
invention of smoking pipes for tobacco (Nicotiana spp.).19 One partic-
ular technology, the African water pipe, became especially associated
with Cannabis, but people first smoked Datura and, in Southern Africa,
the original dagga (Leonotis leonurus).20 ‘Dagga’ now means marijuana,
and ‘wild dagga’ refers to Leonotis. After the introduction of tobacco,
the New World smoke shared pipe bowls with Old World herbs. 

Sailors on Portuguese ships first encountered and adopted smok-
ing in southeastern Africa, and transported African technology and
practices worldwide. Mortality, injury and morbidity rates for European
sailors were notoriously high because they had poor diets, risky work
and frequent exposure to infectious diseases.21 In Portuguese ships
on the Indian Ocean, European sailors were often a minority in crews
comprised mostly of South Asian labourers.22 Cultural exchange took
place among sailors. In the Atlantic, the conditions European crews
experienced on slave ships were sometimes little better than those
of the slaves, a condition of marginality that contributed to violence
on board.23 Common sailors were crucial to mercantile shipping, but
represented low socio-economic classes in their native societies. 
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Portuguese authorities began collecting duties on bhang, as well as
opium, in India by the late 1500s.24 Alongside this official valuation,
some individuals valued bhang for personal use. The Portuguese used
indica in Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) during their occupation
(1505–1658). The English sailor Robert Knox – marooned in Ceylon
from 1659 to 1678 – drank bhang to treat gastrointestinal illness. He
did not know the plant but reported that ‘They call it in Portugueze
Banga . . . and this we eat Morning and Evening upon an empty Stomach.
It intoxicates the Brain, and makes one giddy, without any [negative]
operation.’25 The drug perhaps relieved cramps and encouraged eat-
ing despite illness. Thomas Bowrey, who plied the East Indies in the
1670s, enjoyed bhang recreationally, calling it the ‘Soe admirable herbe’.26

Given the dismal environments of European sailors, these positive
reviews were probably not unusual. Middle-class Dutch traders in
South Africa in 1713 sometimes filled their pipes with dagga.27 In Brazil,
upper-class society secretively smoked drug Cannabis in the late 1700s.28

In nineteenth-century Mozambique, marijuana was called ‘Portugal
hemp’.29 In 1851 a British physician in Sierra Leone stated: ‘[indica] is
well known to the Portuguese on this coast [western Africa]’.30 In
1948 an Argentine physician alleged that ‘Portuguese sailors’ had
introduced marijuana to Cuba.31
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The language of sailors spread with their ships. During the 1500s,
Portuguese-speakers adopted the interchangeable terms banga and
bangue (from similar-sounding Hindi and Swahili terms). ‘Bangue’
was a trade item in Indonesia by 1708, and ‘bange’ and ‘pango’ were
used in Brazil by the late 1700s.32 In other parts of the sixteenth-
century Portuguese maritime empire, derivatives of banga/bangue remain
in use: ‘bangi’ in Malaysia; ‘bange’ in Mozambique; ‘banga’ in Cameroon;
and ‘bangué’, ‘epangue’ and ‘mpangu’ in coastal Angola.33 These words
represent a cultural inheritance from common European sailors. 

Banga and bangue were borrowed into English. The first report of
indica in the Atlantic World is from England in 1689, when Robert
Hooke reported horticultural trials of ‘Bangue’ seeds from South Asia.34

By 1800, English-speakers used banga/bangue for putative botanical
species in South Asia, hashish sweetmeats in the Levant and herbal
marijuana in Madagascar and Southeast Asia.35 As the English gained
familiarity with India, banga and bangue were no longer considered
borrowed Portuguese, but borrowed Hindi. 

Portuguese trade stimulated population movement among other
peoples. In western Central Africa, sailors brought Cannabis to the
coast in the 1500s. Portuguese demand for slaves and material goods
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brought people westwards from eastern Africa. Cannabis moved with
this migration, composed predominantly of enslaved people whose
survivors entered the transatlantic trade. One instance of trade-
mediated diffusion occurred in the early 1800s when Portuguese
firearms dealers sent a representative to a previously isolated leader.
‘Not only did the [trade representative] show his new friend how to
use the gun . . . he also taught him how to smoke diamba, and told
him wonderful stories about the white men and their riches.’36 This
particular introduction helped to produce a politico-religious move-
ment – the so-called Bena-diamba (‘marijuana brotherhood’) – which
devolved into the BaLulua ethnic identity in the 1880s.37

Multiple diffusion pathways for Cannabis indica remain evident in
Central Africa. Coastal groups that were historic trade intermediaries
use derivatives of Portuguese bangue/banga, while inland groups use
terms traceable to eastern African languages.38 The most important
inland term is diamba, including cognates liamba and riamba, and plural
forms beginning ma-. In many coastal areas, diamba became dominant
as slavery brought more and more people from inland. 

The economy that carried indica into the Atlantic depended on
cheap labour. Common sailors were cheap, and the massive, forced
migration of the slave trade was entirely about cheapening labour.
Enslaved Africans shaped the subsistence economy of the tropical
Atlantic World, which widely depended on African plants and know -
ledge applied in new contexts. Cannabis indica was part of the subsistence
ethnobotany of some slaves who entered the Middle Passage in  coastal
Central Africa. 

The idea that drug Cannabis was introduced to the Americas –
particularly Brazil – via the slave trade was proposed in 1867,39 and has
become widely accepted despite minimal research. The main evidence
for African introduction is linguistic similarities between Brazilian
Portuguese and Central African languages. Additionally, in the early
1900s a Brazilian naturalist collected folklore that supports linguistic
inference: ‘The seeds [were] brought by unfortunate captives [who] tied
[the seeds] in pouches along the edges of their wraps and loincloths,
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[and] who ultimately disseminated [drug Cannabis] to all of South
America and the Antilles.’40

Although this story is not repeated in other collections of Afro-
Brazilian folklore,41 it is plausible. Slaves entered the Middle Passage
mostly unprepared and often unclothed, but many crops crossed the
Atlantic on slave ships.42 There are similar tales of the concealed trans-
port of rice seeds,43 which are approximately the same size as hempseeds. 

Indeed, the transport of drug Cannabis seed by a slave was observed
in Gabon during the 1840s or ’50s. The American observer did not
encounter indica near the coast, ‘but once . . . saw a few . . . seeds in the
possession of a slave . . . He was carefully preserving them, intending
to plant them in the country to which he should be sold.’ Unfortunately,
the American recorded few details because ‘Hasheesh and the Cannabis
Indica are so well known that it is not necessary to say anything about them
here.’ Instead, he repeated contemporaneous European drug discourse:
‘Insanity is often its ultimate result’, and ‘the negroes’ seemed unable
to resist the drug plant’s ‘gradual but sure advances’ into new areas.44 The
rare chance that an outsider observed and recorded indica seed-saving
suggests that marijuana was not unusual among Central African slaves. 

The provisioning practices of slavers probably facilitated Cannabis
diffusion. Slavers sometimes allowed captives to smoke, in Africa,
aboard slave ships and in the Americas.45 The practice increased on ships
during the 1700s for its presumed benefits to health and morale. Most
accounts of smoking certainly describe Nicotiana tobacco, but others are
unclear. One slaver, for instance, observed Central Africans surrepti-
tiously smoking a pipe below deck in the 1820s, but could not identify
what was smoked.46 Angolan slave-ship captains encouraged the loy-
alty of their sailors by supplying brandy and ‘tobacco’, and presumably
Angolan captives were at least rarely given alcohol and ‘tobacco’, in line
with Dutch, French and English practices.47 Slaves probably also shared
indica directly with slave-ship sailors. In Jamaica in 1862, freed ‘Congo’
slaves called the plant by a Portuguese name, fumo (‘smoke’).48

Slavers may have unwittingly supplied marijuana because ‘tobacco’
was not necessarily Nicotiana. Names for Cannabis in Brazil, used by
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slaves and slavers, included ‘Angolan tobacco’ and maconha, borrowed
from the KiMbundu plural term ma’kaña (‘tobacco leaves’).49 Elsewhere
drug Cannabis was called ‘Congo tobacco’ and ‘African tobacco’.50

Cannabis smoking was widely tolerated into the 1900s, but users also
developed plant nicknames – including maconha – to escape the notice
of authorities.51

The deforestation, erosion and other landscape changes that
accompanied slave-labour industries suited the weedy Cannabis. By 1860
in central Brazil indica grew ‘everywhere’.52 Cannabis became a component
of vegetation that supported the lowly and resisted colonial authority.
Afro-Brazilians smoked drug Cannabis in the 1820s, slaves in Brazil’s
mines smoked in the 1860s,53 and Afro-Brazilian folklore of diamba
persisted into the 1960s. In the 1930s the Brazilian sociologist Gilberto
Freyre proposed that sugarcane plantation bosses tolerated diamba
because it enabled slaves to endure their labour.54 Freyre claimed that
marijuana was intercropped with sugarcane, an oft-repeated story with
no further evidence. Slaves probably grew Cannabis on marginal land,55

rather than competing for space and soil fertility with a cash crop. 
Native Americans adopted Cannabis indica. Indigenous Amazonians

smoked diamba in African water pipes by 1904,56 and probably much
earlier through contact with escaped slaves. Similarly, slaves had prob-
ably brought drug Cannabis to Central America by the 1700s. During
the 1500s and 1600s, the majority of slaves who disembarked in
Spanish Central America came from Portuguese Angola and the lower
Congo.57 By 1800 the plant had entered indigenous Central American
ethnobotanies as far north as Mexico.58

Importantly, the word marihuana suggests slave agency, and a faint
cultural inheritance from enslaved people shipped from coastal Central
Africa. The Central American term marihuana is a borrowing of mariamba,
the plural of riamba, an older pronunciation of diamba. Drug Cannabis
spread in subaltern social networks in Central America. In Colombia
in the 1980s, ‘marimba’ meant drug Cannabis in a community established
by escaped ‘Congo’ slaves in the 1500s.59 Cognates of mariamba also
persist in Brazil.60 The earliest documentation of any form of diamba
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is from 1843; the term was widespread in the Atlantic during the 1800s.61

When marihuana was first written in nineteenth-century Mexico, it was
a ‘Mexican’ term without history.62 The African origin of marihuana has
been overlooked because this derived form differs superficially from
diamba, the form that currently dominates. At some point, ‘Congo’ slaves
used plural nouns in the trade language KiMbundu to name smoked
herbs – ma’kaña for tobacco (and Cannabis) and mariamba for Cannabis –
and these plural forms became established locally in the Americas. 

Cannabis histories commonly mention African slaves, but provide
little more than overgeneralizations. For instance, a history from 2005
tells that ‘Black slaves [in the u.s.] knew of it [marijuana] from their
experience of dagga back in Africa.’63 This phrase includes several major
errors. There is no evidence of drug Cannabis among u.s. slaves; Africa
is a diverse continent and slaves came from identifiable areas; and
essentially no slaves came to the u.s. from South Africa (suggested by
the irrelevant term dagga). 

The subsistence-orientated diffusion of drug Cannabis traces the
diffusion of a social group from coastal western Central Africa. Slavers
called slaves from this region ‘Congoes’, one of many pseudo-ethnic
identities created to classify people based on imagined and real
linguistic, geographic and behavioural similarities.64 These desig -
nations represent social groups – slaves placed in the same category –
and not cultural groups that existed prior to the slave trade. Similarly,
the diamba iteration of drug Cannabis was produced through the slave
trade, after 1500. 

European scholars began paying substantial attention to drug
Cannabis in the 1800s, as abolitionist challenges to slaving gained
force. Emancipation assisted the diffusion of indica. Colonial societies
worldwide replaced slavery with other exploitative labour regimes,
including indentured servitude, wage slavery, compulsory service and
sharecropping. African, Asian and European labourers who migrated
in these regimes functionally replaced chattel slaves, performing phys-
ically demanding, mentally dulling tasks in environments of risky
nutrition and disease. Post-slave labourers were shipped within a
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British-dominated network that connected South Asia, sub-Saharan
Africa, the Americas, Australia, China and islands in the Atlantic,
Indian and Pacific oceans. These labourers travelled with some pos-
sessions, and had bare income enough to attract commercial indica
markets. 

Drug Cannabis spread with liberated slaves. After 1808, the British
and American navies captured hundreds of slave ships, generally
coming from Central Africa towards Brazil and Cuba. These so-called
recaptives were resettled widely, especially in Sierra Leone but also
in Liberia, Jamaica, Guyana, Trinidad, South Africa, the Bahamas,
Cuba, the Lesser Antilles and Brazil.65 Recaptivity was different from,
even if no better than, slavery. The British trans-shipped many of
the 160,000 recaptives through the South Atlantic island St Helena,
a commercial shipping node since the 1600s. An English botanist
identified ‘Common hemp’ on the island in 1813.66 A British physician
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reported in 1845 that ‘the negroes’ on the island valued ‘diamba’ as a
multi-use medicinal herbs, although he did not know the plant’s
identity.67 The observed people – from western Central Africa – pur-
chased diamba from South Asian sailors ‘[who] procure it from India’.
Other recaptives carried drug Cannabis into the Middle Passage. In West
Africa, ‘its seed was brought to Sierra Leone by Congoes captured by
[British] cruisers’ before 1851, while in Liberia ‘Congo negroes’ brought
marijuana ‘from their old home’ before 1888.68 (Cannabis histories say
there is no evidence of marijuana in West Africa before 1945.) Slaves
and post-slave labourers suffered many health problems from poor
nutrition and injuries.69 Most notably, ‘negro cachexy’ – fatal loss of
appetite – was a common medical diagnosis among slaves, attributed
to ‘grief, despondency, poor diet, hard labor, and harsh treatment’.70

This condition was well-documented among recaptives.71 Marijuana,
an effective appetite stimulant, had market value in recaptive holding
camps and receiving societies.72 (Cachexia resulting from chemother-
apy is a primary indication for medical marijuana in modern societies.) 

A different set of freedpersons came from Brazil, where author-
ities tried to forestall emancipation by sending troublesome slaves
back to Africa. After a revolt in 1835, many Afro-Brazilians migrated
to coastal Togo, Benin and Nigeria. In 1863 an English traveller in
Nigeria associated diamba with towns that had large Afro-Brazilian
populations,73 suggesting a west-to-east Atlantic crossing. 

In societies that received freed slaves, drug Cannabis was diffused
socially and did not remain associated with any specific group. In Sierra
Leone, by 1851 it was grown and smoked by ‘Congoes’ but also ‘Akoos,
Eboes, and many of the other liberated African tribes, and likewise by
the Maroons, Settlers, and Creoles’.74 Similarly, in other Atlantic loca-
tions, marijuana was associated with socio-economic classes, not cultural
groups, although traditional Cannabis cultures persisted into the mid-
1900s in Brazil, Jamaica, Angola, the lower Congo and South Africa.75

Beginning in the 1840s, the British encouraged (then required) recap-
tives to become indentured labourers in the Caribbean, to replace
slave labour and recoup some costs of naval patrols.76 Indentured Sierra
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Leoneans introduced marijuana to Jamaica by 1862.77 Afro-Caribbean
labourers carried Cannabis to Central America in the late 1800s; u.s.
soldiers in Panama had learned to smoke marijuana by 1920.78

Military service exposed many people to marijuana. In the 1800s in
southern Africa, indigenous forces used drug Cannabis before fighting,
and recreationally between battles.79 Early users in nineteenth-century
Mexico were conscripts who shared a world view and material culture
similar to contemporaneous criminal prisoners.80 Brazilian slaves who
gained freedom by volunteering to fight the Paraguayan War (1864–70)
introduced Euro-Brazilian soldiers to marijuana.81 Hookah smoking
was common among French troops in colonial Algeria, Tunisia and
Morocco, where they shared the drug with prostitutes.82

Like other labour underclasses, sex workers had unhappy lives,
and drugs offered brief escapes. Recent sociological surveys show that
prostitutes and pornography actresses have higher rates of drug use
than other women.83 Some pornography actresses reduce anxiety with
marijuana before performances, as did Egyptian prostitutes in the
1960s.84 Historically, in French colonial Morocco prostitutes had little
freedom, and spent half their income or more on kif, alcohol and
tobacco.85 In Europe, the enslaved South African Saartje Baartman –
exhibited in Britain and France as ‘Hottentot Venus’ in the 1810s –
smoked a dagga pipe while she was ogled.86

Drug use was entangled in broad social transformations within
colonialism. As European authority expanded in South Africa, Baartman’s
Khoisan culture declined. Its population spiralled downwards with
drug use, escaping brutal realities with copious amounts of imported
alcohol and tobacco, and locally grown wild dagga and indica. The first
documentation of drug Cannabis in South Africa (1713) described it as
‘wild hemp, which the [Dutch] plant . . . principally for the usage of the
Hottentots’.87 The Dutch paid the Khoisan with drugs rather than
food, goods or cash.88

The agency of African labourers in the diffusion of marijuana has
been overlooked because colonial authorities focused on drug use
among South Asian indentured labourers.89 After 1834, the British
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transported South Asians globally to provide post-slave agricultural
labour, particularly on sugar plantations in Mauritius, South Africa, the
British Caribbean and Australia.90 These labourers transported drug
Cannabis, following innumerable Lascars – South Asian sailors on
European ships – since the 1600s. In the Caribbean, British author -
ities knew about drug use among labourers through their experience
in colonial India. As South Asian labour migration grew, so did the
salience of indica use in receiving societies, especially Jamaica, Trinidad
and Guyana.91 Authorities adopted the Hindi term ganja in laws to
control the plant, and the legal vocabulary established the primary
common name for marijuana in the region.92 In nineteenth-century
India, ganja was not socially equivalent to bhang. Ganja was a substitute
for hashish and sometimes opium among labour underclasses.93 Ganja
had replaced bhang in the drug–labour relationship the Portuguese
encountered in the 1500s. Bhang had become more of a social tonic,
somewhat like tea or coffee in Europe.94

Ganja first experienced maritime diffusion after 1500, around
the Bay of Bengal. In South Asia, ganja dispersed along the eastern
Indian coast to Ceylon. The drug’s name was ‘comsa’ in Sinhalese in
the late 1600s, although a more ancient name – sanal, a recognizable
form of the Indo-European root śān· a – persisted at least until 1870.95

Ganja had crossed the Bay of Bengal to Southeast Asia by the 1600s.
Thomas Bowrey found that ‘Bangha . . . groweth in many places of
this coast [central eastern India]; but Gangah is brought from the
Island Sumatra.’96 Common names for cannabis are Hindi loan-
words in many Southeast Asian languages, including Bahasa Malay ganja
(first recorded in the late 1600s) and Thai k·an chā and Vietnamese câǹsa
(terms known from the 1900s).97 Separately, Chinese má culture
entered the Southeast Asian highlands, anciently and in the 1700s,
when persecution drove minority groups from China. In the Hmong
language, cannabis is maj.98 European botanists in Southeast Asia
recognized Cannabis widely in the 1800s, as both drug and potential
source of hemp.99 These observers liked the fibre qualities of some
drug strains,100 suggesting a mix of má genetics and ganja practices. 
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The archaeological and historical record for Cannabis in Southeast
Asia is poor. Fibre uses remain important in artisanal textile industries
in the highlands. In lowland, coastal areas indica has for centuries been
primarily a drug crop, although not a particularly prominent one.
Other fibre crops performed better in the lowlands, and other drugs
were more popular. 

By the 1600s around the Bay of Bengal ganja was a stronger alter-
native to bhang, especially because ganja was increasingly smoked rather
than eaten. In eastern India, Bowrey found ganja smoking ‘a very Speedy
way to be besotted’. It had ‘a more pleasant Operation’ than bhang tea,
and was considered a more effective aphrodisiac. Users paid five times
more for imported ganja than for local bhang.101 Travelling labourers
preferred ganja probably because it carried more psychoactivity by weight
and volume than bhang, ideal for people with limited personal space.
South Asian users have carried pouches of ganja since at least the
1200s.102 Hashish similarly has a favourable psychoactivity-to-volume
ratio, and the drugs were often interchangeable.103 However, ganja was
more characteristic of the eastern Indian areas where most indentured
labourers embarked. Hashish also does not include seeds – it did not
directly aid the dissemination of Cannabis. 
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Drug markets developed to supply post-slavery labour under-
classes, including populations with and without a history of Cannabis.
In 1828 small-timers began advertising local marijuana in Brazilian
newspapers.104 In Senegambia in the 1850s, a French traveller recorded
‘diamba’ as ‘tobacco’ among Manding-speaking merchants from Gambia.105

People became increasingly reliant on international markets for food
and medicine, including drug Cannabis, during the nineteenth century.
In the 1870s, ‘Arabs’ in East Africa bought bhang from Bombay.106

Ethnic Chinese traders imported ganja to Guyana, presumably from India
via London.107 Portuguese Angolan exporters supplied marijuana to
Gabon in 1870, advertised in Brazil in 1883, and sold ‘notable quan-
tities’ to labourers in São Tome by the 1890s, even though the plant grew
‘abundantly around the living quarters’ of the indentured Angolan
workers.108 Brazilians also exported ‘tobacco’ to West Africa’s Slave
Coast (present-day Togo, Benin and Nigeria).109 In Mexico, herbal-
ists sold marihuana to prisoners and military conscripts, among other
medicinal plants.110 Migrant labourers – of African, Asian, European
and Native American descent – were important in developing infor-
mal markets, which became black markets as Cannabis prohibition
unfolded. In the 1920s and 1930s, Sierra Leonean mariners dispersed
marijuana in West Africa between Gambia and Ghana. Lascars carried
ganja and hashish to London.111 New York City police caught sailors with
the drug, both Sierra Leoneans (1938) and South Asians (1940).112

The earliest certain introduction of marijuana to the u.s. was by
immigrants from southwest Asia.113 In 1895, ‘Arabs . . . Armenians
[and] Turks’ grew Cannabis indica in central California to supply hash
to compatriots in San Francisco, and to smoke ‘kiff ’ themselves.114

This ‘kiff ’ might have been herbal marijuana straight, or mixed with
tobacco. The Arabic term kif is associated nowadays with a mixture
smoked in northwestern Africa’s Maghreb region.115 However, kif is also
a nickname of indica, roughly meaning ‘the high’. Kif is a mental state –
which has been translated as ‘blessed repose’ – recognized across the
Islamic Mediterranean and into Iran.116 There are many pathways to
kif, including music, meditation and drugs. In the mid-1800s in the
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Maghreb, takrouri was the proper name of herbal drug Cannabis, despite
its common appellation kif.117

The history of Cannabis in the Maghreb is poorly known.118 Moorish
documents from the Islamic Golden Age do not mention it. In the
earliest European documentation (1840s), Cannabis was well inte-
grated into society. The name takrouri, whose etymology is unknown,
is unlike other Mediterranean names. In other contexts, the Arabic
term takruri has layered meanings. In the early 1900s it was a pejora-
tive term for West African pilgrims to Mecca; Takrur was the name of
the ancient Ghana Empire (800s–1200s ce) in the western Sahel.119

These significations suggest quite tenuously that Sahelian Africans
introduced drug Cannabis to the Maghreb. The history of indica in the
Sahel is unknown. Pre-Columbian smoking pipes are known from
Mali.120 By the 1860s, Algerian merchants annually sold 17,000 kg
(37,000 lb) of drug Cannabis into trans-Saharan caravans towards the
Sahel.121

In any case, Levantine kif did not endure in California, although
plants may have escaped cultivation. Instead, drug Cannabis entered
the u.s. in the early 1900s in two primary ways. First, merchant sailors
carried marijuana to Atlantic ports. From ports in the southeastern
u.s. from about 1910 marijuana spread among labour underclasses,
which were predominantly African-American as a result of slavery
and segregation. In New Orleans, prostitutes adopted marijuana, as
did musicians who provided other entertainment in bordellos. These
musicians created jazz. Lyrics celebrated marijuana in the 1920s, and
as musicians travelled to perform, so did drug Cannabis.122 By the 1930s,
Cannabis commerce extended from Central America to the northeast-
ern u.s., supplying participants in the jazz scene, where mari juana
smokers were ‘vipers’ and alcohol drinkers were ‘lushies’.123

In the western u.s., marihuana arrived overland from Mexico.
Herbalists sold it in northern Mexico by the 1890s and prisoners
tried to smuggle it into an Arizona jail in 1897,124 but the main diffu-
sion happened after 1900. In California the authorities became increas-
ingly concerned about ‘locoweed’.125 During the 1910s, demand grew
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sufficiently to support commercial sales in New Mexico and Texas,
where storekeepers advertised marihuana leaves and inflorescences.126

The imported drugs included seeds, which enabled outdoor production
in several states by the 1920s, as far from the border as Kansas.127 By
1930, limited quantities were grown in California, where it was stereo-
typically associated with ‘Negroes and Mexicans’, although much
‘was smuggled [in] on fruit boats from South America’.128 Marijuana
production remained negligible in the u.s. until the late 1970s.129

However, medicinal Cannabis indica was widely grown long before the
1960s marijuana boom. Colonial test farms included indica in Portuguese
Angola (beginning in 1803), and French Senegal (late 1800s).130 The
u.s. government provided instructions to herbal medicine farmers in
1915, although plots had been sown a decade earlier in Texas, Virginia
and South Carolina, where production continued into the 1930s.131

The Texas farm acquired its seeds from Mexico. Kentucky and Illinois
produced medicinal marijuana in the 1920s from indica hemp that had
no commercial value as fibre.132 Additionally, the u.s. army planted
marijuana in Panama in the 1920s for testing its effects on soldiers.133

As marijuana became popular in the Global North, people increas-
ingly noticed feral Cannabis. Once established, self-seeded Cannabis is
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nearly impossible to eliminate. Small, dispersed stands easily escape
humans, but not seed-eating birds.134 Songbirds carried drug plants
far and wide in the 1800s and 1900s, though people did not initially
realize this. In 1891 North American bird lovers were advised to
cut birdseed costs by growing their own hemp, ‘in the garden or any
out of the way corner’.135 At the turn of the twentieth century, North
American birdseed came from indica hemp, as did supplies imported
from East Asia.136 In New York City in 1938 police hoped to catch
people planting marijuana in empty lots, but discovered that the
culprits were birds. The authorities soon required birdseed sold in
the city to be heat sterilized.137 Elsewhere, Cannabis–bird interactions
were unhindered. In the 1960s North American marijuana aficion ados
learned to collect feral Cannabis. The quality was low, but the plants
contained up to 2 per cent thc; commercial marijuana has about
8–23 per cent thc.138 Beginning in the 1980s the u.s. government
spent millions annually to uproot ditchweed, focusing particularly on
states that had once produced Kentucky indica hemp. 

In Australia the authorities have considered drug Cannabis a noxious
weed since the 1930s, coincident with the global rise of prohibition, but
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the plant first arrived in 1802 as indica seed shipped from India to New
South Wales as a potential fibre crop. Although hemp failed, the plant
survived. A hemp promoter observed feral Cannabis in New South
Wales in 1846, but no one else noticed until 1938, when indica grew
up and down the east coast.139 At that time, some Queensland farm-
ers reportedly ‘supplement[ed] their incomes’ by supplying ‘certain
Afghans, who had brought the habit [of smoking Cannabis] from their
home country’.140 Australian authorities blamed the noxious weed
on u.s. pro hibition: ‘The ban [on] hemp in Hawaii [shifted pro-
duction to Australia because] a large proportion of the supplies for
the East had previously emanated from [Hawaii].’141 Cannabis indica
grew on the islands by 1934, but no evidence exists for a Hawaiian
drug trade,142 unlikely given British India’s well-established com-
merce. Although agronomists contemplated whether medicinal indica
horticulture ‘might be encouraged . . . to augment dairying [profits]’,143

Australians lost interest in indica again until 1964, when authorities
and marijuana experimentalists realized that self-seeded, high-thc
Cannabis occupied 200 hectares along the Hunter River valley. The
so-called Hunter Valley infestation initiated the marijuana boom of
the 1960s, and its War-on-Drugs backlash, in Australia.144
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Charas also travelled widely after 1500, but its expansion did not
directly affect Cannabis distribution. Napoleon’s troops discovered
hashish in Egypt in 1798.145 Perhaps drug Cannabis was known earlier
in Europe, but it did not become an enduring part of society.146 (The
Pantagruélion herb of the sixteenth-century French scholar François
Rabelais is a common conjecture, but he describes hemp rope on
ships.)147 When Napoleon’s troops returned to France, hashish imports
followed, and others learned to enjoy drug Cannabis. In the early 1900s,
India was the primary supplier, relying on smugglers to bring hashish
through the Suez Canal into the Mediterranean.148 Marijuana was hardly
known in Europe before the 1950s, when popular media carried images
of the drug from the Americas. Cannabis indica farming in Europe did
not clearly exist until the 1970s, and only in the 1990s did domestic
production begin to match imports in some countries.149 Until the
1990s, drug Cannabis in Europe was almost exclusively hashish; ganja has
become popular recently. 
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The twentieth century’s human turbulence provided ideal con-
ditions for the weedy plant’s diffusion. Warfare produces major popu -
lation shifts for large groups of young men, whose military service can
produce bleak world views alongside diverse physical risks. Depending
on the sociocultural context, indica can offer recreational escape, solace
for psychological trauma or enhanced aggression.150 Cannabis provided
just one option, of course, alongside alcohol, opiates, cocaine and other
substances. Fighters in the Mexican Revolution (1910–20) taunted the
other side with allegations of marijuana use.151 British and French
troops in North Africa appreciated hashish during the First World
War;152 colonial South Asian troops brought hashish to Europe, as
did Greek refugees fleeing Turkey. In the 1910s, u.s. soldiers adopted
marijuana along the Mexican border, and in Panama too. Moroccan
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troops brought kif to the Spanish Civil War (1936–9).153 u.s. troops
encountered indica globally during the Second World War.154 In West
Africa, more veterans brought home wee (‘weed’) than the number of
liberated slaves who had introduced diamba.155 In the Vietnam conflict
(1963–75), u.s. troops were either ‘potheads’ or ‘juicers’, according
to their preferred self-medication (marijuana or alcohol).156 In 1967
about 30 per cent of American soldiers had tried marijuana, half
within two months of arriving in Vietnam; by 1970, 50–80 per cent
of soldiers smoked pot. Smokers had seen more combat than non-
smokers.157 Vietnam-era troops in Europe valued hashish.158 Volunteers
in the u.s. Peace Corps – unarmed Cold Warriors – transported mari -
juana globally, helping to establish indica in several Pacific island nations.159

u.s. and allied soldiers in Afghanistan (2001–present) have used drug
Cannabis, and also synthetic cannabinoids.160 In sub-Saharan Africa,
the controllers of child soldiers have plied their captives with drugs.161

Practitioners of ritualized warfare also appreciate marijuana and
other drugs.162 Professional American football players are young men
who experience violence, emotional stress, authoritarian overseers and
severe injuries.163 In 1972 one professional football player guessed that
75 per cent of his peers used marijuana, while another player thought
50 per cent in 2012.164

Prohibition complexly affected indica biogeography. Drug Cannabis
was included in the 1925 Geneva Opium Convention, mainly as a result
of international political manoeuvring between post-colonial Egypt and
South Africa, and Great Britain. u.s. support was important, although
the Americans were mainly advancing an agenda unrelated to Cannabis.165

Anti-marijuana concerns in the u.s. intensified after 1935, culminating
in the prohibition of drug Cannabis in 1937. Since then, political author-
ities have increasingly sought to limit the plant’s distribution, although
with little success. 

Marijuana boomed globally in the 1960s. Social unrest abetted indica
in the Global North, where it became a symbol of anti-establishment
sentiments among disenfranchised, middle-class youth. American exiles
helped drug Cannabis to gain popularity in Canada and western Europe,
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and increased demand in the ancient indica zone in Africa and Asia. In
the Global South, political and economic elites controlled access to
schools, jobs and opportunities, and denied young people the chance
to gain status within their societies.166 Such conditions of political-
economic marginality encouraged drug use North and South, and
marijuana often represented a chic, new option. Popular music and other
media encouraged marijuana use, and people increasingly grew the
plant to supply themselves or others. 

In 1973, u.s. President Nixon responded to the marijuana boom with
‘an all-out global war against the drug menace’.167 The War on Drugs
encouraged the latest major dispersal of drug Cannabis. In the 1970s,
anti-narcotics efforts caused marijuana shortages in the u.s., which
relied on imports. Middle-class users developed the technology to grow
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plants indoors, perhaps earliest in California and Arizona.168 The need
to grow plants in confined spaces favoured the shorter indica folk
species over taller sativa.169 Indoor agriculture has enabled indica to
travel far beyond its outdoor range, especially in the Global North170 (and
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aficionados have dreamed online of indoor grows on space stations). Indoor
farming has enabled new commerce; Canada now exports several tons of
drug Cannabis annually to the u.s.171

Authorities and users contest the plant’s distribution. In the 1960s,
the Moroccan government generated violent opposition by trying to
eliminate Cannabis farming; Morocco remains among the world’s largest
producers.172 International forces in Afghanistan have worked to eradicate
Cannabis (as well as opium) since 2001, but production remains vibrant.173

In the u.s., authorities annually uproot millions of ditchweed plants, clear
thousands of outdoor plots and shutter numerous indoor operations, but
supplies remain abundant. Indoor production continues to increase as states
have mounted legal challenges to prohibition. Colorado and Washington
legalized recreational marijuana in 2012, and eighteen other states have
medical Cannabis programmes. The only federally legal production comes
from a medicinal garden in Mississippi, first planted in 1965, where scien-
tists conduct basic research on herbal supplements.174 This garden has a
federal appropriation around u.s.$2 million.175 In contrast, the expanding
u.s. marijuana market is conservatively estimated to exceed u.s.$10 billion.176

Cannabis indica is big business – seemingly an unlikely culmination of an
economic history that for centuries centred on the lives of poor labourers.
The apparent contrast is misleading, though. Its value reflects its expansion
further into social margins, where it now attracts users whose health needs
and political-economic desires remain peripheral to broader society. Similarly,
despite the success of indoor horticulture, users in the Global North still
depend on farmers in the Global South for the bulk of their supply. This
relationship reflects the ancient biogeography of indica, which has not
been effaced. Simultaneous antiquity and modernity characterize both
species of Cannabis. 
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The material cultures of Cannabis encompass a basic opposition.
Cannabis is an ancient crop that supplies anciently valued prod-
ucts, yet since the mid-1900s it has entered input-intensive,

globalized agriculture. Although small-scale, traditional production
persists minimally, Cannabis epitomizes modern farming. 

The desire to drive down the costs of hemp caused Cannabis to
enter early industrial farming. Densely planted hemp fields were a
sensory spectacle, ‘conspicuous, brilliant, [and] strange . . . masses of
living emerald’.1 Their ‘balsamic, startling . . . smell’ was pleasant to some,
but ‘strong and disagreeable’ to others.2 Initially, farmers harvested
male and female plants separately, by thinning males from fields where
females produced hempseed.3 This practice was described in England
in 1580, when farmers harvested ‘fimble [hemp] to spin, and the carl
[hemp] for her seed’.4 Contemporaneous French farmers had similar
practices, but by 1617 they grew fibre and seed plants separately.5

Farmers harvested all stems in fibre-plant fields in the summer after
male plants released pollen. Pollen-bearing plants were pulled from seed
plots, which were harvested in the autumn. Farmers grew seed plants
in well-spaced mounds of manured soil, to ensure abundant and large
hempseeds. Fibre plants may produce few, small hempseeds, called
‘lint seeds’, useful only as birdseed.6

Farmers densely sowed fibre plants to produce tall, unbranched
stems. Branched stems produce kinky fibres that are harder to process.7
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In densely sown fields, seedlings must grow straight up
towards sunlight, or die in the shade of others. Cannabis
captures sunlight so effectively that farmers widely used
hemp to kill weeds in fields before planting food crops.8

Densely planted fields also offer refuge, for animals and
people in hiding.9 During the English Civil War (1642–51),
a group of women ‘hid themselves in growing Hemp,
and there lay on the Ground almost 20 Hours’ to escape
attack.10

The tools of hemp production were historically iconic.
In most locations, fibre-processing tools were not speci -
fically for Cannabis, but used for other fibre plants too.
Everywhere, hemp was labour-intensive. From planting
to spinning, traditional processing had about ten major
steps, each with distinct material elements.11

In Europe, the most iconic tool was the hemp break, a
wooden lever used to crush Cannabis stalks and loosen fibre
from dried pith after retting. Linguistic evidence suggests
that the break originated along the southern Baltic; it
diffused west after 1500. The archaic English spelling hemp
brake more closely reflects medieval German.12 The earliest
documented English name for the tool was ‘prichell’ (known
from 1593); the surname ‘Hemprick’ seemingly derives
from this term.13 In 1642 a minor English noble named
Hampson established a crest featuring a hemp break.14

The tool was soon afterwards described in Dutch and
French.15 Earlier workers had broken hemp with mallets, or
peeled the stalks by hand.16 In Hungary, workers broke
stalks around large spools.17 Although wind-, water- and
animal-powered hemp-breaking mills were medieval
inventions, these were not generally successful but locally
important across northern Europe.18
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Textile and rope-making technologies changed little over long
periods of time. Rope-making equipment in China remained static from
ancient times into the 1900s, while the last major European innova-
tion before the Industrial Revolution came about 1500.19 Across
Eurasia, rope was made in ropewalks, long, narrow buildings or straight
paths where workers could twist great lengths of yarn. The American
poet Longfellow meditated on rope-making in 1854: ‘Human spiders
spin and spin, / Backward down their threads so thin / Dropping, each
a hempen bulk.’20 Rope-making was the earliest hemp-related task
adapted to steam-powered machines, in the 1850s.21

Cannabis resisted mechanization. Steam-powered textile mills were
developed in the early 1800s, built for flax or cotton. Cannabis fibres are
thicker, tougher and less flexible, and hemp performed poorly on
machines designed for other plants. Hemp’s nineteenth-century decline
discouraged Cannabis-specific machinery, and the old, manual tools were
increasingly used just for hemp. In Great Britain in 1905, for instance,
77 per cent of spindles in spinning mills carried flax threads, 20 per cent
jute and 3 per cent hemp.22

Fully mechanized hemp production was proven in the u.s. during
the First World War, when foreign supplies dwindled. Agronomists in
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Wisconsin developed a system that needed people only to operate
machines. Technical innovation was as important as technology,
however. The agronomists decided that hemp was profitable only
with cooperation among producers, to reduce costs for equipment
and transport.23 Such cooperation did not develop. Instead, by the
1940s mill owners rented equipment to farmers, and contractually
designated which fields – the best – farmers would plant. Yet even then
hemp was technologically primitive; Kentucky producers used hand
breaks into the 1940s.24 Other countries slowly adopted petroleum-
based, industrial production after the Second World War, although
full mechanization did not become standard until the 1970s. 

Cannabis hemp products are diverse. The commonly repeated figure
of 25,000 uses comes from an eager hemp promoter in 1938.25

Nonetheless, in 1758 a French promoter celebrated ‘the diversity of its
uses, which are still known quite imperfectly’.26 The most valuable
products came from long stem fibres; other parts found minor uses. Most
important were shives (short, broken fibres), which were mixed with
adhesive to make oakum, used for caulking ships. But other sources of
fibre could substitute for shives, including bits of old rope. Waste fibre
primarily supplied paper-makers. Hemp made high-grade paper, but
parchment (made from animal skin) was the standard for durable
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documents into the late 1800s; flax paper mostly replaced it, if only
because hemp had already generally declined.27 Cannabis histories tell
that the u.s. Declaration of Independence was printed on hemp, but
it was not.28

People have made many Cannabis fabrics. ‘Canvas’, of course, is
related to Cannabis, which can also provide the lighter fabric linen, a name
derived from Old Latin linum (‘flax’). Both fabric names refer to types
of cloth, not plants of origin. Hempen linen and flaxen canvas are
ancient. Cloth names sometimes indicate geography: for example,
‘denim’ comes from the French phrase serge de Nîmes (‘serge from Nîmes,
France’). One anecdote tells that the original denim was Cannabis,29

but it was not. Serge was anciently woollen.30 Producers at Nîmes
innovated by using cotton instead. 

Cordage products are diverse. Rope and twine are mundane, yet
crucial for many tasks. Historically, ropes secured sails, hoisted loads,
restrained animals and hanged people at the gallows. Many plants
have been made into rope. In Europe, hemp supplied the most valued
cordage, especially for maritime ropes and heavy cables. In China,
hemp rope was important, but bamboo provided the strongest cables
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for ships and civil engineering.31 Around the Indian Ocean, many plants
provided cordage; coir (from coconut, Cocos nucifera) was preferred for
nautical applications.32

Hemp Cannabis has many non-fibre uses. The green, aromatic oil
is edible but its taste and odour were unpopular across Eurasia. From
ancient times, hempseed oil was the primary medicine from sativa,
used to treat ailments in people and animals.33 Hemp-oil varnish was
made in tenth-century China.34 In Europe, hempseed-oil-based paints
were developed in the 1300s in northern Italy.35 Painters always pre-
ferred linseed oil (from flax) and used hempseed oil as a substitute, or
‘only for mixing up the coarser paints’.36 Unscrupulous vendors cut
linseed oil with hempseed oil, which otherwise could fuel lamps or
make ‘beautiful green’ soap.37 Hempseed oil sometimes retained value
longer than hemp fibre. In Turkmenistan, people grew Cannabis for
oil into the 1870s, although Russian hemp had mostly supplanted local
fibre.38 Turkmen cultivars represented indica; male plants provided
fibre, and females provided both hempseed and bhang.39

Hempseed foods were widely unpopular. In China, hempseed
reached its culinary pinnacle more than 3,000 years ago, although it
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remains a minor food. In East Asia, hempseed foods remain perhaps most
important in North Korea, whose impoverished farmers depend on
reliable crops.40 In western Eurasia, Polish people made various hempseed
foods after 1500, but ate them mainly for tradition, not taste.41 Russian
peasants ate hempseeds with peas into the twentieth century, and sub -
stituted hempseed oil for animal fats during Christian religious fasts.42

European Cannabis cuisine was most developed in the Baltic Republics.
In the 1950s Estonians and Latvians made flour from roasted hemp -
seeds, ate hempseeds with peas and flavoured porridge with hempseed
milk (made from crushed seeds soaked in water).43 Hempseed milk
had uses beyond food, too. Seventeenth-century Spanish women
washed with hempseed milk; eighteenth-century French bird keepers
nursed ill canaries with it; nineteenth-century French cheats used
hempseed milk to cut cow’s milk.44 (Despite this history, companies in
the Global North have manufactured highly palatable hempseed
foods since the 1990s.) 

During twentieth-century wars, materials engineers used plants,
including hemp, to substitute for metals, petroleum and wood. Cannabis
found many new applications, but it was never particularly crucial. For
instance, in 1941 the u.s. carmaker Henry Ford unveiled an experi-
mental car made from plant-based plastics. Hemp histories have
portrayed this car as entirely Cannabis, but Ford actually used flax,
wheat, sisal, hemp and wood pulp, bonded with resin from other
plants.45 The vehicle never made it to market. Proofs-of-concept for
new hemp products were regularly reported beginning in the 1800s,
but novel uses were insufficient to halt hemp’s global decline. 

The products of drug Cannabis have been less diverse than those of
hemp. The plant has supplied drugs and pharmaceuticals, although
Chinese farmers have used powdered indica leaves to discourage pests
in stored grain.46

Cooks have concocted diverse Cannabis drug foods. Ganja or hashish
were ingredients in three major categories of sweet developed across
southwestern Asia and North Africa: majun, a flour- and butter-based
paste; dawamesk, a pistachio-based paste; and halva, a dense, glutinous
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sweetmeat.47 These names are Arabic loanwords. Recipes varied
between cultures and over time.48 People chewed roasted ganja mixed
with spices in South Asia from ancient times into the 1900s, while
Southeast Asian cooks continue to make savoury soups laced with ganja.49

People have mixed South Asia’s milk-based bhang for millennia. Bhang
sales remain legal in India with a government permit. Alcohol tinctures
of indica were mixed into spiced fruit jams in Central Asia.50 In Jamaica,
middle-class consumers drink ganja tea and scorn ganja smoking.51 thc
is not water soluble, so great volumes of tea are necessary for any
psychoactive effect.52

Europeans have had vague knowledge of indica edibles since Galen’s
first-century account, but drug foods were not adopted in Europe until
the 1840s, when artists, writers and others discovered dawamesk. Some
experimenters published their experiences, inspiring others. One result
was short-lived commerce in ‘hasheesh candy’, sold as medicine, in
the u.s. North during the 1860s. Newspapers advertised brands includ-
ing Gunjah-Wallah, a representation of the Hindi phrase ‘ganja seller’.
These sweets failed commercially because they ‘produced none of the
desired symptoms of intoxication’.53 Even P. T. Barnum considered
them a scam.54 Drug Cannabis foods have been minor components of
subsequent marijuana fads in the Global North, where established
desserts, such as brownies, were adapted to incorporate indica. Since the
1990s, small industries have manufactured thc-laced foods that
mimic mainstream, non-drug foods. 

Oral consumption of drug Cannabis declined with the global
expansion of smoking after 1500. Different smoking traditions have
distinct paraphernalia. Marijuana paraphernalia is ‘an aspect of histor-
ical research that has long been neglected’, ‘usually mentioned [only]
as an aside in [studies] primarily concerned with tobacco’.55

Beginning about 400 ce, African cultures have developed two
broad types of smoking paraphernalia – dry pipes and water pipes. The
African water pipe is particularly important for Cannabis. This tech-
nology consists of a hand-held container for water, fitted with a
normally straight-necked pipe bowl, and fashioned with a hole from
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which to draw smoke. Ancient pipe bowls have been found across
sub-Saharan Africa, including examples with cannabinoid residue
from fourteenth-century Ethiopia. Europeans first described African
water pipes in the Comoro Islands in 1626, and soon afterwards in
Madagascar.56 Water-pipe containers were commonly antelope horns
in Southern Africa, coconut shells along the East African coast and
bamboo stems or calabashes elsewhere.57

Smoking-pipe historians have considered African water pipes
derivative of Asian technology, reflecting the stereotype that Africa is
technologically backward. The basic design of the African water pipe
was patented in the u.s. in 1980 as ‘Water Pipe or Bong’. The patent
credits prior art in Asia, describing ‘the oriental bong’ as derivative
of ‘the Persian hookah’.58

Evidence of Eurasian smoking prior to the sixteenth-century
introduction of tobacco is scant.59 People purposefully inhaled plant
smoke, with inefficient technology – fumigated tents, incense and
face-sized chimneys. Smoking-pipes enable precise control of dosage
and efficient use of smokable herbs. Pipes may have been invented
independently in highland Southeast Asia around 1100 ce, but this
technology is barely known.60 The earliest pipes in southwestern Asia
– in Yemen and Iran – are from the 1400s and 1500s.61 These pipes
are ceramic versions of the coconut-based African water pipe, which
diffused through Indian Ocean maritime trade. From the Levant to the
Bay of Bengal, coconut-shaped ceramic water pipes persisted into the
twentieth century. 

The Persian water pipe was associated with hashish from India
to North Africa. This technology employs flexible hose for the draw-
ing tube, and a free-standing glass or ceramic container with a large,
upright bowl. This technology was developed after the introduction
of tobacco in the late 1500s.62 Its name is nārghile (‘coconut’ in Farsi),
indicating derivation from the coconut-based water pipe. In English,
the Persian water pipe is often called ‘hookah’, after Arabic huqqa (‘jar’).
Europeans first described jar-based pipes in South Asia in 1616, when
smokers burned tobacco.63 Hookah-smoking spread quickly in the
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seventeenth-century Levant, with pipe bowls holding tobacco, hashish,
ganja, opium, datura and other plants. From North Africa to India,
elaborate Persian pipes remained in use alongside simpler water pipes. 

In Southeast Asia, bamboo-container water pipes became dom-
inant. Modern smokers use these pipes for tobacco, marijuana and
opium.64 The Southeast Asian water pipe may be an independent
invention, or a development of the coconut-based pipe in areas far
from the coast. In the 1960s American troops encountered Southeast
Asian water pipes, and adopted the technology along with the name
‘bong’, which entered the u.s. vocabulary about 1972.65 This name
probably comes from Khmer babong, which means ‘water pipe’ in
Cambodia.66 The patented bong uses plastic pipe to mimic bamboo.67
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In the Atlantic World, calabash-based water pipes accompanied
marijuana. This association arose in coastal Central Africa after 1500.
The link between Cannabis and calabash is strong for some cultures. For
instance, BaVili people in the lower Congo River basin counselled
appropriate behaviour with the proverb, ‘Put tobacco in the pipe,
liamba in the calabash’.68 A German account of Liberia of 1888 called
the calabash-based technology ‘hemp-pipe’, or the ‘common pipe
type available from anywhere in [coastal western Africa]’.69 In the
Americas, the earliest account of African water pipes is a 1645 Dutch
description of an escaped slave settlement in Brazil.70 Europeans
reported nineteenth- and twentieth-century calabash pipes from Brazil
and Jamaica.71 People have for more than a century improvised water
pipes with bottles and other containers.72 Commercial pipes mimic
bulbous calabash containers with plastic or glass. All forms of water pipe
have succeeded commercially in the Global North since the 1960s. 

Dry pipes are simpler and generally smaller than water pipes.
People can easily carry a dry pipe, a fact that facilitated the early glob-
alization of smoking. Marijuana dry pipes have a history distinct from
that of tobacco pipes, invented in Native America. 
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Marijuana dry pipes came initially from southeastern Africa, and
were dispersed initially by sailors on Portuguese ships. Most European
languages use words recognizably similar to English pipe. In contrast,
‘smoking pipe’ in Portuguese is cachimbo, which was borrowed from
an African language,73 most likely KiNyasa, now spoken in southern
Malawi and neighbouring areas. KiNyasa includes terms for calabash-
and bamboo-based water pipes, two dry pipes and various expedients
(including ‘earth pipes’ formed in soil). KiNyasa kachimbo means ‘ordin -
ary [smoking] pipe’.74 Portuguese sailors first encountered KiNyasa
during a treasure hunt along the Zambezi River in 1514.75 Before
tobacco arrived later in the 1500s, African pipes contained marijuana
and other plants. However, sixteenth-century European smoking
practices in southeastern Africa are unknown. The Portuguese ‘who
were in closest contact with Africans and [best knew African] lan-
guages were themselves illiterate or poorly educated, and [thus their]
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knowledge . . . contributed little’ to the written record.76 The earliest
global diffusion of pipe-smoking was led by ‘the “lower orders” of
society – slaves and seamen – [rather than] those who knew the art
of writing’.77

The loanword travelled widely. Cachimbo appeared in a Spanish-
language book of 1642 about a banquet in the Portuguese court, which
included ‘cachimbo-tobacco addicts, or . . . tobacco-cachimbo addicts’.78

Around 1700, Portuguese ethnobotanical treatises recommended
cachimbo-smoking to administer several plant medicines, and a 1718
Dutch–Portuguese dictionary defined cachimbo as ‘A tobacco pipe, or
[any smoking] pipe, because [the Portuguese] smoke some herbs’.79

Nicotiana tobacco became the preferred smokable worldwide, but early
European pipes often carried herbal mixtures.80 From Portuguese,
cachimbo entered French, Basque and Occitan, in which cachimbau was
a sailor’s pipe.81 In Spanish cachimba has been considered an American
dialectal word, but it is actually an Atlantic word. In western Africa,
‘cachimbo’ was spoken in Portuguese Creole, but regional African lan-
guages have terms for ‘smoking pipe’ that are unrelated to cachimbo.82

In areas of initial Portuguese and Spanish contact in the Americas,
smoking pipes were rare, if present, before 1500.83 Additionally, the
Portuguese had used pipa to mean ‘barrel for storing liquid’ since
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1152, the usage passing into Spanish by 1402.84 The English ‘pipe’ –
meaning smoking pipe – dates from a 1588 description of Native
Americans in Virginia, who invented the technology that became the
iconic English white-clay pipe.85 This pipe form was copied widely,
including in sub-Saharan Africa. Cognates of  ‘pipe’ passed into other
European languages in the 1600s, including the Spanish pipa in 1644.86

Similar terms spread with European tobacco smoking and English-
style white clay pipes, which had large bowls integrated with long
stems. Cachimbo-type pipes had small, red-clay bowls with short, wooden,
removable stems. Their compact, simple design was ideal for travellers.
Over time, cachimbo-type pipes increasingly held only tobacco, but
into the 1800s Europeans commonly characterized cachimbos as smelly,
suggesting other herbs. In Uruguay in 1890 pango was ‘an herb that
blacks smoke in place of tobacco in a . . . cachimbo’.87 In European
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Spanish pipa signified polite smoking; cachimba was less genteel. In
1908 a Spanish writer sarcastically advised aspiring poets to ‘let your
hair grow a little and smoke a cachimba’.88 In the 1990s, cachimbo meant
‘water pipe for crack cocaine’.89 As people gained a preference for
tobacco, Portuguese cachimbo became simply a small pipe. Elsewhere,
small dry pipes became Cannabis paraphernalia, though the name
cachimbo disappeared (except in Costa Rica, where ‘cachimba de Don Juan’
is a marijuana pipe).90

Other marijuana pipes succeeded elsewhere. In India, chillum pipes
are common. This simple technology – a conical tube – originated
as the removable bowl of a Persian water pipe.91 In North Africa, kif is
smoked in sibsa pipes,92 which have long, wooden stems and small, red-
clay bowls – a long-necked cachimbo-type pipe. The origins of sibsa pipes
are unknown. European merchants traded ‘long pipes’ in Africa during
the 1700s; an historic representation of a long-stemmed pipe in Senegal
looks similar to a sibsa.93 Long-stemmed pipes were also portrayed in
1950s Global Northern popular media about marijuana in Brazil. 

Cigarette smoking was originally Native American – tobacco rolled
in cornhusks or other leaves. Tobacco cigarettes became fashionable
worldwide in the late 1800s, and the smoking of pipes declined. Cannabis
indica entered North America mainly in cigarettes. North African kif
filled cigarettes in the early 1900s. Cannabis cigarettes have generated
innumerable nicknames worldwide, including muggles and joint in
English. South Asian bidi cigarettes are not Cannabis, but tobacco–herbal
mixtures rolled in tree leaves. 

Since the 1960s, drug Cannabis cigarettes in the Global North have
commonly been rolled in hemp Cannabis paper. This trend helped to
revive French commercial hemp farming, which had nearly collapsed.94

Commercial rolling papers have cleverly suggestive brand names – like
‘hemp’ or ‘cannabis’ – that indicate the paper fibre, but are also slang
for marijuana. Manufactured tobacco cigarettes have been dominant
since the early 1900s; marijuana cigarettes are hand-rolled. In the 1970s
the u.s. Drug Enforcement Administration tracked rolling-paper sales
to estimate marijuana consumption.95
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The only brand of manufactured marijuana smokes flourished
in the late 1800s. The French pharmaceutical firm Grimault globally
sold packs of ‘Indian cigarettes’ made of ‘Cannabis indica’. Grimault’s
newspaper ads provide the first record of marijuana in several countries.
These cigarettes were among several types sold to treat asthma; other
brands, such as Cigares de Joy, used datura.96 Both plants (and also
belladonna) are medically effective in treating asthma.97 Despite their
medical credentials, many people smoked asthma cigarettes recreation-
ally. In 1895, a New Zealand newspaper joked that ‘those who smoke
Indian cigarettes say it is “Paradise Found”.’98

Grimault’s product persisted for decades, although experts questioned
its contents. Advertisements listed only ‘Cannabis indica’, but in 1880
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a German pharmacist found that the cigarettes ‘consist chiefly . . . of
belladonna leaves, contaminated (we might almost say) with a few
fragments of cannabis, and of two other species of leaves’.99 Belladonna
overdoses produce physical illness alongside ‘agitative, combative,
confused, and disoriented’ behaviour.100 A subsequent French study
concluded that the manufacturer had mislabelled the contents because
belladonna, unlike Cannabis, was a controlled substance.101 A German
pharmacy reference of 1909 reported Grimault’s cigarettes carried
one part indica to six parts of a mixture of datura, belladonna and
henbane; the plants were soaked in a weak solution of opium and
cherry laurel water (a perfume).102

Grimault’s Indian cigarettes faced little opposition. The Austro-
Hungarian Empire prohibited them in 1882 for ‘social reasons’,103

although they were sold globally into the 1910s. Grimault had little
competition. In 1886 a Belgian business trademarked packaging for
roll-your-owns with Indonesian Cannabis,104 but the brand seems not
to have gone to market. Medicinal smokes were particularly popular
in Australia,105 where nineteenth-century newspapers carried many
more Grimault advertisements than any other information on drug
Cannabis. In 1898 paid articles in New Zealand repeatedly decried the
‘Hardship on the Afflicted’ imposed by a 44 per cent import duty,
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Marijuana ads from around the world.



because the cigarettes were ‘the only prompt means of relieving asthma,
difficulty of breathing, and insomnia’.106 Duties were high elsewhere
too. In 1885 the u.s. established a 50 per cent duty, while buyers paid
70 per cent in Guatemala.107 In the u.s. in 1901, 144 cigarettes retailed
for u.s.$4.50, while pharmacists could buy herbal marijuana for u.s.$0.45
per pound.108

Many in the Global North first experienced marijuana through
medicines. Grimault’s cigarettes gained global popularity, but ‘Cannabis
indica’ extracts had greater medical acceptance. Tinctures entered
commerce in the 1840s, and persisted in national formularies into
the 1960s.109 Cannabis indica pharmaceuticals were valued to treat tetanus
and milder muscle spasticity, pain, asthma and insomnia, among other
minor uses.110 Manufacturers produced patent medicines with Cannabis,
marketed for people of all ages, pets and livestock. Companies over-
represented indica content to de-emphasize more dangerous opiate,
alkaloid, bromide and other ingredients.111 Nonetheless, the toxicity of
patent medicine was blamed on Cannabis in the build-up to prohibition.112

Topical treatments for corns included indica into the 1930s, but the
plant was commonly just a colorant.113

People took patent medicines recreationally. Fitz Hugh Ludlow,
the first u.s. user to publish his experiences in 1857, tripped on a tinc-
ture. ‘For the humble sum of six cents I might purchase an excursion
ticket all over the earth . . . contained in a box of Tilden’s extract.’ He
encouraged his college chums to try it, too.114 The first Australian
experimentalist, Marcus Clarke, likewise got his high from a pharma-
cist.115 Recreational use of Cannabis indica medicines flourished decades
before indica was recognized on the continent. Australia’s Northern
Territory prohibited extracts and tinctures of ‘Indian hemp’ (along-
side cocaine and morphine) in 1928, ten years before official concern
about herbal indica.116

Historic commercial production of drug Cannabis was best described
in India, where robust industries supplied unfinished indica for dom -
estic and export markets.117 Colonial authorities tried to regulate the
trade closely, though illicit commerce was common. Pharmaceutical
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companies could legally purchase what they needed. Herbal drug
production was not particularly labour-intensive, but commercial
hashish needed significant processing. From North Africa to Central
Asia, labourers used simple sieves to produce mountains of hashish. Less
efficient methods were used locally. In Pakistan, workers in confined
spaces beat dried plants with sticks, collecting the copious resinous
dust on hanging sheets while wearing respiratory masks.118 Current
hashish production in Afghanistan uses a similar technique.119

Commercial hashish production was massive in the early 1900s.
In 1933 China’s Xinjiang region exported 98,000 kg to India, which
shipped 30,000 kg into global markets. Minority-dominated Xinjiang
includes the Tarim Basin, where archaeologists unearthed 2,500-year
old Indo-European mummies with marijuana. The Han-dominated
Chinese government outlawed the Xinjiang hashish trade in 1934,
following a century of nationalist, anti-drug attitudes generated by
British India’s opium traffic.120 The colonial Indian government did
not seek to ban the Xinjiang trade, because it collected import duties.121

The Chinese action created opportunities for South Asian producers,
where hash production persists. 

The British Indian government taxed Cannabis commerce. Other
governments similarly profited. Pre-colonial Moroccan rulers sold
annual monopolies to the kif trade; French Tunisia followed suit.122

British India, Portuguese Angola and Mexico exported herbal mari-
juana, and publicized the product at nineteenth-century world’s
fairs.123 In 1885 promoters thought the Belgian Congo should enter
the trade.124 Two years later the Portuguese colonial bank acquired
colonial Angola’s marijuana-producing test farm.125 Returns on the
investment are unknown. 

Currently, marijuana economies are big but mostly illegal. In the
Global North, high-tech, indoor horticulture dominates.126 Indoor farm-
ing requires significant capital. Outdoor conditions are replaced with
electric lights, ventilation fans, irrigation pumps, pipes, ducts, cords and
electricity. Police have discovered grows based simply on energy con-
sumption. Growers provide (synthetic) fertilizer in hydroponic solutions
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or partly synthetic soils. Indoor farms also require security systems. All
this equipment is manufactured somewhere, transported elsewhere
and powered somehow. High-tech indoor horticulture has a significant
ecological footprint. 

The economic importance of indica became salient when a business
data company started monitoring u.s. medical marijuana in 2010.127

The taxable marijuana economy includes over 1,700 medical dis -
pensaries, mostly in California and Colorado.128 In 2014 Colorado’s
legalized recreational sales began with long queues of customers. A
successful argument for legalization in Colorado and Washington
State was to generate local and state taxes from marijuana sales. In
states where marijuana is fully illegal, it is sometimes taxed to increase
drug-law penalties, by charging arrestees with tax evasion as well as drug
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possession. Taxes also accrue from hydroponics suppliers (1,000 in
the u.s.) and paraphernalia shops (nearly 1,400 businesses).129 The
u.s. federal government taxes the income generated even from illegal
drug sales. 

Peripheral industries are small relative to the crop itself. Since the
1970s the news media have placed drug Cannabis among the most
valuable crops in the u.s., worth many billions of dollars in 2010.130

In 2006 an anti-prohibition advocacy group argued that Cannabis
is the most valuable u.s. crop, based on legal agriculture statistics,
law-enforcement data and street prices for weed.131 The growth of
u.s. markets is expected to continue.132

Current hemp farmers mostly participate in globalized agriculture,
serving distant markets through mechanized agriculture. Agronomists
treat hemp Cannabis like other industrial crops, the focal cog in agro -
ecosystems that can be manipulated to improve production. In recent
decades, China has produced about 40 per cent of global hemp, with
South Korea, France, Chile, Italy, Hungary and Russia growing signifi-
cant quantities.133 Hempseed and hempseed oil have become globally
more valuable than fibre. Nearly all hempseed used in the u.s. is grown
in Canada, where nearly all the crop is exported south.134 Despite a u.s.
government forecast in 2000 that hemp would continue to decline,
hemp industries have grown ever since.135
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Growing sativa is like growing indica, so hemp agricultural science
benefits marijuana growers. Marijuana how-to books show that indoor
production is highly technical. Commercial producers in the Global
North rely on intensive selection of psychoactive and physical charac-
ters, practised by skilled (but untrained) plant scientists. Bioprospectors
visit the Global South to acquire new genetic material. Seed companies
reach globally via Internet commerce, although seeds are becoming
less important to growers, who instead plant cuttings. These genetic
clones preserve valued characters between plant generations.

Marijuana cultivation has been illegal for decades in the Global
North, so outdoor production has been in marginal or hidden spaces.
Indoor growing is, of course, a means of hiding. The earliest known
indoor grow dates from 1929, when a man in New Mexico ‘took the
roof off [a] room and cultivated marijuana’ in a dirt-floored house.
He broke local Cannabis prohibition and received a year in jail.136 Recent
u.s. outdoor growers cultivate remote sites, including those in national
forests and parks. Growers haul in farming equipment, fertilizer,
living supplies and security devices. Guerrilla farming is environment -
ally damaging because farmers make minimal investment in impact
management.137

Indoor farming has decimated outdoor production in the Global
North. For instance, in northern California, high-quality marijuana
came from the ‘Emerald Triangle’ growing region during the 1970s
and 1980s, providing 25–50 per cent of local income. This economy
has nearly disappeared since the 1990s, when medical marijuana
initiatives stimulated indoor horticulture statewide. Indoor growers
now dominate California’s production.138

Outdoor-grown marijuana in the Global North has always come
mainly from the Global South. Central America supplies u.s. demand;
southern Asia and Africa supply Europe; Pacific Island nations help
to supply Australia. Rural areas supply cities in Brazil and South
Africa, countries with great economic disparity. The production–
consumption divide in Brazil separates the ‘Marijuana Polygon’ in
the northeast from the country’s wealthier southeast.139
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Prohibition makes marijuana a potentially enriching, high-risk
crop. The risks farmers face from law enforcement are complex. For
example, in the 1970s and ’80s, u.s. anti-narcotics police sprayed
Mexican and Colombian fields with the herbicides paraquat and
glyphosate.140 Paraquat kills plants slowly, and 1970s Mexican grow-
ers learned to harvest immediately and sell contaminated weed. u.s.
smokers feared ‘Paraquat Pot’, but the growers probably faced greater
danger. The herbicide is highly toxic through skin exposure, but com-
busts into harmless components. u.s. smokers reported no injuries
from Paraquat Pot,141 but no data was collected about the farmers.
Cannabis farmers in the Global South accept such risks out of economic
desperation due to income inequities. Southern Africa exemplifies the
conundrums inherent in international marijuana markets. Dagga demand
in South African cities provides poor farmers in South Africa, Lesotho,
Swaziland and elsewhere with a cash crop that can thrive on marginal
land. However, dagga farming depresses food production and is illegal.
Police action threatens each year’s earnings until the crop is sold. Illegality
maintains high prices; if dagga were legalized, current farmers would likely
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suffer as prices dropped and production increased elsewhere (as in
California’s Emerald Triangle).142

Globally, marijuana transporters – smugglers – control business
with growers because value accrues through transport to urban centres.
Transporters are often also territorial wholesalers; organized crime
can be a vertically integrated business. Industrial consolidation and
minimal profit for farmers broadly characterizes other export crops in
the Global South. 

Ultimately, differences between availability and demand drive
marijuana production. When demand is relatively low and availability
high, farming makes poor economic sense. In nineteenth-century Brazil,
for instance, indica grew with little human assistance, and herbalists
sold Cannabis inflorescences alongside wild-collected species.143 With
increased demand, cultivation increases. In the 1970s Western tourists
brought demand along the ‘Hippie Hash Trail’ circuit between Morocco
and Nepal. Vast fields covered with iconic plants created ideal land-
scapes for drug-filled vacation snapshots.144 In Afghanistan, drug
production exploded with tourist demand. Before 1970 Cannabis and
opium were minor crops, mostly exported to Iran. By 1973 over 5,000
‘hippies’ lived in Kabul, whose market demand improved national pro-
duction capacity, enabling Afghanistan to become a major drug supplier.145

The 1960s marijuana boom in the Global North materially
transformed drug Cannabis. Hashish producers now use specialized
implements, including mechanical sifters. High-end herbal producers
primarily supply closely manicured ganja. Small companies make
specialized equipment for trimming seed leaves from inflorescences,
but manual processing remains dominant.146 Mass production and
organic chemistry have spawned a new concentrate of drug Cannabis.
‘Hash oil’ has thc content of up to 70 per cent, many times greater
than hashish or ganja. Manufacturers concentrate thc by washing low-
quality hashish with organic solvents – acetone or butane – which
cannot be completely filtered from the finished product.147 Hash oil is
a hard drug, relating to marijuana as heroin relates to opium, and cocaine
to coca leaves. 
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Material cultures of Cannabis are in many ways ancient, yet
inescapably modern. Water pipes still have plant-shaped containers,
although few recognize their shapes as calabashes, coconuts or bamboo.
Hemp is an antique crop whose current cultivation relies on mono-
cropping and heavy processing; indoor marijuana is even more input-
intensive. In the Global South, marijuana still thrives in low-input
farming, but its economics are as unfair as those of most tropical
export crops. Commercial Cannabis epitomizes modern globalized
agriculture, depending on non-renewable resources, and creating
disparity between farmers and consumers. The plant stands apart from
other crops, however, because of the unusual set of symbolic meanings
it has borne. 
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People enlist plants as symbols. Cannabis has borne many mean-
ings. It has represented sanctity, health, enjoyment, productivity,
beauty, foulness and poison. Symbolic cultures intertwine

complexly with material cultures. Plants are interpreted through sub-
jective value systems that validate symbolic meanings and support
judgements based upon them. People may be judged by how they
use plants and plants by how people use them.1

People–plant relationships are sometimes interpreted as person-
to-person interaction when plants personify human values.2 In China,
beginning in the 100s ce, the Taoist goddess Mágū (‘hemp maiden’)
represented beauty, longevity and tantalization.3 In nineteenth-
century France, children learned kindness to animals in the tale of
Prince Chènevis (‘Prince Hempseed’). The animal-loving prince’s
coarse servants mockingly called him ‘hempseed’ because he scolded
them for failing to feed the chickens.4 Fundamentalist Christian
anti-drug crusaders have made Cannabis into monsters, as in Robert
James Devine’s book The Moloch of Marijuana (1943), in which mari-
juana was a false god that demanded the sacrifice of young people.5

More often, drug Cannabis has personified desirable companionship
(at least from a heterosexual male perspective). Nineteenth-century
Mexico had Mariajuana, while twentieth-century Americans have
known Mary Jane and others. Jazz musician Louis Armstrong recalled,
‘Mary Warner, honey, you sure was good.’6 Thirteenth-century
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Islamic poets similarly portrayed hashish as an enjoyable female
companion.7

Cannabis has represented the intentions people might have for
particular uses of the plant. In English, from the 1600s to the mid-
1900s, ‘hemp’ could mean ‘death by hanging’. English colloquial names
for Cannabis included ‘neck-weed’.8 Perceived justifications for hempen
violence were projected onto the plant. The promotional poem The
Praise of Hemp-seed (1620) assigned British prosperity, sovereignty and
security to Cannabis, because it 

yeelds good whips & ropes, for rogues & theeves . . . 
’Tis not . . . the letter of the Law 
That [keeps] theeves rebellious wills in awe . . . 
[It is instead] a hempen string . . . 
[Hemp] is a bullwarke to defend a Prince, 
It is a subjects armor and defence.9

Yet execution can operate in the opposite direction. ‘Hemp [is] a
plant with which they make ropes’, wrote a political prisoner who died
in British custody. ‘Never did the cultivation of hemp deserve more
encouragement than in . . . 1794,’ he continued, ‘when the horrible
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crimes of the aristocracy seem to be preparing punishments [requiring]
a vast consumption of the above salutary vegetable. The Guillotine is not
yet introduced into England.’10 Hemp has enabled extreme judgements
against perceived violators of public laws or social rights. 

More commonly, judgements about Cannabis use have reflected
stereotypes of human–plant interaction. These stereotypes have divided
societies into groups representing concepts of patriotism, race, social
class, mental attributes, spirituality and criminality. 

Racial meanings of drug Cannabis originated in European ignorance
of genetic diversity within the genus. European scholars gained
knowledge of drug Cannabis slowly, mainly after 1800, and only in non-
European locations. Anciently, Galen described psychoactive Cannabis
as different from ‘our cannabis’.11 More recent experts theorized that
the difference between European hemp and the Other Cannabis was that
non-European environments activated the plant’s psychoactivity.
European knowledge of marijuana developed alongside ‘the tropics’,
‘the Orient’ and ‘the Dark Continent’ as imagined geographic regions.12

Initial English knowledge of drug Cannabis arose mostly from travel
writings,13 including the sailor Robert Knox’s account of Sri Lanka in
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the 1670s. The scientist Robert Hooke, who met Knox back in England,
decided that the sailor had experienced ‘only Indian hemp’. Hooke
reported that ‘Indian hemp’ was tried in English gardens, but the
seed ‘hath [in England] lost its Vertue, producing none of the effects
fore-mentioned’. The English environment could not reproduce the
foreign character of a plant otherwise ‘so like . . . Hemp in all its parts’.14

Psychoactivity reflected the presumed character of temperate England
versus that of tropical India. Physical conditions – particularly day
length during the growing season – limit indica’s outdoor range and
productivity, especially ganja and bhang cultivars from low latitudes.
This physical reality supported ideas of tropical Otherness; Cannabis
chemistry was absolutely unknown until the mid-nineteenth century. 

Nonetheless, the aesthetics of drug Cannabis developed quickly. In
particular, indica came to represent a darkness of the Orient, as in this
poem of 1836: 

Now in the East the ruling demons are
Morphion, who seeks his prey with many doses
Of bitter opium, fleeting dreams producing. 
Banga, his partner, fury of Hempseed,
Both leading to a premature old age, 
Producing folly, madness and deceit, 
Insanity and crimes producing often.15

Often the two drugs merged rhetorically into one. Into the 1900s,
writers commonly confused Cannabis drugs with opium, although
the source plants are different and the drugs have different effects.16

The generalized notion of drug Cannabis as an Oriental object was
strengthened in Orientalist European paintings, in which hookahs
and hashish became iconic. 

The most influential motif in Orientalist portrayals of Cannabis
is the etymological tale of the word ‘assassin’. The literature on this
word’s history began in 1603, and Cannabis entered its history in
1809.17 Standard etymologies begin with a semi-legendary group of
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Rudolf Ernst, Arab Smoking a Water Pipe on a Sofa, 1894.



adherents to the Nizari Ismācı̄li branch of Islam. In the eleventh century,
Ismācı̄lis in northeastern Iran developed a new tactic of warfare: dis-
patching stealthy, solitary cut-throats to eliminate enemy leaders. These
killers were supposedly called H· ashshāshın̄, an Arabic word meaning
‘users of hashish’, reflecting belief that the drug fuelled their grim
pursuits. Mispronunciation of H· ashshāshın̄ produced assassin. 

Other etymologies are plausible –perhaps the root word meant
‘to slaughter people’ – but regardless of its validity, the Assassin story
is a central trope in Cannabis literature.18 It has been retold frequently,
and deconstructed severally.19 Assassins were important in Orientalist
thought beginning in the medieval period, when European Crusaders
developed stereotypes of violent, fanatical Muslims. Crusaders learned
the Assassin story through hearsay, primarily from members of rival
Islamic groups. By spreading dark stories, rival groups advanced their
religious politics and intimidated Crusaders as a favourable by-
product. People in Central Asia also told medieval European travellers
similar tales of drug-induced fanaticism amongst unseen neighbours.
European storytellers added embellishments. The Assassin story has
been a favourite of the ‘Muslim (and later European) imagination’ for
a millennium.20

The Assassin story also reflects medieval Arabic language. In the
1100s and 1200s, Arabic-speaking poets used the verb ‘to kill’ as an
idiom for hashish intoxication.21 In medieval Islamic societies, many
believed that habitual hashish consumption produced physical and
mental deterioration, a figurative killing of the user. For example,
one poet described a sorry-looking Muslim ascetic:

This poor one whom you see
Like a chick thrown to the ground featherless 
Has been killed by hashish intoxication, 
Killing being the custom of hashish.22

Poetic puns about killing and hashish contributed to the belief in
marijuana-induced violence. 
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A colonialist view of Morocco, 1909: ‘To forget Andalucia’ – which the Spanish 
won back from the Moors in 1492 – ‘we stupefy ourselves with kif .’



Assassin etymologies have reflected shifting beliefs about drug
Cannabis. In 1809 the French scholar Antoine Sylvestre de Sacy pop u -
larized the Assassin story. He believed that ‘The drunkenness produced
by hashish propels [one] into a type of ecstasy similar to that which
the orientals gain from . . . opium.’23 Thus, the leader of the Assassins
lured young men into suicidal missions with hashish-induced, ecstatic
visions of the hereafter. However, in the 1930s the Assassin story
represented belief that marijuana produces maniacal violence.24 A
word historian in 1972 disagreed, arguing that because the Ismācı̄lis
cutthroats ‘were intended really to kill . . . it is most illogical to assume
that they were hashish smokers, as hashish addicts soon become lax,
lazy, and debilitated . . . drug addicts have no “fight” in them.’25 The
Assassin story reflects meanings projected onto Cannabis more than
knowledge of historic Cannabis cultures. 

The Assassin tale mingled with other Orientalist stories. The travel
writer Richard Burton was important for creating English-language
impressions of drug Cannabis. Burton embraced stereotypes of Orientalist
lasciviousness, laziness and immorality. Lurid examples come from his
version of the Thousand-and-One Nights folk tales (1885–8). Hashish
was a recurrent motif that complemented Burton’s salacious fascin -
ation. In one tale, the drug begets delusional dreams of wealth and
sex: ‘Are thou not ashamed, O Hashish-eater’, scolds one character, ‘to
be sleeping stark naked with a stiff-standing tool?’26 Burton established
Cannabis themes decades before his Arabian Nights, after soldiering in
British India during the 1840s. In 1851 he decided that bhang was not
for clear-headed, productive people. Indian users of drug Cannabis were
a ‘laborious, merry-hearted, debauched, and thoroughly demoralised
[that is, without morals] set of half savages’.27

Drug Cannabis remained Oriental far from Asia. A travel writer in
1873 portrayed a (fictional) British physician residing in Sierra Leone
who ‘moderately smok[ed] the liamba, or African haschisch’. The
doctor ‘possessed an Oriental temperament, and shunned the . . . social
restrictions of the North [Europe]’, even though he had ‘resided in
Africa all his life’.28 Far away in New York, a newspaper in 1914 told
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that marihuana was a ‘Mexican’ addiction that represented the ‘Oriental
character of the Mexican’s mind’.29 The Oriental stereotype provided
overarching meaning for Cannabis worldwide, parallel with the out-of-
Asia biogeography that had been established by 1870.30

Scientific, aesthetic and news media combine to develop society-
wide meanings for biological objects.31 European representations of
marijuana in ‘Oriental’, ‘Mexican’ and ‘African’ contexts propelled a
rhetorical theme linking indica and violence. This theme emerged in
European popular literature in part because indica was embedded in
colonial violence in locations where journalists filed reports of drug
use among the natives. One widely republished story about the Congo
Free State (modern Democratic Republic of Congo) in 1900 told of
a murderer trimming his victim’s skull to make ‘a bowl [for mixing]
tobacco and diamba’.32 Simultaneously, Americans were discovering
marijuana along the u.s.–Mexico border. An 1894 magazine article
about the Rio Grande reported that female Mexican ‘herb doctors’ –
‘nefarious . . . witch[es]’ – sold marijuana to ‘discarded women for . . .
wreaking a terrible vengeance upon recreant lovers’.33 The article was
entitled ‘The American Congo’, because of the similarly ‘degraded,
turbulent, ignorant, and superstitious character of [the] population[s]’
along the North American and Central African rivers.34

The intermingling stereotypes supported broader environmental
determinism. The idea that environment produces Cannabis psycho -
activity paralleled the idea that race reflects environment. In 1983, a
paper on ultraviolet radiation in Cannabis evolution began with the
‘casual observation that the sun-drenched areas growing the most
potent Cannabis [are] populated by native peoples of the darkest
complexions’.35 This observation is inaccurate, but validates the social
construction of race as a product of environment. The language of
race was explicit in Cannabis taxonomy in 1976, when botanists dis-
tinguished ‘the northern [fibre and oil] races’ from ‘the southern,
intoxicant races’.36

Skin colour has been salient in portrayals of Cannabis. Black slaves
served hookahs to lighter-skinned characters in European Orientalist
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paintings. The liamba-smoking doctor in Sierra Leone had a ‘harem’ of
African women ‘and often declared he could see no beauty in a white
woman’.37 In the u.s., sensationalist newspapers that excoriated
Cannabis during the twentieth-century rise of prohibition saddled the
plant with anti-black racial stereotypes, while also striking an anti-
Latino chord by adopting the Spanish term marihuana.38 In 1965, an
international expert on crime told that ‘different races of people vary
in their susceptibility to marihuana’. His list of marijuana-induced
crimes carried just one racial identifier, ‘Negro’.39

Such stereotypes sustain the idea that cultural heritage explains
marijuana use.40 Although specific Cannabis cultures are traceable, for
centuries the drug has diffused socially within labour underclasses.
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Despite its social embeddedness, ancestry has served to explain drug
use since the 1700s. A Cannabis history published in 2012 suggests that
Louis Armstrong used marijuana because he was black, like various
African ‘tribes’ that have Cannabis traditions.41 The cited African peo-
ples – Tsonga, Zulu, Sotho, ‘Bashilenge’, a ‘Bantu tribe’ and ‘Hottentots’
(the latter three are inappropriate terms) – have scant historical
connections, and had no influence in Armstrong’s early twentieth-
century American South. 

Ideas of race and class developed together. Since 1500, rep resen ta -
tions of drug Cannabis were often conditioned through overseer–labourer
relationships. Some European employers considered drug Cannabis
benign. ‘I have never perceived any adverse effects of hemp [smoking]’,
wrote a German traveller whose Central African canoe-rowers were
‘remarkably strengthened’ following ‘a few draws’ of marijuana smoke.42

A few European employers used the drug, including a British officer
with Indian experience who smoked ‘bang’ like his guides while
hunting in Mozambique in 1868.43

During the 1800s, Europeans struggled to decide if drug Cannabis
was good or bad for societies. Many observers negatively character-
ized marijuana to denigrate labourers, yet until the 1900s Europeans
also generally tolerated its use among their employees. Opinions
about drug Cannabis depended upon opinions about labour. In East
Africa, the explorer Henry Morton Stanley, for example, considered
indica smoking ‘the most deleterious [of all drug habits] to the phys-
ical powers’. He was incessantly frustrated with his retinue of porters,
whom he claimed faltered physically because of ‘excessive indulgence’.
Yet he did not apparently prohibit marijuana use, and overlooked the
role of onerous tasks and risky environments in producing ‘their weak-
ened powers . . ., their impotence and infirmities’.44 Indeed, when
he was not boss, but booster of the Congo Free State in 1885, Stanley
listed drug Cannabis ‘among the many minor items available which
commercial intercourse would teach the natives to employ profitably’.45

European merchants seemingly took his advice, and sold marijuana
in Central African trading posts.46
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The plant’s social and economic role was often less salient than its
perceived morality. European observers in colonial Algeria saw cafés
where coffee and indica stimulated conversation, and saw Cannabis
grown in ‘gardens surrounding the towns’.47 Nonetheless, drug Cannabis
represented moral hypocrisy, not economic botany. ‘Despite [Islamic]
religious prohibition, the Arabs smoke daily’, a French observer avowed,
adding sarcastically that ‘the good Muslims [smoke only] in their
homes, where they are seen only by their wives and slaves’.48 Drug
Cannabis was purportedly valued as a ‘powerful aphrodisiac’, because
Algerians were supposedly ‘a people who[se men] passionately love
the women so much’.49

In contrast, Europeans in North Africa had clear-headed reasons
to try the drug. A French officer in Morocco smoked kif in the
1850s because of the ‘increased intellectual power [it] afforded
him, [which enabled him to] combat successfully the subtle plots of
the Arabs’.50 French troops and colonists in Algeria had a more scien -
ti fic reason to sample kif – ‘to become acquainted with its effects’.51

Per haps to complete such experiments, French troops frequented
North African red-light districts,52 and mailed postcards of prostitutes
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smoking Cannabis. Ribald humour and pornographic imagery are
ancient associates of indica.53

Marijuana was widely tolerated into the 1930s, although many
people had perceived negative social impacts of its use. Immorality was
projected upon the plant, as well as insanity and psychopathy. The
notion of Cannabis-induced madness circulated widely amongst
nineteenth-century European scholars, who retold anecdotes often
with no evidence of focal events.54 By the 1880s newspapers widely
republished stories of marijuana-crazed violence, establishing sym-
bolism far beyond the plant’s range. Descriptions of drugged-out
behaviour were presented without context, divorcing events from
circumstances. Between May and June 1907, major newspapers in
New York and Washington, dc, recounted a rampage that happened
‘the other day’ in central Mexico.55 In 1925 fourteen newspapers across
Australia reported that a marihuana smoker had killed six in Mexico.56

Scientists had little evidence of indica-induced insanity. Few cases
came from colonial psychiatric hospitals. Many cases actually reflected
ethnocentric and stereotypical interpretations of non-European behav-
iour.57 British physicians in colonial Egypt, India and South Africa
increasingly just presumed drug use when admitting disturbed patients,
biasing health statistics. Studies began with the premise that drug
Cannabis produces madness, and not surprisingly found supporting
evidence.58 A 1920s study of marijuana among u.s. troops in Panama
found no evidence of drug-induced madness, but the army doctors
nonetheless concluded, ‘Morons and psychopaths . . . constitute the
large majority of habitual smokers.’59 Just after prohibition began in
the u.s., the Surgeon General’s office issued guidelines for police un -
familiar with marijuana: ‘the drug is mostly used by [mentally] unstable
people’ and its use is ‘likely to lead to insanity’ (based on statistics from
India and Egypt), yet ‘insanity due to marijuana is rare’ in America.60

Despite the science, societies in Southeast Asia, Central America
and North Africa considered indica-induced insanity a real condition.
This belief was epitomized in the initially Malay notion of ‘running
amuck’, a violent, temporary insanity that ganja could produce.61 The
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idiom was first published in de Sacy’s version of the Assassin story,
as a stereotyped behaviour of ‘Malays and Indians’.62 The narrative
circulated with embellishments. In 1885, decades before marijuana
entered the remote u.s. state of Montana, a newspaper republished a
story from London that ‘running amuck’ was a ‘hysterical affection of
certain races inhabiting oriental countries’. Brought on by ‘the extract
of hemp called bhang, ganja, or charras’, the condition epitomized the
‘bitterest and most relentless dogmas’ of Islam. ‘Once started on the
“death run”, [the] only thought [of a person running amuck] is to
“kill and kill and kill”.’63 English-speakers widely adopted the idiom,
although applying it in situations milder than murderous rampages. 

The marijuana–violence association partly arose from social
discourse, which establishes expectations for users and observers
alike.64 Paranoid, angry mindsets and parallel representations of
Cannabis led some few users to believe they entered an alternate, vio-
lent reality. Not all users experienced this, even if they were aware of
the discourse. In the 1940s, u.s. authorities suspected that arrestees
claimed marijuana madness to reduce their criminal culpability.65

Stereotyped marijuana violence also had roots in pharmacology.
Drug Cannabis increases the likelihood of psychotic episodes, espe-
cially among users who first try the drug during adolescence.66 Users
with genetic predisposition to psychosis face a 54 per cent greater
risk; users without such predisposition have a 2 per cent increased
risk.67 The abs olute number of users affected in this way is small, but
not negligible. 

Additionally, the global practice of mixing Cannabis with other
drugs and spices likely produced disturbances that were incorrectly
attributed to marijuana.68 All forms of drug Cannabis have been mixed
with other substances for effect or flavouring. Historically, the most
important admixtures for Cannabis were opium and four plants from
the alkaloid-heavy Solanaceae family: tobacco, henbane, belladonna
and datura, which supposedly has ‘ganja-like effects’.69 Datura’s several
species are as widespread as drug Cannabis; the two have been associ-
ated across Asia, Africa, South America and North America. In Malay,
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‘berhulam ganja’ is indica mixed with datura, or, as an idiom, ‘poison mixed
with poison’.70 Since the 1960s, marijuana has occasionally been mixed
with harder drugs, from cocaine to pcp, and miscellaneous other adul -
terants. Historically, flavouring agents were common. People in New
Mexico mixed marijuana with alcohol, perfume, sugar and ‘some-
times a dash of red pepper’ in 1925.71 Nutmeg, cloves, ginger, cinnamon,
cumin, cardamom, black pepper and other ingredients came with drug
Cannabis in South Asia.72 Grimault sweetened their Indian cigarettes,
first with the Native American plant Epilobium and later with perfumes.
The firm also added saltpetre to improve combustion.73

Drug Cannabis is fairly safe, but many additives are not. Opiates
and alkaloids are quite toxic and can cause physical dependence. In
seventeenth-century India, Mughal emperors administered slow
capital punishment with increasing doses of opium mixed into datura-
laced bhang tea.74 Tobacco has long-term health effects, but datura,
henbane and belladonna are riskier in the short term. In recent years,
people trying datura recreationally have been gravely sickened.75 In
2010, accidental poisoning caused a three-year-old Tunisian girl to
become ‘agitated and aggressive with purposeless movements, delir-
ium, and hallucinations: she saw wild animals, a man who wanted to
beat her, and various other things’.76 Some minority of historic mari -
juana smokers likely suffered similarly with datura-, henbane- or
belladonna-laced Cannabis. 

Marijuana came to represent laziness and carelessness. The notion
of marijuana sloth was a moral judgement on social underclasses.
Since 1500, marijuana has been consistently associated with exploita-
tive labour relationships in which workers needed little skill but much
physical strength, had minimal autonomy and experienced emotional
duress. 

Overseers considered sloth common in social underclasses. Hard
labourers were often deemed lazy, particularly those who used mari -
juana. In 1832 an English writer generalized about ‘the negro’ in Central
Africa. ‘When he awakens he regales himself with his cachimbo which
is his pipe. [Pipe-smoking and other] habits of the negro render him
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Marijuana sloth in Brazil. Sheet music from France, c. 1955.



easy to control, but [make it] difficult to get him to work as a carrier.’77

The traveller who inspired this portrayal employed hundreds of porters,
including several to haul him in his sedan chair.78 In South Asia, Richard
Burton denigrated labourers, who were inevitably non-British drug
users. At a canal excavation, for instance, ‘The head man . . . lies
dozing drunk [while] at least half the diggers are squatting torpidly
on their hams . . . at a certain time each man applies himself to the
bhang, of which he has been dreaming all the morning.’79 Labourers
were lazy because of bhang, while upper classes ‘smok[ed] themselves
“screwed”’ on hashish while wasting time with flowery conversation.
In general, ‘[Pakistan’s Sindh region], is an Eastern Ireland on a large
scale. [Their populations] would rather want with ease than be wealthy
with toil.’80 Burton similarly portrayed drug Cannabis as a cause and
indicator of backwardness in East, West, Southern, Central and North
Africa, and Brazil. 

Stereotypes were even embedded in paraphernalia, especially
in the Atlantic, where slaves maintained distinct, ‘African’ smoking
practices.81 In European languages other than Portuguese, cachimbo
meant ‘pipe of blacks’ by the 1800s.82 Sometimes this meaning recalled
the introduction of pipe-smoking by African slaves, as in Puerto Rico.83

More widely, the usage simply reflected the racialization of labour. In
Cuban Spanish, cachimbo meant ‘the ordinary smoking pipe that field
negroes use’; ‘The unhappy slave finds some solace in his cachimbo, which
they all smoke.’84 In Central America, cachimba became a pejorative
meaning ‘arrogant negro’.85

For centuries, labour underclasses have used drug Cannabis. These
people have had little reason to work hard except for threats of vio-
lence, economic hardship, arrest, imprisonment or enslavement.86

Perceptions of laziness suggest slowdowns, purposeful inefficiencies
and other forms of everyday resistance, whether drug-induced or
not. The notion of marijuana sloth persists in the ‘amotivational
syndrome’ described in the 1960s and questioned since the 1970s.87

Popular media portrayals of underachieving potheads advance this idea,
and some researchers still find evidence of low motivation among
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long-term users.88 Governments and employers complain of lowered
productivity caused by Cannabis and other drugs,89 but aficionados
appreciate marijuana’s relaxing effects. 

Drug Cannabis complexly affects work. Studies in Jamaica show that
labourers are mechanically less efficient, but remain productive and
have greater job satisfaction.90 The drug can increase risks associated
with dangerous tasks by impairing concentration, short-term memory,
physical coordination and judgement.91 Historically marijuana is
likely to have contributed to work-related injury and death among
labourers, though indica is less risky than other factors, particularly
alcohol, fatigue and malnutrition. 

Early laws against drug Cannabis served to control labour, and
thus carried racial meanings depending on context. Local laws pro-
hibited marijuana in Brazil beginning in 1830, when a botanist char -
acterized users as ‘Ethiopians [that is, Afro-Brazilians, who] extract
from [Cannabis] powerful poisons and anodynes . . .; incense from
the leaves is reported to be the best remedy against hangovers’.92

Early legal controls on Cannabis targeted South Asian labourers in Sri
Lanka (1867), Guyana (1885) and Mauritius (by 1898); African slaves
in Angola and Mozambique (about 1875); African and South Asian
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labourers in South Africa (1870); South Asian sailors in Britain (after
1900); and ‘Mexican’, ‘Black’ and ‘Poor White’ workers in North
America (mostly after 1900).93 Concern about poor whites and dagga
similarly arose in South Africa, where one expert hoped to list Cannabis
as a ‘noxious’ weed to hinder drug use.94 In Panama and New Mexico,
marijuana symbolized indolent soldiers.95

Cannabis hemp has also borne anti-labour meanings, especially
in Great Britain and the u.s. Hemp workers were marked racially,
economically and criminally. Race was most important in the u.s. In
1836, a Kentucky farmer complained that it was ‘nearly impossible’
to hire whites for hemp work, so that ‘of course it is entirely done by
slave labor’.96 Besides, there were other incentives to keep hemp a slave
crop. ‘Owing to their high birth rate, the slaves increased faster than
they were needed. Sale of the surplus blacks to the lower South brought
welcome revenue’, and led to charges that hemp growers were slave
breeders.97 The interests of elites in Kentucky hemp society were
nostalgically celebrated as morally noble (in explicitly Christian
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scriptural terms) in James Lee Allen’s novel The Reign of Law (1900).98

When hemp expanded to other u.s. states, hemp workers remained
racially defined. In 1887 Nebraska’s first hemp-producing company
‘brought hand brakes from Kentucky and colored laborers to operate
them’.99 Sharecropping functionally replaced slavery after emancipation,
and hemp represented racialized underclasses as long as the industry
survived. In 1926 Kentuckians considered Cannabis ‘a “nigger” crop’
because only sharecroppers still grew it.100

Hemp promoters apparently had no qualms about labour conditions,
for Cannabis maintained entirely positive meanings. The plant repre-
sented the patriotic effort needed to sustain nations. In Britain, the
failure to self-supply cordage and cloth was ‘the greatest Shame to
the nation’ in 1742, because it ‘necessitate[s us] to have these commod -
ities from those who would destroy [us]’.101 This moralism extended
to North America. In 1765, an expert from Boston believed that ‘It
is [a] matter of reproach . . . that the importation of Hemp . . . has
not already annually decreased.’102 Another colonist considered hemp
‘worthy of the serious attention . . . of every man, who truly loves his
country’.103 Although hemp labourers were below consideration, hemp
labour could sustain national sovereignty and improve domestic soci-
ety. In 1808, an Englishman argued that ‘hemp ought to be grown
here, in England, where we have plenty of land and plenty of hands’.104

Imports took jobs. More jobs meant fewer burdensome paupers. ‘Hemp
is one of the most profitable productions . . ., as it employs a great
number of poor people in a very advantageous manner’, wrote an
American in 1771.105 Indeed, from 1576 inmates of British poorhouses
were made to learn work ethics by processing hemp. 

Criminals could learn via hemp too. In 1724, Virginian colonists
proposed a penal labour county, called ‘Hempshire’, where land was
‘fit to produce hemp and flax’. Not coincidentally, the proposal also
promised ‘better Supply of cordage in our Naval Stores’.106 Criminal
prisoners sentenced to hard labour in Victorian Britain processed
raw hemp and tore apart old ropes – which ‘cuts and blisters their
fingers’ – to make oakum.107 Prisoners in Kentucky made hempen
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sackcloth before the Civil War.108 Nine u.s. states and one Canadian
province operated twine-spinning plants in prisons from the 1880s
into the mid-1900s. Cheap labour enabled penitentiaries to under-
sell private manufacturers, to whom ‘prison twine’ symbolized unfair
competition.109

In the 1900s, Cannabis increasingly symbolized crime. Prohibition
represents drug use as a criminal rather than health concern. Prohi -
bition diametrically transformed the meaning of hemp worldwide,
following the u.s. precedent. Hemp still meekly symbolized American
sovereignty and productivity in the 1930s, even though marijuana had
been vilified.110 The u.s. prohibition law of 1937 exempted Cannabis
stalks, seeds and oil, though hemp remained economically unattractive.
Hemp briefly represented military victory during the Second World
War, although by 1950 it represented the evil of marijuana.111 The last
u.s. hemp producers ceased operating in 1958. In 1970 hemp Cannabis
came under the control of the u.s. anti-narcotics agency, which gained
authority to issue hemp-farming permits (but did not do so).112 By 1976
u.s. and Canadian anti-narcotics agencies were goading taxonomists
to label hemp Cannabis as indistinguishable from marijuana.113 Hemp
became criminal – an inconsequential side effect of drug prohibition.
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Drugs represented moral and religious struggle in The Moloch of Marihuana (1943).



Other countries eventually agreed. For instance, despite millennia
of use, Germany outlawed hemp in 1982 (but re-authorized it in the
1990s hemp renaissance).114

Drug Cannabis gained much stronger criminal meaning. Experts
– particularly Harry Anslinger, head of u.s. anti-narcotics efforts
from 1930 to 1962 – adapted older narratives of marijuana mad-
ness, sloth and immorality to new contexts. Anslinger’s 1937 article
‘Marihuana, Assassin of Youth’ successfully transferred the medieval
Orientalist tale to the twentieth-century u.s.115 He followed with
several pulpy books about gruesome drug dangers. Nearly all articles
about indica in mainstream English-language publications from the
1930s to the 1990s focused on crime, although often the drug seems to
have been merely in the wrong place at the wrong time, in the pockets
of lawbreakers. Anti-drug scholars and authorities represented mari -
juana as a gateway to crime, harder drugs and degeneration.116 The
gateway hypothesis has been fundamental to u.s. drug-control policies,
yet it erroneously ignores social and geographic context.117
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During the 1900s, indica was really associated with violence as its
commerce was outlawed. Criminal enterprises fought for control of
black markets. Many police officers, their opponents and bystanders
have died through black-market violence.118 Battles among drug-
dealing criminal groups and governments have killed tens of thousands
in Mexico, Colombia and elsewhere.119 The Central American black-
market trade to supply the u.s. has produced such heavy costs that
sitting presidents of Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador and Costa
Rica, and former presidents of Mexico, Colombia and Brazil, have
called to end the War on Drugs so that the commerce can be less
violently controlled.120 In 2013 Uruguay became the first country to
reject the war on Cannabis by legalizing the drug within its borders. 

Political-economic authorities responded severely to real and
perceived marijuana crimes. This severity has been portrayed in belli -
gerent language since 1907. In Mexico, near the end of the Porfirio
dictatorship, the unpopular government absolutely prohibited drug
Cannabis. A New York newspaper called this policy ‘War on Marihuana
Smoking’.121 Similarly, the ‘War against Mariahuana Users’ described
the 1917 efforts of an army commander in New Mexico, who blamed
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the ‘Asiatic plant’ for dereliction among soldiers who ‘took to the
drug as a substitute for liquor, which . . . anti-drink regulations are
making increasingly hard to get’.122 A discourse of righteous violence
propelled prohibition: ‘the “dynamite” of God, the gospel of Christ, is
the greatest weapon that can be wielded in the battle against the
dynamite of the devil – marihuana’.123 Righteousness persisted even
without religi osity. In 1973 u.s. President Nixon declared global war
on ‘the drug menace’ in language similar to Cold War discourse.124 In
the u.s., this effectively meant war on marijuana, by far the most
common illegal drug.125 Draconian punishments have destroyed scores
of mari juana law-breakers, and battle-clad narcotics agents regularly
conquer burning heaps of Cannabis in photos of the drug war. 

Marijuana law enforcement reflects historic stereotypes. The best
statistics are from the u.s., but similar bias exists elsewhere.126 African-
Americans face ten times the rate of drug-related arrests as whites in
the u.s., although the racial groups use marijuana at statistically identi -
cal rates.127 War-on-Drugs law enforcement has been called ‘the new
Jim Crow’,128 recalling historic segregation. The international group
Human Rights Watch concluded that the u.s. drug law system’s ‘human[,]
social, economic and political toll is as incalculable as it is unjust’.129 In
Brazil, human rights advocates consider the War on Drugs ‘pointless’
and a ‘war on people’.130 Police particularly target Afro-Brazilians and
Native Americans.131

The drug war has generated angry responses, with marijuana
symbolizing justified revolt. Marijuana growers are embedded ‘guerrilla’
farmers in Global Northern societies.132 Hemp and marijuana activists
antagonize the system through lobbying, legal complaints and protests.133

Mostly peaceful public smoke-ins annually annoy the authorities in cities
worldwide. 

Law-enforcement violence has spurred counter-violence, real and
rhetorical. The musical genre of narcocorridos arose in the 1930s, eventu -
ally expressing world views of drug-trading young men in Mexico,
Colombia and the u.s. Narcocorridos celebrate violence within gangster
economies, and anger against authorities.134 This genre foreshadowed
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u.s. gangsta rap, which originated in the 1980s among African-American
men in cities embroiled in the drug war. Protest songs like ‘Fuck Tha
Police’ (u.s., 1988) challenged a legal system that was biased against
blacks. Rappers gave marijuana anti-establishment symbolism with
lines like, ‘Since I was a youth I smoked weed out’ and ‘We do not just
say no, we too busy sayin’ yeah!’135 u.s. President Reagan intensified
the War on Drugs in the 1980s; its youth anti-drug programme was
called ‘Just Say No!’ and rallied around the colour green. 

Drug Cannabis has always had meaning to its users. We lack direct
knowledge of what these meanings were before the twentieth century,
other than from ancient South Asian texts, medieval Arabic poetry
and early modern travel accounts by British sailors. We have no direct
accounts of drug use from social underclasses in Asia, Africa, Europe
or the Americas, until musicians began singing about indica in the
1920s. 

Drug Cannabis has carried religious meaning. In South Asia,
mystics and ascetics maintain faint echoes of ancient Indo-European
practices around the Hindu Kush.136 Muslim fakirs and Hindu sadhus
have used high doses of drug Cannabis to sustain fasts and gain spiritual
awareness. Sadhus were commonly depicted with bhang tea and water
pipes in early modern Indian paintings. Medieval Arabic-speaking poets
commonly portrayed fakirs as Cannabis users, and later European travel
writers considered these devotees morally corrupt because of their drug
use. A fakir supplied bhang for Thomas Bowrey’s initial drug experi-
mentation in India in the 1670s.137 Muslim societies generally came
to consider indica an illegitimate path to spirituality.138 Hindu users in
India and the worldwide diaspora associate the drug with the gods
Shiva and Indra.139 Cannabis remains sacramental in Hinduism and
other South Asian religions.140

Other religious uses are relatively recent. In the Americas, Native
Americans in Amazonian Brazil use indica in spiritual contexts,141

but the plant arrived there after 1500. In Central Africa, marijuana has
been mostly mundane, but sometimes serves to provide spiritual
clarity and transformation.142 Such use survived among descendants
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of liberated slaves in Jamaica into the 1900s.143 In the 1880s colonial
violence and arms trading in Central Africa helped generate the Bena-
diamba (‘marijuana brotherhood’) politico-religious movement,
which became more an ethnic identity than a religion. Stereotypes that
sub-Saharan indica was ‘truly ceremonial’, ‘a staple of African shaman-
ism’, or transported inside ‘magical talismanic dolls’ are inaccurate.144

Ganja is famously a Rastafarian sacrament enabling spiritual insight.
Rastafarianism arose in Jamaica in the 1930s, when its followers melded
South Asian and Central African beliefs in their Caribbean context.
Rastafarian ganja uses have been transported and transformed glob-
ally through Jamaican reggae music, most influentially in the work of
Bob Marley.145

Middle-class users in the Global North have created meanings
for drug Cannabis since the mid-1800s. The French Club des Hashishins,
a group of artists and writers who ate dawamesk during the 1840s,
imagined themselves entering the experience of Assassins and other
stereotypical characters. The psychiatrist who founded the club, Jacques-
Joseph Moreau, believed that drug Cannabis could both treat and cause
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mental illness. Moreau pioneered mental health considerations of
Cannabis, framed in Orientalism. ‘Anyone who has travelled to the
Orient knows how widespread the use of hashish is, especially among
the Arabs.’146 Moreau’s novices influentially portrayed the drug’s
effects, particularly books by Charles Baudelaire, who preferred
alcohol and morphine.147

Drug Cannabis has stimulated many creative artists. In the 1900s
musical genres worldwide praised indica, including Greek Rebétiko music
(beginning 1920s), u.s. jazz (1920s), rock and roll (1950s), Jamaican
reggae (1960s) and other genres elsewhere.148 Marijuana music reflects
its social context. In the hedonistic 1920s of the u.s., ‘reefer’ represented
creative inspiration and escapist recreation.149 In Greece, where many
users in the early 1900s were Greek refugees from Turkey, hashish
symbolized the effects of social marginalization: ‘Five years, I got, in
Yendi-Koule jail / Ball and chain turned me on to the argilé [water
pipe].’150

Political-spiritual meanings propelled the marijuana boom of the
1960s. In the u.s., counter-cultural writers and musicians turned many
people on to drugs. A few hipsters in the 1940s and ’50s used mari-
juana, and Beat Generation writers portrayed it.151 Drug use exploded
in the mid-1960s. In 1966 Allen Ginsberg challenged ‘the great
marijuana hoax’ perpetrated by u.s. authorities. ‘The actual experi-
ence of the smoked herb has been clouded by a fog of dirty language
perpetrated by a crowd of fakers who have not had the experience
and yet insist on downgrading it.’152 For the psychologist  Timothy
Leary, the magical medicine of marijuana could enable the better
society that progressive agitators promised.153 ‘There are three groups
who are bringing about the great evolution of the new age’, he
asserted, ‘the dope dealers, the rock musicians, and the under-
ground writers and artists.’154 Non-celebrities similarly projected
progressive meanings upon marijuana,155 often in underground comics
and newspapers. 

Importantly, the marijuana boom of the 1960s advanced neo-
Orientalist stereotypes of Cannabis. Writers emphasized experiences in
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southern Asia and North Africa.156 Ginsberg wrote that marijuana was
a way of entering into ‘consciousness described in the Prajnaparamita
Sutra central to a Buddhist or even Christian or Hindu view of Kosmos’.157

Leary’s ideal guide for novices was ‘[Middle Eastern] Sufis, [who are]
cannabis alchemists and magicians’.158 Other celebrities embraced
neo-Orientalist meanings for drugs, including The Beatles.159 Neo-
Orientalism benefited from superficial consideration of marijuana
history. An aficionado wrote in 1969 that ‘A strange historical reverse
is going on: Americans are being accused of turning on . . . innocent
native population[s]! (We in North America inherited the practice
from our black [and] Mexican . . . brothers.)’160 The parenthetical
statement might be broadly true, but it neglected the dynamics of the
global marijuana boom, whose leaders were white North Americans.
Instead, the aficionado anachronistically adopted the 1930s prohi -
bitionist discourse that minorities were spreading marijuana among
whites. 
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The progressive marijuana politics of the 1960s peaked in the
1970s. In the u.s., marijuana symbolized infringed civil liberties for
its advocates, who practised civil disobedience at public smoke-ins.
Several jurisdictions decriminalized marijuana. Nonetheless, indica still
represented immorality to most authorities. Prohibition laws remained
in place and were enforced, even against critically ill patients for whom
marijuana represented medicine.161 New laws criminalized drug para-
phernalia and literature.162 Marijuana was fully re-stigmatized in the
1980s, when President Reagan intensified the global War on Drugs.
Conspiracy theories about prohibition sprouted in Cannabis histories,
belying paranoia among marijuana aficionados. 

The anti-establishment meaning of drug Cannabis produced the
iconic, stereotyped drug dealer. Since the 1930s, political authorities
had portrayed ‘marihuana peddlers’ as morally corrupt predators
of weak-willed users,163 but popular portrayals have been kinder.
The French smuggler Henri de Monfreid, who trafficked hash to
Europe in the mid-nineteenth century, glorified drug-smuggling
(and gun-running) in numerous adventure books.164 Timothy Leary
called dealers ‘the new Robin Hood’ for challenging anti-drug
laws.165 Nonetheless, in the 2000s, some u.s. dealers considered mari -
juana users to be dupes, wasting themselves with the drug.166 Dealers
in the u.s., Colombia and elsewhere sometimes gained respect in
their communities for succeeding against biased political-economic
systems.167 Yet authorities in some countries established the death
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penalty for dealers, and moralistic politicians elsewhere called for
similar intolerance.168

Hemp similarly came to symbolize state oppression. In 1980,
activists complained that ‘British farmers could face 14 years in jail’
if they tried to emulate successful French farmers.169 Unlike pre-
prohibition promoters, recent activists blame governments, not people,
for the sorry state of industrial hemp. In the u.s., activists have planted
hempseeds as an act of civil disobedience,170 while police enforce the
criminal meaning of hemp. In 1999 the u.s. Drug Enforcement Agency
(dea) ordered Canadian farmers to recall tons of birdseed after zeal-
ous testing uncovered a thc content of 0.0014 per cent in a truckload
of hempseed.171 A promising trial of East Asian hemp cultivars in
Hawaii ended in 1999 because the dea constructed insurmountable
bureaucratic obstacles, despite the state’s blessing.172 Successful legal
challenges to state authority have centred on the meaning of hemp,
rather than the portrayal of marijuana as criminal, dangerous and
useless. In 2004 a u.s. court decided that the dea had unlawfully
extended the meaning of ‘marijuana’ to include ‘hemp’ in anti-drug
policies.173

Cannabis was resurgent in the 1990s. Hemp was burdened with
environmental symbolism in its renaissance. Marijuana has repre-
sented patient-centred healthcare. The populist medical marijuana
movement has been most successful in the u.s., and portrays indica as
an unethically forbidden medicine.174 Medical marijuana laws tend to
focus on debilitating illnesses, suggesting the struggles of past advo-
cates. Many medical users, however, are not critically ill. In states
with liberal laws, such as California, drug Cannabis is authorized for
debilitating conditions and ‘any other illness for which marijuana
provides relief ’.175 Some patients admit that marijuana only margin-
ally relieves their ailment, but nevertheless find that getting high makes
life better – ‘I am a more loving, attentive and patient father when
I take my medication.’176 To opponents of medical marijuana, the drug
represents ‘snake oil’, a front for illegal, unsafe and unnecessary
recreational use.177
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Understanding Cannabis in current global society is challenging
because symbolic meanings that are often substituted for empirical
information. For the past two centuries, people have too often avoided
undertaking original research, because symbolic cultures of Cannabis
have seemed either unassailable, or not worth assailing. 
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Hemp, weaving and seed-eating birds, France, c. 1900.



K nowledge of plants does not arise simply from observing
how plants interact with their environments. Instead, it is
the outcome of social processes, which might or might not

value specific observations. Whether or not a particular observation
is deemed to produce legitimate knowledge depends upon subjective
methods of research and learning, as well as needs within societies for
creating order, conformity and predictability.1

The unusual character of Cannabis – a cosmopolitan genus with
two cryptic species and two symbolically charged uses – has strongly
shaped how people have generated information about it. Initially,
ethnocentrism shaped knowledge production. European scholars who
first paid attention to Cannabis after 1500 came from societies whose
world views gazed down from imagined pinnacles of sociocultural
supremacy. Their science supported the broad project of European
colonialism.2 The portrayed weakness of non-Europeans for drug
Cannabis was one of many ostensible facts justifying extension of author-
ity from the Global North over the South. In the twentieth century,
political-economic elites increasingly controlled Cannabis by narrowly
delimiting legitimate from illegitimate knowledge about the plant,
thereby preventing outsiders from gaining authority over it. Knowledge
is power. 

Observers have for decades recognized that official knowledge of
Cannabis serves mainly to establish the moral supremacy of prohibition.3
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Yet anti-prohibitionists have also produced unscientific science to
establish moral supremacy. Under prohibition, very little Cannabis
expertise has been accrued through formal study. Personal experience
provides expertise too, though individual experience usually does not
extend beyond a limited social group. Current Cannabis expertise is
compartmentalized within global society. Several subcultures of expert-
ise overlap minimally, yet share practices of knowledge production
due to the shared constraints of prohibition. 

One similarity is the need to establish sub-cultural expertise
explicitly. Recitations of experience signify credibility in Cannabis
media, indicating reliability independently of evidence or argument.
A hemp activist postures, ‘I started learning about hemp as a teen -
ager.’4 A researcher blesses the writer of The Science of Marijuana (2000)
‘as a scientist who works on understanding how drugs act on the
brain’.5 Other scientists simply list degrees, titles and affiliations.
Mari juana afici o nados flaunt illegal expertise with obvious pseudo-
nyms like ‘S. T. Oner’; singers of narcocorridos and gangsta rap trumpet
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underworld experience. Conversely, anti-Cannabis authorities trumpet
legal credentials: ‘[The Food and Drug Administration] is the sole
[u.s.] agency that approves drug products as safe and effective for
intended indications.’6 Clearly, such markers of status are meaningful
only within particular subcultures. 

The need to establish credibility reflects the general lack of know -
ledge about Cannabis, despite its past and present importance. Learned
knowledge of Cannabis has developed slowly. Agriculturalists have
explicated hemp for centuries, but most readers avoid formal agron-
omy. Hemp promoters sell more books with advertising copy, given
in titles such as A Way to Get Wealth (1676) and Hemp: What the World
Needs Now (2010).7 The regular publication of how-to books alongside
constant farming inducements suggests that few people have gained
enduring knowledge of hemp from paper. 

Hemp knowledge can not be separated from marijuana know -
ledge. European scientists significantly began paying attention to drug
Cannabis in the 1840s. Nineteenth-century pharmacists did not know
cannabinoid chemistry but simply applied established methods of
preparing herbal extracts. Into the 1900s, chemists could not reliably
differentiate psychoactive and non-psychoactive Cannabis. Pharmacists
estimated a plant’s psychoactivity based on provenance, and debated
whether ‘Indian hemp’ not grown in India could be useful.8 This
debate persists in the form of botanical field experiments – planting
seeds from one location in another, then testing cannabinoid content
(or fibre potential). thc was not identified until 1964, and chemical
tests were slow, expensive and imprecise into the 1980s. 

Given this lack of knowledge, Cannabis psychoactivity was histor-
ically attributed to human behaviour rather than plant biology. By the
1700s, European travellers considered marijuana a wasteful use of a
familiar-looking plant with presumed potential for fibre production.
In 1797 an Englishman in South Africa complained that the ‘common
hemp’ he observed was squandered as a ‘substitute for tobacco’.9 In
1803 Cannabis agronomic trials began in Portuguese Angola under the
belief that marijuana was a ‘terrible and disastrous’ use of ‘cânhamo’,
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or European sativa hemp.10 Simultaneously in British India, botanists
unsuccessfully tried making rope from ganja plants,11 and dispatched
indica seeds in the hope of initiating an Australian hemp industry. 

The notion that psychoactive marijuana is simply a use of Euro -
pean hemp persists. Anti-prohibitionists elevate the historical status
of mari juana by maintaining that George Washington used the drug,
because he farmed hemp. European sativa hempseeds did not some-
how germinate psychoactive plants on Washington’s Virginia plan tation,
and presentist presumptions are unnecessary to understand his
agricultural practices. 

Of course, for East Asian indica hemp, marijuana can be just another
use. The nineteenth-century switch from European sativa to East Asian
indica hemp in the u.s. and Europe has been mostly forgotten. Nonetheless,
in the u.s. before 1945, experts recognized that for then-dominant indica
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fibre cultivars, the difference between marijuana and hemp was simply
the manner of use.12 Even fieldworkers seem to have discovered this
in late nineteenth-century Kentucky by smoking female hemp flowers.13

In China, current anti-narcotics literature simply calls the plant ta má
(‘great hemp’), which in ancient times distinguished hemp uses from
drug uses. This modern usage reflects the reality that context rather
than appellation determines the legality of Chinese Cannabis. 

This same logic was embedded in u.s. prohibition laws, although
the formal appellation Cannabis sativa L. envelopes two cryptic species.
Cannabis specimens cannot be reliably determined psychoactive or
non-psychoactive, indica or sativa, based on physical characters. This has
always been the case. A nineteenth-century French botanist confessed
that physical differences between French chanvre and Algerian kif were
‘easier to notice in the field than to express precisely through a botan-
ical description; for [the differences] reduce . . . to simple nuances
[which] are not always perfectly clear’.14 When prohibition began in
the u.s., certain uses were allowed and disallowed, not specific types
of Cannabis, because taxonomists were then, and remain, unable to
distinguish the two species visually. This situation offered a fairly obvi-
ous legal loophole. Anyone arrested could avoid conviction by claiming
possession of only hemp, whose status remained a grey area in drug law.
All Cannabis material became more unquestionably illegal once all
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plants were assigned to one species. Of course, the idea that sativa –
European hemp – is the central concept of Cannabis simply reflects the
origins of scientific taxonomy on a Baltic seashore in the 1750s. 

The historical coincidence that science adopted European hemp
as the prototypical Cannabis has supported a Eurocentric biogeography.
Cannabis histories map Europe as the origin of drug Cannabis populations
outside the Old World, under the belief that non-Europeans initiated
a novel use of a temperate Eurasian plant. This conceptual error allowed
Cannabis drug use to represent cultural difference, rather than biological
diffusion from Asia or Africa. 

The variety of Cannabis stereotypes betrays a lack of knowledge
about human–Cannabis relationships. Historic European scholars
knew much about certain sativa cultures. Confidence in the general
relevance of this knowledge prevented careful observation of other
cultures. The first robust study of a non-European Cannabis culture
came in the 1894 report of the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission,
which studied bhang, charas and ganja in British India.15 No subsequent
study of drug Cannabis within a society has been as thorough, although
recent works have improved understanding of the plant in scattered
societies. Global Southern societies are vastly underrepresented in the
literature, which focuses on biochemistry, pharmacology and epidemi-
ology in Europe and North America.16 We know that New York City
residents used more marijuana following the attacks of 11 September
2001,17 but we do not know how survivors of violence in the ancient
indica zone might use the drug. The Cannabis cultures of the Global
South are undervalued human resources. 

Repetitiveness in the Cannabis literature has been frustrating for
decades, and practised for centuries. Trenchant reviews have described
Cannabis books as ‘highly incestuous’ (1975), ‘stuffed with rehashes of
well known materials . . . that read wearisomely for the expert’ (1977),
and ‘less . . . careful scholarship than a polemic’ (2007).18 A pattern of
plagiarizing information about Cannabis arose in sixteenth-century
European scientific botany, following more than a millennium of
rehashes of Dioscorides and Galen.19
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Many Cannabis ‘facts’ have become established through repetition.
The dangers of marijuana use have been amplified since the early 1800s
via retellings of key stories, and embellished hearsay. For decades, Harry
Anslinger shared anecdotes from his ‘gore file’ of sensationalist news
clippings, and opened his file for writers who parroted him as far away
as Tasmania.20 Prohibitionists have chanted the mantra that drug
Cannabis has no medicinal use,21 despite its historic appearance in legal
pharmacopoeias, and studies in the 1800s and since the 1970s show-
ing its effectiveness for treating various conditions.22 Pro-marijuana
literature has also generated truth through repetition. 

Received wisdom flourishes through poor citation of sources.
The traceable bibliographic trajectories of Cannabis anecdotes can be
remarkable. For instance, marijuana advocates maintain that seven early
u.s. presidents used drug Cannabis, including one allegedly addicted to
hashish. Recent recitations seem to trace to The Great Book of Hemp (1996),
a mostly reliable reference work that cited a 1975 source not listed in
its bibliography.23 The 1975 citation was in fact a Neo-Pagan spiritual-
ist magazine that had borrowed the article ‘Pot & Presidents’ from
another vaguely identified source, which was a page of pro-marijuana
humour in an underground newspaper of 1972 from New Mexico.24

Other anecdotes can be traced back to advocacy materials. George
Washington’s association with marijuana seemingly began with a poster
in 1973.25 Among u.s. presidents, only Barack Obama has admitted
getting high.26 One of Queen Victoria’s many physicians published
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the unremarkable nineteenth-century view that Cannabis indica had
(limited) medical usefulness.27 There is no evidence that he prescribed
indica for the Queen – a quite unlikely event – but her use of it became
fact through pro-marijuana ads in Playboy magazine during the 1970s.28

Harry Anslinger was puritanically intolerant of marijuana, and ruined
many people through his influence. Marijuana advocates have under-
standably vilified him, although sometimes with unfair tactics. A hemp
activist, for instance, ostensibly paraphrased 1930s prohibitionists as
saying ‘[marijuana] mak[es] the “darkies” think they [are] as good as
“white men”’.29 Other activists attribute the unsavoury quote to Anslinger,
although it was written in the 1980s to promote hemp. 

People have learned about Cannabis primarily through experience
with unwritten practices. Since the early 1800s, laws against drug Cannabis
further deepened the historical shadows cloaking the marginal popu -
lations who used the plant, and pushed knowledge underground. In
southern Africa, twentieth-century users smoked earth pipes – tubes
formed in the ground – to dispense with incriminating paraphernalia.30

Users in New York City in the 1930s smoked in rooms sealed so tightly
that they risked suffocation.31 A common experience of marijuana
aficio nados in the Global North has been to acquire ‘some nameless pot
[from] the weird dude on the corner’.32 A guiding principle in current
marijuana horticulture is to ‘never tell anybody about any garden
[and] never trust anybody – friends, family . . . even your mother!’33

Knowledge of drug Cannabis has been communicated secretly for
centuries, following millennia of informal discussions. The language
of drug Cannabis has (purposefully) impeded the formalization of
knowledge. Historical scholars struggle to identify Cannabis in anti-
quarian texts because it had so many names.34 Since the 1800s, drug
Cannabis has travelled under assumed names, whether ‘tobacco’ through-
out the Atlantic or ‘locoweed’ in North America, a name that also
referred to certain other plants that sicken livestock.35 The number of
nicknames generated after the North American marijuana awakening
of the 1920s stumped the authorities, who needed dictionaries of
‘criminal slang’ to understand.36 In the Caribbean, people developed
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Queen Victoria smoking a joint, u.s., 1977.



hidden vocabularies to conceal their activities, calling indica ‘gully
weed’ and ‘kaya’ among other names.37 The marijuana boom of the
1960s generated a diverse lingo whose evolution continues.38

Marijuana has become an open secret across the Global North,
and hidden language has become as much stylistic as concealing. One
example is the number ‘420’ – pronounced ‘four-twenty’, and includ-
ing the time ‘4:20’ and the American-style date ‘4/20’ – names without
naming marijuana. The code word originated among California teenagers
in the 1970s, but has become internationally important.39 Cannabis-
friendly commerce peaks around 20 April, a popular day to celebrate
marijuana (and hemp) and protest prohibition. The Internet readily
yielded directions to dozens of 4/20/2014 events in countries across
Europe, the Americas and Oceania. Even the authorities take notice: on
20 April 2006, the u.s. Food and Drug Administration reiterated its
view that drug Cannabis is medically useless.40 Global ambivalence
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towards Cannabis might become salient each April, but polarization
permeates knowledge of the plant.

Humans have excellent practical knowledge of Cannabis uses, yet
limited understanding of its sociocultural consequences, whether past
or present. Global Northern authorities had little idea what marijuana
was when outlawing it in the early 1900s; in 1919 a fire-department
physician stated, ‘hashish . . . is produced by the burning of jute’ and is
more deadly than the ‘yellow fumes of [burning] sulphur’.41 Prohibition
created insurmountable obstacles to research,42 and cast Cannabis as a
disreputable or dangerous object of study. As a result, Cannabis experts
often rely on ideas believed to be true rather than those known to be
true, a quality called ‘truthiness’. 

Truthiness is common in debates about drug use generally,43 and
marijuana specifically, as well as hemp. Governments order commis-
sions to study marijuana, then ignore, disavow or suppress reports that
do not support established policy. Hemp activists make inaccurate claims
because they believe authorities have conspired to obscure the plant’s
value. Governments inaccurately undersell real hemp economies because
prohibition posits that Cannabis has no value. Journalists, police and anti-
marijuana physicians misrepresent marijuana to support pre-existing
ideas about the drug’s dangers. Marijuana advocates concoct stories to
elevate the drug’s historical status, and overlook its real risks (which
are imperfectly known because prohibition has stunted research). 

The consequences of false claims are both material and symbolic.
Histories carry symbolism, and pseudo-histories belittle real human
experiences. For instance, a hemp activist scored a symbolic victory
on 4 July 2013 by having a hempen flag raised over the u.s. Capitol
Building.44 This flag was meant as ‘a reminder of the role hemp played
in the founding and early days of the country’. The activist illustrated
hemp’s historic value with the canard that the first u.s. flag was made
of hemp. The first flag disappeared in the 1700s. The story of its crea -
tion emerged in 1870, and included nothing about the cloth; in any case,
most flags were made of lightweight wool bunting in the 1700s and
1800s.45 In the early days of the country, slave-grown hemp sackcloth
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wrapped slave-grown cotton bales. Low-quality hemp was woven with
low-quality wool, jute and cotton to make ‘negro cloth’, used to clothe
slaves.46 Hemp’s role in slavery should be recalled amid cheerleading
for its revival, especially in a setting as symbolic as a national capitol
building. 

Cannabis has been valued for millennia, and past societies developed
multiple ways of managing it. The policy of prohibition represents
one globally normative option, simple in principle but difficult to
implement because it reduces the complexities of human–Cannabis
interaction to a binary good–bad choice. This oversimplification under-
lies the belief that prohibition unquestionably benefits society, or is
unquestionably irrational. For decades, progressive, populist factions
and reactionary, authoritarian elements have debated these irreconcil-
able views. The debate has become more important than knowledge
production; pro- and anti-Cannabis discourse has changed little for
decades. 

It is difficult to assign good or bad labels to any of the plant’s
uses. Both hemp and marijuana encompass unresolved contradiction.
Hemp’s conundrum is that of modern agriculture. It has untapped
potential as a renewable resource, capable of replacing wood, petroleum
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and animal-based foods. Yet the environmental friendliness of hemp
is poorly tested,47 and its commercial production is as input-intensive
as any modern agriculture. Ancient environmental costs still exist:
retting requires water, and can pollute water sources; commercial
cultivation requires copious fertilizer; processing requires considerable
labour, or energy-intensive machinery. Hemp’s overall impact is not
necessarily higher or lower than that of competing crops,48 but any
agricultural transition carries unforeseen costs. Attempts to create bio -
fuel economies based on other plants have proven energy-inefficient,
and taken fields from food crops. 

The long-standing arguments that hemp generates employment
and enhances national sovereignty remain active (and perhaps true for
any crop). A 2010 book asks: ‘Can you visualize an America [that uses]
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hemp-based methanol produced in the u.s., by local workers? It is a
practical . . . vision [that] will dramatically reduce the u.s. dependency
on foreign-owned oil.’49 Hemp industries provide employment, but
historically this work was unpopular and unprofitable. In the u.s.,
hemp’s potential profit margin is thin,50 a fact that would favour large
agribusinesses if the crop became legal. Furthermore, before prohi -
bition the favoured hemp cultivars represented indica; the activists’
argument that hemp is inherently drug-free is not entirely correct. 

The trickiness of marijuana exceeds that of hemp. Drugs in global
society encapsulate a deep-rooted problem: pleasure is to be pursued,
but within limits.51 The limits can be unpopular and difficult to enforce.
Extremely ill people have found relief in marijuana, but many more have
simply found a good time. Marijuana is not terribly dangerous com-
pared to other illegal and legal drugs, but it is not risk-free. The legal
control of drugs is a fundamentally progressive idea in human history,
even if control policies have been self-serving, prejudiced and unsuc-
cessful.52 The failure of prohibition to control marijuana is globally
salient. Cannabis is the most widely used illegal drug, despite a War on
Drugs that has cost trillions of dollars over the last 40 years, and impedes
global development goals.53 Prohibitions have other perverse effects.
Negatively framed anti-drug messages encourage some people to try
the negated behaviour,54 even as prohibition creates obstacles to under-
standing this use. In India, drug prohibitions imposed by the United
Nations in 1961 have damaged millennia-old medical, religious and
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cultural norms that reduced drug risks, while also shifting consumption
away from Cannabis towards harder drugs, such as crude heroin.55

The currently fraught status of Cannabis can obscure and distort
millennia of human experience. Broad patterns of human–Cannabis
interaction have been remarkably consistent for very long periods of
time. Focusing entirely on whether prohibition makes sense nowadays
overlooks important reasons why Cannabis acquired its current status.
Despite the trite aphorism about repeating history without knowing it,
the lack of historical knowledge in current debates does not promise
that the human–Cannabis relationship is indeed moving forward,
regardless of legal and political changes since the 1990s. Hemp initially
gained success as a weed, and enjoyed enduring agricultural success
only where people were satisfied to grow it in small quantities, or
where large-scale production was subsidized through exploitative
labour relationships, unfair market conditions, or (very recently) fos-
sil fuels. Drug indica also first succeeded as a weed, and gained global
popu  larity by offering momentary escape from difficult realities, an
escape nuanced with medicinal activity, sensual pleasures and spiritual
meanings. By providing escape, marijuana has enabled social margin-
alization rather than opposition to it. It remains unproven that hemp
is sustainable, or that marijuana has escaped the social margins. 

Many people appreciate marijuana for enabling spiritual awareness
outside formal religions, including as an aspect of recreational use.
Informal, drug-enhanced spirituality has been disregarded, ridiculed
or negatively framed as hedonism, hallucination or mental illness.
Nonetheless, one insight drug Cannabis offered in one society should
be considered more broadly. In the early twentieth century, Sesotho-
speaking dagga smokers in South Africa sang, ‘We smoke it and . . .
remember the miracles of the world / We remember those far and near
/ We remember.’56 Whether hemp or drug, Cannabis has a complex
history that should be remembered, accurately. 
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55 to 6.5 million years ago Cannabis evolves to become a distinct genus 
during this long period 

____________________ ____________________

11 million years ago Regional climate change in Central Asia 
separates Cannabis into two populations; 
subsequent geological uplift selects for 
thc production in the southern population 

____________________ ____________________

130,000 years ago Earliest physical evidence of Cannabis: pollen from
sediment in Lake Baikal, Russia 

____________________ ____________________

30,000 to 10,000 years ago Cannabis follows early human migrations across
Eurasia  

____________________ ____________________

5500–5000 bce Cannabis sativa is used for fibre across northern
Europe, but it is not clearly farmed 

____________________ ____________________

4000 bce Cannabis indica domesticated by this time in East
Asia

____________________ ____________________

2600–1700 bce Indo-Iranian civilizations flourish around the
Hindu Kush mountains, and possibly use Cannabis
indica in sacramental beverages  

____________________ ____________________

16th century bce Hempseeds are one of five staple grains during
China’s Shang Dynasty  

____________________ ____________________

16th century bce Cannabis indica domesticated by this time in South
Asia; earliest physical evidence of Cannabis in 
lowland South Asia  

____________________ ____________________

Timeline
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7th to 6th centuries bce Indo-Iranians in the Tarim Basin include
Cannabis indica flowers among grave goods  

____________________ ____________________

6th century bce Bhang provides a sacramental beverage in
Hinduism, Buddhism and other South 
Asian religions  

____________________ ____________________

5th century bce Thracians produce hempen fabric and Scythians
burn hempseed at funeral ceremonies; Herodotus
takes note  

____________________ ____________________

5th to 1st centuries bce Cannabis sativa enters Europe as a domesticated
fibre crop as an outcome of Roman expansion  

____________________ ____________________

2nd century bce Paper-making invented in China, with Cannabis
waste fibre  

____________________ ____________________

1st century bce Chinese writers describe psychoactive uses 
of Cannabis indica, which enter the Chinese 
pharmacopoeia 

____________________ ____________________

2nd century ce Galen and Dioscorides write about Cannabis
____________________ ____________________

10th to 13th centuries Regional hemp markets and water- and 
animal-powered hemp mills appear in France 

____________________ ____________________

11th and 12th centuries Increased evidence of pipe smoking across
eastern Africa suggests the diffusion of 
Cannabis indica

____________________ ____________________

12th and 13th centuries Arabic poets in North Africa and the Levant
begin writing about hashish; Islamic physicians
begin to mention psychoactive Cannabis explicitly  

____________________ ____________________

14th century Venice establishes a European precedent 
of controlling hemp production to ensure 
naval power  

____________________ ____________________

14th century Baltic hemp enters international trade through
the Hanseatic League  

____________________ ____________________

15th century African water pipes arrive in the Arabian
Peninsula, and subsequently in South Asia 
and the Levant  

____________________ ____________________

Timeline
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16th century Sailors on Portuguese ships encounter smoking
in Mozambique, and bhang throughout the 
western Indian Ocean; sailors bring their 
knowledge into the Atlantic  

____________________ ____________________

16th to 19th centuries Enslaved people bring knowledge of diamba from
eastern Africa to western Africa, and throughout
the Atlantic via the transatlantic slave trade  

____________________ ____________________

16th to 19th centuries Spain, Portugal and Great Britain increasingly
rely on imported Baltic hemp, and try to increase
domestic production   

____________________ ____________________

17th and 18th centuries Commercial hemp industries fail in North
American colonies, but Cannabis sativa persists 
in subsistence production 

____________________ ____________________

1689 Scientist Robert Hooke decides sailor Robert
Knox had used ‘Indian hemp’ in Ceylon, and
reports that ‘Indian hemp’ seeds do not produce
psychoactive plants in Britain 

____________________ ____________________

18th and 19th centuries Russian hemp dominates global supply  
____________________ ____________________

1753 Taxonomist Carolus Linnaeus names Cannabis sativa
____________________ ____________________

1784 Taxonomist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck names
Cannabis indica

____________________ ____________________

1790s Commercial hemp production peaks in Spanish
Louisiana, and begins in Kentucky   

____________________ ____________________

c. 1800 Napoleon’s troops learn about hashish in Egypt;
Europeans try to make rope from drug Cannabis
cultivars in British India and Australia, and
Portuguese Angola and Brazil   

____________________ ____________________

1809 Antoine Silvestre de Sacy popularizes the
Assassin tale, which establishes hashish in
Orientalist discourse   

____________________ ____________________

1829 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, establishes the first 
law controlling Cannabis indica use  

____________________ ____________________
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1830s British physicians in India evaluate the medicinal
potential Cannabis indica; ‘Cannabis indica’ becomes
an accepted pharmaceutical in Western medicine   

____________________ ____________________

1834–1920 Indentured South Asian labourers carry Cannabis
indica to many locations worldwide, particularly
around the Caribbean   

____________________ ____________________

1840s The French Club des Hashischins experiments with
drug Cannabis, and the club’s members popularize
drug use through subsequent publications   

____________________ ____________________

1840s Mexican authorities first become concerned
about marihuana

____________________ ____________________

1850s Hemp Cannabis peaks globally; East Asian indica
hemp introduced to Europe and North America   

____________________ ____________________

1870s–1910s Multiple colonial and independent states in
South Asia, southern Africa and the Americas
prohibit recreational drug Cannabis use in order 
to control labourers   

____________________ ____________________

1880s–1930s Anti-drug authorities portray drug Cannabis as
certainly inducing madness and violence in users   

____________________ ____________________

1910s–30s Marihuana, locoweed and reefer gain limited 
popularity across the u.s.

____________________ ____________________

1925 Cannabis indica is included as a controlled substance
in the International Opium Convention   

____________________ ____________________

1938 Cannabis drug prohibition begins in the u.s.
____________________ ____________________

1950s Commercial hemp production is moribund in
Europe and ceases in the u.s.; the Chinese state
discourages hemp  

____________________ ____________________

1961 The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 
standardizes legal controls on drug Cannabis
among United Nations member states   

____________________ ____________________

1960s–70s Cannabis indica gains global popularity as part of
social and political upheavals; celebrities popularize
drug use in music, literature, film and art   

____________________ ____________________



1960s–present The popularity of hand-rolled drug Cannabis
cigarettes creates demand for hemp Cannabis
rolling papers   

____________________ ____________________

1973 u.s. President Richard Nixon declares a global
War on Drugs, which continues today   

____________________ ____________________

1990s–present The ‘Hemp Renaissance’ develops as people
seek renewable sources of raw materials; several
countries worldwide re-legalize hemp production   

____________________ ____________________

1996 In the u.s., California and Arizona legalize 
medical marijuana use; eighteen states (and
Washington, dc) follow by 2014; other countries
allowing some medical use include Austria,
Canada, Finland, Germany, Israel, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and Sweden   

____________________ ____________________

2012 In the u.s., Colorado and Washington State
legalize recreational marijuana   

____________________ ____________________

2013 Uruguay legalizes the cultivation, sale, distribution
and use of Cannabis indica

____________________ ____________________

2014 Colorado’s government-regulated recreational
marijuana market opens; the state reports $14
million in sales and $2 million in taxes during 
the first month of business 

____________________ ____________________
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